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Candidate Music Genre/Form Terms for Discussion 
 

This list, which is primarily derived from Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). was 
last updated on March 22, 2013.  The list should not be used as a source of current LCSH 
vocabulary, as LCSH terms may be modified in between updates. 
 
KEY TO STATUS COLUMN 
cancel:LCMPT = cancel heading:use Library of Congress Medium of Performance Thesaurus for Music 

(LCMPT). LCSH heading will be cancelled unless already used topically; medium terms will be 
available in LCMPT. The final forms of terms as incorporated into LCMPT will not necessarily be 
exactly as the terms appear in this list. 

cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT = cancel heading:use LCMPT and Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms for 
Library and Archival Materials (LCGFT). Add medium terms to LCMPT; add genre terms to 
LCGFT. The final forms of terms as incorporated into LCMPT and LCGFT will not necessarily be 
exactly as the terms appear in this list.   

cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT = cancel heading:terms with a language qualifier and text names are out of 
scope for LCGFT. 

carrier = carrier/extent term. Not in scope for LCGFT; may be in scope for LCMPT. 
LCSH = invalid as genre/form or medium of performance term; used as a topical term in LCSH. 
LCGFT = add to Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms for Library and Archival Materials. The final 

forms of terms as incorporated into LCGFT will not necessarily be exactly as the terms appear in 
this list. 

notation:OutOfScopeLCGFT = type of notation:out of scope for LCGFT 
use Psalms (Music)+730 = cancel heading; use LCGFT Psalms (Music) and a related work access point 

tagged 730 for the text of the Psalm  
  

CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
2-harpsichord scores  sh 99001162 carrier 
2-organ scores  sh2004003839 carrier 
2-piano scores  sh 99001163 carrier 
3-piano scores  sh 99001164 carrier 
A′ak  sh 91005342 LCGFT 
Acclamations (Vocal music)  sh2007009786 LCGFT 
Accompaniments (Music)  sh2009003572 LCGFT 
Accordion and electronic music  sh2001002501 LCSH 
Accordion and guitar music   sh 85000391 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion and harpsichord music  sh 99014487 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion and organ music  sh 98000996 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion and percussion music  sh 85000392 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion and piano music  sh 85000393 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion and piano music, Arranged sh 85000394 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion and synthesizer music sh 98000998 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Accordion band music   sh2003002954 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion ensembles sh 85000396 LCSH 
Accordion music sh 85000397 LCSH 
Accordion music (Jazz) sh 85000399 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Accordion music (Swing) sh2005002987 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Accordion with chamber orchestra sh 85000400 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion with orchestra sh 85000401 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion with plucked instrument ensemble sh 85000402 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion with string ensemble sh 86003023 cancel:LCMPT 
Accordion with string orchestra sh 85000403 cancel:LCMPT 
Acoustic bass guitar and percussion music sh2009001387 cancel:LCMPT 
Acoustic bass guitar music sh2009001381 cancel:LCMPT 
Advent hymns sh 85001062 LCGFT 
Advent music sh 85001063 LCGFT 
Afrobeat sh 99011295 LCGFT 
Agnus Dei (Music) sh 85002234 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Aguinaldos sh2010012251 LCGFT 
Airs de cour sh 95000074 LCGFT 
Ajaeng music sh2008001043 cancel:LCMPT 
Alabados sh 85003085 LCGFT 
Alalás sh 00000573 LCGFT 
Aleatory music sh 85022486 LCGFT 
Aleke sh 96009477 LCGFT 
Algōjā music sh 00006977 LCGFT 
All Saints' Day music sh 85003609 LCGFT 
Alleluia (Music) sh 85003646 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Allemandes sh 85003648 LCGFT 
Alma maters (Songs) sh 98003710 LCGFT 
Alphabet rhymes sh 85003824 LCGFT 
Alphorn and harp music sh 86005341 cancel:LCMPT 
Alphorn and organ music sh 85003804 cancel:LCMPT 
Alphorn music sh 85003805 cancel:LCMPT 
Alternative country music sh2008004319 LCGFT 
Alternative country-rock music sh2010006098 LCGFT 
Alternative metal (Music) sh2002002710 LCGFT 
Alternative rock music sh 96004375 LCGFT 
Alto clarinet and piano music sh2001002569 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto clarinet music sh2001002568 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and basset horn music sh2003002077 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and Buddhist temple bell music sh2002002629 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and celesta music sh2012003703 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Alto flute and electronic music sh 99012879 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and English horn music sh2003002234 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and finger cymbals music sh 99012880 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and flute music sh 99011317 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and guitar music sh 99011318 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and harp music sh 99011319 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and piano music sh 99011320 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and vibraphone music sh 99011321 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute and violoncello music sh2010000552 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto flute music sh 99011313 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto horn and percussion music sh 94008698 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto horn and piano music sh 85003940 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto horn music sh 85003941 cancel:LCMPT 
Alto trombone music sh 98000142 cancel:LCMPT 
Ambient music sh2006005853 LCGFT 
Ambrosian chants sh2004014201 LCGFT 
Amens (Music) sh 85004217 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
American folk songs sh 96006516 LCGFT 
American songs sh 96006524 LCGFT 
Angklung and kulintang music sh2004002272 cancel:LCMPT 
Angklung music sh 89007079 cancel:LCMPT 
Anglican chants sh 85022544 LCGFT 
Animated film music sh 00000571 LCGFT 
Animated television music sh2003003381 LCGFT 
Anthems sh 85005524 LCGFT 
Antiphonaries sh 85005734 LCGFT 
Antiphons (Music) sh 85005735 LCGFT 
Apollo-lyre music sh2007002143 cancel:LCMPT 
Appalachian dulcimer and autoharp music sh2003002979 cancel:LCMPT 
Appalachian dulcimer and guitar music sh 85006068 cancel:LCMPT 
Appalachian dulcimer and mandolin music sh2008008802 cancel:LCMPT 
Appalachian dulcimer music sh 85006069 cancel:LCMPT 
Arabesk (Turkish popular music) sh2005000016 LCGFT 
Archiphone music sh 85006560 cancel:LCMPT 
Archlute music sh 85006931 cancel:LCMPT 
Armenian chants sh 85022546 LCGFT 
Arpeggione and piano music sh 85007413 cancel:LCMPT 
Arpeggione music sh 96006493 cancel:LCMPT 
Arpeggios sh2001002570 LCGFT 
Arranged sh 85146858  
Arranged music sh 98005000 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Arrangements (Popular music and jazz) sh 99014971 cancel:LCMPT 
Ascension Day music sh 85008532 LCGFT 
Ash Wednesday music sh2006001685 LCGFT 
Audio-visual aids sh 99002410  
Aulos music sh2010009233 cancel:LCMPT 
Autoharp music sh 85010075 cancel:LCMPT 
Ave Maria (Music) sh 85010507 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ave Maris Stella (Music) sh 85010508 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ave Regina Caelorum (Music) sh 85010509 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ave verum corpus (Music) sh2012002873 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ayres sh 97004145 LCGFT 
Babadok music sh2011001113 cancel:LCMPT 
Bachata sh 94005133 LCGFT 
Bağlama music sh 98008166 LCSH 
Bagpipe and continuo music sh 85010973 cancel:LCMPT 
Bagpipe and hurdy-gurdy music sh 85010975 cancel:LCMPT 
Bagpipe and organ music  sh2001008930 cancel:LCMPT 
Bagpipe and piano music sh2001008931 cancel:LCMPT 
Bagpipe music sh 85010976 LCSH 
Bagpipe with band sh 85010978 cancel:LCMPT 
Bailā (Music) sh2006005270 LCGFT 
Bajo sexto music sh2002000308 cancel:LCMPT 
Bālabān and zarb music sh 00000677 cancel:LCMPT 
Bālabān music sh 00000678 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika and bandoneon music sh 85011114 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika and piano music sh 85011115 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika and piano music, Arranged sh 85011116 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika ensembles sh 98007698 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika music sh 85011117 LCSH 
Balalaika orchestra music sh 00000566 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika with chamber orchestra sh 85011119 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika with chamber orchestra, Arranged sh 85011120 cancel:LCMPT 
Balalaika with orchestra sh 85011121 cancel:LCMPT 
Ballad operas sh 85011225 LCGFT 
Ballades (Instrumental music) sh 91004296 LCGFT 
Ballades (Polyphonic chansons) sh 88001420 LCGFT 
Ballads, Moldovan sh2009000282 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ballads sh 85011228 LCGFT 
Ballate sh 85011272 LCGFT 
Ballets sh 85011293 LCGFT 
Ballets, Arranged sh 85011301 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Balletti (Part songs)  sh2003002218 LCGFT 
Balloon and electronic music sh 99004301 cancel:LCMPT 
Balloon music sh 99004300 cancel:LCMPT 
Balo music sh 94005061 cancel:LCMPT 
Bambucos (Music) sh2008009829 LCGFT 
Bambuso sonoro music sh 92004467 cancel:LCMPT 
Ban hu music sh 94000526 cancel:LCMPT 
Band music sh 85011470 LCSH 
Band music, Arranged sh 85011472 LCSH 
Band organ music sh 95006827 cancel:LCMPT 
Banda (Music)  sh2001002386 LCGFT 
Bandoneon and electronic music sh 94001095 cancel:LCMPT 
Bandoneon and piano music sh 85011493 cancel:LCMPT 
Bandoneon and piano music, Arranged sh 85011494 cancel:LCMPT 
Bandoneon music sh 85011495 cancel:LCMPT 
Bandoneon with chamber orchestra sh 85011496 cancel:LCMPT 
Bandoneon with orchestra sh 85011497 cancel:LCMPT 
Bandora music sh 85097403 LCSH 
Bandura music sh 98003749 LCSH 
Bandurria music sh 85011504 cancel:LCMPT 
Bangsawan sh 92003584 LCGFT 
Banjo and double bass music  sh2004007465 cancel:LCMPT 
Banjo and guitar music sh 85011550 cancel:LCMPT 
Banjo and harpsichord music sh2012004829 cancel:LCMPT 
Banjo and piano music sh2002002654 cancel:LCMPT 
Banjo music sh 85011553 LCSH 
Banjo music (Bluegrass)  sh2005004295 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Banjo music (Jazz) sh 91003397 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Banjo with instrumental ensemble sh 85011554 cancel:LCMPT 
Bānsurī and mridanga music  sh2002007951 cancel:LCMPT 
Bānsurī and tabla music sh 93008235 cancel:LCMPT 
Bānsurī music sh 96006492 cancel:LCMPT 
Barbershop quartets sh 85011799 LCGFT 
Barcaroles sh2010012777 LCGFT 
Baritone and cornet music sh 85011848 cancel:LCMPT 
Baritone and piano music sh 85011849 cancel:LCMPT 
Baritone and piano music, Arranged sh 85011850 cancel:LCMPT 
Baritone music sh 85011851 cancel:LCMPT 
Baritone with string orchestra sh 85011852 cancel:LCMPT 
Barong sh 93007243 LCGFT 
Barrel organ music sh 85011935 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Baryton and harpsichord music  sh2001006043 cancel:LCMPT 
Baryton music sh 85012009 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and accordion music sh 96008203 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and banjo music sh2008009502 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and bassoon music sh 99000726 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and clarinet music sh 87000394 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and computer music sh 93008128 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and double bass music sh 93002887 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and electronic music sh 91004539 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and flute music sh 88000839 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and harp music sh 95008974 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and horn music  sh2003002118 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and marimba music sh 95010703 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and organ music sh 97003156 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and percussion music sh 85012151 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and piano music sh 85012152 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and saxophone music sh 97007144 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and vibraphone music sh 87007467 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and viola music sh 91000797 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and violin music  sh2003011037 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and yang qin music sh2012003648 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet music sh 85012153 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet music (Jazz) sh 87007468 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Bass clarinet with chamber orchestra sh 85012154 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet with instrumental ensemble sh 85012155 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet with orchestra sh 85012156 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet with string ensemble sh 85012157 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet with string orchestra sh 85012158 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass drum music sh 94008706 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass flute and electronic music sh 99012883 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass flute and finger cymbals music sh 99012881 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass flute and harpsichord music sh 99012885 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass flute and piano music sh 99012884 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass flute and shakuhachi music sh 00000681 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass flute and violoncello music  sh2004002253 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass flute music sh 99011315 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass guitar and drum set music sh 99001310 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass guitar music sh 88000739 LCSH 
Bass guitar music (Blues)  sh2007002042 LCSH; LCMPT+LCGFT 
Bass guitar music (Jazz) sh 97006733 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Bass guitar music (Rock)    sh2004002299 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Bass trombone and bongo music sh 88001020 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone and electronic music sh 91004541 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone and marimba music sh 97007265 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone and organ music sh 85012165 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone and piano music sh 85012166 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone and piano music, Arranged sh 85012167 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone and trombone music  sh2001002563 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone music sh 85012168 LCSH 
Bass trombone with band sh 85012169 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone with instrumental ensemble sh 85012171 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone with orchestra sh 85012172 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass trombone with string orchestra sh 94004108 cancel:LCMPT 
Basses danses (Music) sh2011000873 LCGFT 
Basset clarinet music sh 87005784 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset clarinet with orchestra sh 87005783 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn and clarinet music sh 85012182 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn and clarinet with orchestra sh 85012183 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn and electronic music sh 98006696 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn and harp music sh 97001185 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn and piano music sh 85012184 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn and piano music, Arranged sh 85012185 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn and trumpet music sh 89002182 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn music sh 85012186 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn with chamber orchestra sh 85012187 cancel:LCMPT 
Basset horn with orchestra sh 85012188 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and accordion music    sh2002002852 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and clarinet music sh 85012198 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and clarinet with orchestra sh 85012199 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and clarinet with string orchestra sh 85012200 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and clarinet with wind ensemble sh 94002494 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and continuo music sh 85012202 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and contrabassoon music  sh2001002383 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and double bass music sh 85012203 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and electronic music sh 91004543 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and electronic organ music sh 98003999 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and English horn music sh 85012204 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and flute music sh 85012205 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and flute with string orchestra sh 85012206 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and guitar music sh 85012207 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and harp music  sh2003002080 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and harpsichord music sh 85012208 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Bassoon and horn music sh 85012209 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and keyboard instrument music sh 91002678 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and oboe music sh 85012210 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and oboe with orchestra sh 85012211 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and oboe with string orchestra sh 85012212 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and oboe with wind ensemble sh 93007584 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and organ music sh 85012213 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and percussion music sh 85012214 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and piano music sh 85012215 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and piano music, Arranged sh 85012216 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and piccolo music sh 85012217 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and piccolo with string orchestra sh 85012218 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and recorder music sh 85012219 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and recorder with string orchestra sh 85012220 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and synthesizer music  sh2003002246 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and trumpet music sh 85012221 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and trumpet with string orchestra sh 85012222 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and tuba music sh 85012223 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and vibraphone music sh 87005716 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and viola music sh 85012224 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and violin music   sh 85012225 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and violin with chamber orchestra sh 86001159 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and violin with instrumental ensemble sh 85012226 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and violin with string orchestra sh 85012227 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and violoncello music sh 85012228 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon and violoncello with orchestra sh 85012229 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, English horn, flute with 
orchestra  

sh 85012230 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute with string orchestra sh 85012248 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn with orchestra sh 85012238 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe with band sh 85012231 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe with chamber 
orchestra  

sh 85012232 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe with 
orchestra  

sh 85012234 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe with string 
orchestra  

sh 85012235 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe, trombone, 
trumpet, percussion with string orchestra 

sh 93003235 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, violoncello with 
string orchestra  

sh 85012237 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe with chamber 
orchestra  

sh 85012243 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe with orchestra sh 85012244 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe with string 
orchestra  

sh 85012245 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe, harp with orchestra sh 85012239 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe, violins (2), viola, 
violoncello with orchestra 

sh 85012240 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe, violins (2), viola, 
violoncello with string orchestra 

sh 85012241 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, flute, trumpet with string 
orchestra  

sh 85012246 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, horn, oboe with orchestra sh 85012249 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, horn, oboe with string 
orchestra  

sh 85012250 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, oboe with string orchestra sh 85012252 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, oboe, violin, viola, violoncello 
with orchestra 

sh 85012251 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, clarinet, trumpet with orchestra sh 85012253 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinet, trumpet with string orchestra sh 85012254 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, clarinets (2), oboe with orchestra sh 85012255 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon ensembles sh 94008703 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, flute, horn, oboe with chamber 
orchestra  

sh 85012257 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, flute, horn, oboe with orchestra sh 85012258 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, flute, horn, oboe with string orchestra sh 85012259 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, flute, horn, oboe, trumpet with string 
orchestra  

sh 85012256 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, flute, oboe with orchestra sh 85012261 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, flute, violin, violoncello with orchestra  sh 85012262 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, flutes (2) with string orchestra sh 85012263 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, horn, trumpet, double bass with 
orchestra  

sh 85012264 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon music sh 85012266 LCSH 
Bassoon music (Jazz) sh 88004403 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Bassoon, oboe, trumpet with string orchestra sh 85012269 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, oboe, violin, viola with orchestra sh 85012270 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, oboe, violin, violoncello with chamber 
orchestra  

sh 85012271 cancel:LCMPT 

Bassoon, oboe, violin, violoncello with orchestra sh 85012273 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon, violins (2) with string orchestra sh 85012275 cancel:LCMPT 
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Bassoon with band sh 85012276 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with band, Arranged sh 85012277 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with brass band sh 93004066 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with chamber orchestra sh 85012279 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with instrumental ensemble sh 85012281 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with orchestra sh 85012282 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with orchestra, Arranged sh 85012284 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with string ensemble sh 85012286 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with string orchestra sh 85012287 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoon with wind ensemble sh 87003456 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoons (2) with orchestra sh 87003459 cancel:LCMPT 
Bassoons (2) with string orchestra sh 85012290 cancel:LCMPT 
Batá music sh 98005663 LCSH 
Battle-cries sh 85012419 LCGFT 
Batuque music  sh2001002382 LCSH 
Bawdy songs sh 85012488 LCGFT 
Bayan music sh 88005613 LCSH 
Bayan with orchestra sh 88005611 cancel:LCMPT 
Beatitudes (Music) sh 85012701 LCGFT 
Begena sh2004005568 LCGFT 
Beguines (Music)  sh2002002610 LCGFT 
Bell music  sh2007001613 cancel:LCMPT 
Belly dance music sh 85013064 LCGFT 
Benedicamus Domino (Music)  sh2007000239 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel (Music) sh 85013126 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Beneventan chants sh2008007557 LCGFT 
Bergerettes (Songs) sh 98001214 LCGFT 
Bhangra (Music)   sh2003000186 LCGFT 
Bhajans sh 85013529 LCGFT 
Bhāwāiyā  sh2001002356 LCGFT 
Big band music sh 85013941 LCSH 
Bikutsi sh 200300915 LCGFT 
Birbynė and piano music sh 99002288 cancel:LCMPT 
Birbynė ensembles sh 99002287 cancel:LCMPT 
Birbynė music sh 97002087 cancel:LCMPT 
Birbynė music (Birbynės (2)) sh2010006883 cancel:LCMPT 
Biwa and electronic music  sh2008001637 cancel:LCMPT 
Biwa music sh 85014496 LCSH 
Black metal (Music) sh 99000162 LCGFT 
Bluegrass music sh 85015108 LCGFT 
Blues (Music) sh 85015115 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Blues-rock music  sh2003002221 LCGFT 
Blul music sh 93004396 cancel:LCMPT 
Bodhrán music sh2012001109 cancel:LCMPT 
Body music sh2011001088 cancel:LCMPT 
Boleros (Music) sh 85015369 LCGFT 
Bonang music sh2012001108 cancel:LCMPT 
Bone flute music  sh2003002955 cancel:LCMPT 
Bongo music sh 87007051 LCSH 
Boogaloos (Music)  sh2006002027 LCGFT 
Boogie woogie (Music) sh 90002668 LCGFT 
Bop (Music) sh 90002669 LCGFT 
Border pipes music sh2006002880 cancel:LCMPT 
Bossa nova (Music) sh 92006456 LCGFT 
Bounce (Music) sh2012000430 LCGFT 
Bourrées sh 85016127 LCGFT 
Bouzouki music sh 90002278 cancel:LCMPT 
Bow songs sh 88005222 LCGFT 
Brass band music sh 85016436 LCSH 
Brass ensemble with orchestra sh 85016440 cancel:LCMPT 
Brass ensembles sh 85016441 LCSH 
Brass instrument music sh 86006012 LCSH 
Brass nonets sh 85016451 cancel:LCMPT 
Brass octets sh 85016452 cancel:LCMPT 
Brass quartets sh 85016457 cancel:LCMPT 
Brass quintets sh 85016464 LCSH 
Brass septets sh 85016473 LCSH 
Brass sextets sh 85016478 cancel:LCMPT 
Brass trios sh 85016483 LCSH 
Brega (Music)  sh2005002691 LCGFT 
Brunettes (Songs)  sh2004002302 LCGFT 
Buddhist chants sh 85022547 LCGFT 
Buddhist hymns sh 85017544 LCGFT 
Buddhist hymns, Bengali sh2011004662 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Buddhist music sh 85088848 LCGFT 
Buddhist temple bell music  sh2002002628 cancel:LCMPT 
Bugaku sh 85017664 LCGFT 
Bugle and electronic organ music sh 95000949 cancel:LCMPT 
Bugle and organ music sh 85017681 cancel:LCMPT 
Bugle and piano music  sh2004002270 cancel:LCMPT 
Bugle calls sh 85017682 LCGFT 
Bugle music sh 85017683 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Bullerengue (Music) sh2010002073 LCGFT 
Button-key accordion music sh 99014970 cancel:LCMPT 
Byliny sh 85018459 LCGFT 
Byzantine chants sh 85022548 LCGFT 
Cacce (Part songs)  sh2004014561 LCGFT 
Cadences (Music)  sh2002004324 LCGFT 
Cadenzas sh 99001482 LCGFT 
Cajón and piano music sh2012002257    cancel:LCMPT 
Cajón music  sh2007001610 cancel:LCMPT 
Cajun music sh 93009016 LCGFT 
Calliope music (4 hands) sh 85018993 cancel:LCMPT 
Calliope music sh 85018992 cancel:LCMPT 
Calypso (Music) sh 85019058 LCGFT 
Camp songs  sh2008002891 LCGFT 
Campaign songs sh 85019202 LCGFT 
Campanula and piano music  sh2004002252 cancel:LCMPT 
Campanula music sh 95000389 cancel:LCMPT 
Campursari sh2010008752 LCGFT 
Cancans sh 85019485 LCGFT 
Candlemas music sh 85019569 LCGFT 
Candombes (Music) sh2006006069 LCGFT 
Candomblé music sh2001002826 LCGFT 
Canons, fugues, etc. sh 85019665 LCGFT 
Cantatas sh 85019780 LCGFT 
Cantatas, Sacred sh 85019781 LCGFT  
Cantatas, Secular sh 85019792 LCGFT  
Canti carnascialeschi sh 85020381 LCGFT 
Canticles sh 85019809 LCGFT 
Canzonets (Part songs) sh 93001164 LCGFT 
Canzonets (Part songs), English sh 93001165 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Canzonets (Part songs), German sh 99013483 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Canzonets (Part songs), Italian sh 93001166 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Canzonets (Part songs), Latin sh2012003742 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carillon and organ music sh 93004013 cancel:LCMPT 
Carillon ensembles sh 93003727 cancel:LCMPT 
Carillon music sh 85020318 LCSH 
Carillon music (4 hands) sh 94008699 cancel:LCMPT 
Carillon with band sh 85020319 cancel:LCMPT 
Carillon with instrumental ensemble sh 85020320 cancel:LCMPT 
Carillon with orchestra sh 85020321 cancel:LCMPT 
Carnatic music sh 85088861 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Carnival songs sh 85020381 LCGFT 
Carols sh 85020400 LCGFT 
Carols, Armenian sh 00007392 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Basque sh2009001403 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Batak sh2005000704 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Bulgarian sh 94004934 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Burgundian sh2002004334 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Catalan sh 89000396 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Cree sh2008002286 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Croatian sh2012004104 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Czech sh 85020402 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Danish sh2012001362 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Dutch sh 87002054 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, English sh 85020403 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, English (Middle) sh2012001365 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Finnish sh 99013484 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, French sh 85020404 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Georgian sh 94002844 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, German sh 91001738 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Greek (Modern) sh 88002865 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Hungarian sh2009001240 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Irish  sh2004009783 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Italian  sh 2003002086 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Japanese sh 89004630 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Latin sh 92002328 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Moldovan  sh2009000662 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Norwegian  sh2001009519 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Occitan sh2012001368 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Polish sh 85020405 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Portuguese sh2012001366 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Provençal sh2012001367 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Romanian sh 85020406 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Russian sh 97007081 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Slavic sh 88007421 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Slovak sh 95007467 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Spanish sh 91002776 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Swedish  sh2005008743 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Tamil sh2012001369 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Tongan sh 97001577 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Ukrainian sh 93009149 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Welsh sh2012001370  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Castanet and double bass music  sh2003003542 cancel:LCMPT 
Castanet music sh 85020645 cancel:LCMPT 
Castanets with chamber orchestra sh 85020647 cancel:LCMPT 
Castanets with string orchestra sh 86003007 cancel:LCMPT 
Catá music  sh2007001608 cancel:LCMPT 
Catches new LCGFT 
Catholic school songbooks sh 85118409 LCGFT 
Catholic songbooks sh 85125029 LCGFT 
Cavachas (Music) sh2009007840 LCGFT 
Cavaquinho and guitar music  sh2004006773 cancel:LCMPT 
Cavaquinho music sh 99003520 cancel:LCMPT 
Celesta and harpsichord music sh 85021625 cancel:LCMPT 
Celesta and piano music   sh2004003814 cancel:LCMPT 
Celesta, clarinet, harp with string orchestra sh 85026636 cancel:LCMPT 
Celesta, clarinet, harp, violin with string 
orchestra 

sh 85026635 cancel:LCMPT 

Celesta music sh 85021626 cancel:LCMPT 
Celesta, pianos (2), percussion with chamber 
orchestra 

sh 88002834 cancel:LCMPT 

Celesta, pianos (2), percussion, synthesizer with 
chamber orchestra 

sh 88002838 cancel:LCMPT 

Celesta-chime music  sh2002004314 cancel:LCMPT 
Cell phone music  sh2008003963 cancel:LCMPT 
Cellone music sh2009003661 cancel:LCMPT 
Celtic harp and guitar music sh 97001814 cancel:LCMPT 
Celtic harp and mandolin music sh2009007753  cancel:LCMPT 
Celtic harp music sh 90005021 LCSH 
Celtic music sh 98001264 LCGFT 
Cembal d'amour music  sh2003002968 cancel:LCMPT 
Cen ̣d ̣a music sh 96003981 LCSH 
Cerdd dant sh 85099502 LCGFT 
Cha-chas sh 85022229 LCGFT 
Chaabi (Algerian popular music)     sh2001002353 LCGFT 
Chacareras (Music)  sh2005006661 LCGFT 
Chaconnes sh 85022251 LCGFT 
Čhakhē music  sh2001002566 cancel:LCMPT 
Chalumeau music sh 85022400 cancel:LCMPT 
Chalumeau with orchestra sh 93009205 cancel:LCMPT 
Chamadron music  sh2003002123 cancel:LCMPT 
Chamamé (Music) sh 00000761 LCGFT 
Chamber music sh 85022422 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Chamber orchestra music sh 85022427 LCSH 
Chamber orchestra music, Arranged sh 85022428 cancel:LCMPT 
Champeta (Music)  sh2006001738 LCGFT 
Chanchona (Music) sh2011002924 LCGFT 
Changgo music sh 97004220 cancel:LCMPT 
Ch'angguk sh 85022518 LCGFT 
Changüí sh2008004608 LCGFT 
Chansons de geste sh 85022540 LCGFT  
Chants royaux sh 98003021 LCGFT 
Chants sh 85022543 LCGFT 
Chapka sh2006002953 LCGFT 
Charango and electronic music sh2009007115 cancel:LCMPT 
Charango and guitar music  sh2004002292 cancel:LCMPT 
Charango music sh 89001016 LCSH 
Chastushki sh 85022737 LCGFT 
Chicha (Music) sh 96004405 LCGFT 
Chicken scratch music sh 85023297 LCGFT 
Children's songs sh 85023779 LCGFT 
Children's songs, Achinese sh2006003100 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, African   sh2001006570 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Afrikaans  sh2001006526 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Albanian  sh2004002322 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Arabic  sh2001006527 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Armenian  sh2001006564 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Azerbaijani  sh2006002948 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Balinese  sh2001002654 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Bantu  sh2001006583 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Bengalish  2001006528 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Bulgarian  sh2001006516 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Burmese  sh2001006510 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Cajun French  sh2001006545 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Catalan  sh2001006546 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Cebuano sh2009007475 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Central Yupik sh2009007986 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Chinese  sh2001006529 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Creole  sh2001006571 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Czech  sh2001006530 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Danish  sh2001006531 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Dutch  sh2001006517 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, English  sh2001006532 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Esperanto  sh2001006547 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Children's songs, Estonian  sh2001006565 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Faroese sh2010007199 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Finnish sh2001006533 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, French  sh2001006534 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, French Creole sh2010007216 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Georgian  sh2001006569 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, German  sh2001006518 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Greek  sh2001006535 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Hausa  sh2002002714 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Hawaiian  sh2002011051 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Hebrew  sh2001006511 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Hindi  sh2001006549 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Hungarian  sh2001006519 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Icelandic  sh2001006548 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Igbo  sh2002002715 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Indonesian  sh2001006566 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Irish  sh2001006537 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Italian  sh2001006520 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Japanese  sh2001006521 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Javanese  sh2001006567 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Kabardian  sh2001006559 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Kannada sh2002003010 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Karelian sh2010008176 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Khmer sh2010007203 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Kikuyu sh2007001963 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Konkani sh2007008549 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Korean sh2001006512 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Kurdish  sh2006000948 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Kyrgyz  sh2001006572 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Ladakhi  sh2002003015 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children’s songs, Ladino sh2010012988 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Latvian sh2001006573 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Lepcha  sh2004002342 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Linda sh2010007202 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Lithuanian  sh2001006560 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Marathi  sh2001006568 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Mongolian  sh2001006562 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Mordvin  sh2006002924 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Nepali  sh2004002344 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Newari  sh2001006574 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Northeastern Thai sh2011002711 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Children's songs, Northern Sotho  sh2001006581 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Norwegian  sh2001006539 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Occitan  sh2008001631 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Papiamentu  sh2001006575 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Persian  sh2004002337 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Philippine sh2006006738 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Polish sh2001006540 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Portuguese sh2001006541 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Romanian sh2001006578 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Russian sh2001006513 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Samish 2001010715 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Scots sh2001006538 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Serbian sh2001006579 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Sindhi sh2001006577 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Sinhalese sh2004008209 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Slovak sh2004002334 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Slovenian  sh2001006563 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Sorbian  sh2001006585 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Southern Sami  sh2007010800 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Spanish  sh2001006522 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children’s songs, Swahili sh2012004235 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Swedish  sh2001006542 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Tamil  sh2001006536 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Telugu  sh2008004403 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Thai  sh2001006584 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Tibetan  sh2004002296 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Turkish  sh2001006543 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Uighur  sh2001006561 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Ukrainian  sh2001006523 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Urdu  sh2001006576 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Venda  sh2001006580 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Vietnamese  sh2004010463 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Welsh  sh2001006544 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Xhosa  sh2006006424 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Yiddish  sh2001006524 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Yoruba  sh2001002830 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Yupik  sh2006002800 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Children's songs, Zulu  sh2001006582 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Chime and piano music sh 85023958 cancel:LCMPT 
Chime music sh 85023959 cancel:LCMPT 
Chimes, xylophone, violins (2), viola, violoncello sh 85023962 cancel:LCMPT 
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with string orchestra 
Chirimía music  sh2007004987 cancel:LCMPT 
Chitarrone music sh 87004599 cancel:LCMPT 
Ch′ŏndogyo hymns sh2010010064 LCGFT 
Chorale preludes sh 85024709 LCGFT  
Chorales sh 85024733 LCGFT 
Chord diagrams sh 99001430 notation:OutOfScopeLCGFT
Chords (Music) sh 94002527 LCGFT 
Choros sh 96007762 LCGFT 
Chorus scores with organ sh 99001432 carrier 
Chorus scores with piano sh 99001431 carrier 
Chorus scores without accompaniment sh 99001433 carrier 
Choruses sh 85024772 LCGFT 
Choruses, Sacred  sh 85024773 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses, Sacred, with instrumental ensemble sh 85024837 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses, Sacred, with orchestra sh 85024838 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses, Sacred, with organ sh 85024839 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses, Sacred, with piano sh 85024840 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses, Secular sh 85024858 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses, Secular, with piano sh 85024940 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses, Secular, with piano, 4 hands sh 85024941 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses with band sh 85024981 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses with chamber orchestra sh 85024982 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses with electronics sh 85024983 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses with instrumental ensemble sh 85024984 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses with orchestra sh 85024985 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses with piano sh 85024986 cancel:LCMPT 
Choruses with piano, 4 hands sh 85024987 cancel:LCMPT 
Christian rap (Music)  sh2002007238 LCGFT 
Christian rock music sh 86002540 LCGFT 
Christmas music sh 85025312 LCGFT 
Cigar box guitar music sh2011004819 cancel:LCMPT 
Chutney (Music) sh 99012892 LCGFT 
Cimbalom and piano music sh 85025986 cancel:LCMPT 
Cimbalom and zither music sh 85025987 cancel:LCMPT 
Cimbalom music sh 85025988 cancel:LCMPT 
Cimbalom with chamber orchestra sh 85025991 cancel:LCMPT 
Cimbalom with instrumental ensemble sh 85025992 cancel:LCMPT 
Cimbalom with orchestra sh 85025993 cancel:LCMPT 
Cimbaloms (2) with orchestra sh 86003819 cancel:LCMPT 
Circus music sh 92001370 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Citaharp music  sh2007002141 cancel:LCMPT 
Cithara and harmonic canon music  sh2006007617 cancel:LCMPT 
Cithara music sh 96006494 cancel:LCMPT 
Cithara with orchestra sh 85026121 cancel:LCMPT 
Cittern and lute music sh 85026126 cancel:LCMPT 
Cittern and vihuela music sh 85026127 cancel:LCMPT 
Cittern music sh 85026128 cancel:LCMPT 
Cittern music (Celtic) sh2010014589 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Clarinet and accordion music sh 99014488 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and cimbalom music sh 99001221 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and computer music sh 91004548 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and continuo music sh 86006436 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and double bass music sh 85026579 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and dulcimer music  sh2002002853 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and electronic music sh 91004549 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and English horn music sh 85026580 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and English horn with orchestra sh 85026581 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and flute music sh 85026582 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and flute with band sh 85026583 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and flute with chamber orchestra sh 85026584 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and flute with orchestra sh 85026585 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and flute with string orchestra sh 85026587 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and guitar music sh 85026589 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and harp music sh 85026591 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and harp with orchestra sh 92000818 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and harp with string orchestra sh 85026592 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and harpsichord music sh 85026593 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and horn music sh 85026594 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and guitar music, Arranged sh 85026590 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and horn with orchestra sh 85026595 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and keyboard instrument music sh 94003347 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and koto music sh 85026596 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and marimba music sh 85026597 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and oboe music sh 85026598 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and oboe with chamber orchestra sh 94002144 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and oboe with orchestra sh 85026599 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and oboe with string orchestra sh 89004027 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and organ music sh 85026601 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and percussion music sh 85026602 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and piano music sh 85026603 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and piano music, Arranged sh 85026604 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Clarinet and piano with orchestra sh 85026606 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and piccolo music sh 85026607 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and saxophone music sh 85026608 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and sitar music sh 99004486 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and synthesizer music  sh2003002236 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and tárogató music  sh2008003842 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and trombone music sh 85026609 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and trumpet music sh 85026610 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and trumpet with band sh 85026611 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and trumpet with orchestra   sh 93006000 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and trumpet with string orchestra sh 85026612 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and tuba music sh 85026613 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and vibraphone music sh 85026614 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and vibraphone with instrumental 
ensemble 

sh 94001215 cancel:LCMPT 

Clarinet and vibraphone with string orchestra sh 85026615 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and viola music sh 85026616 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and viola with orchestra sh 85026617 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and violin music sh 85026618 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and violin music, Arranged sh 85026619 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and violin with orchestra sh 85026620 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and violin with string orchestra sh 85026621 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and violoncello music sh 85026623 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet and violoncello with orchestra sh 85026624 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet choir music sh 85026625 LCSH 
Clarinet, English horn, flute, oboe with string 
orchestra 

sh 85026578 cancel:LCMPT 

Clarinet ensembles sh 85026626 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet, flute, harp with string orchestra sh 85026627 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet, flute, oboe with instrumental ensemble sh 85026630 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet, flute, oboe with string orchestra sh 85026631 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet, flute, oboe, harp, percussion with 
orchestra 

sh 85026629 cancel:LCMPT 

Clarinet, flute, trumpet with string orchestra sh 85026633 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet, flute, violin, violoncello with chamber 
orchestra   

sh 85026634 cancel:LCMPT 

Clarinet, harp, violin, violoncello with string 
orchestra 

sh 85026637 cancel:LCMPT 

Clarinet music sh 85026639 LCSH 
Clarinet music (Jazz) sh 90003849 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Clarinet, oboe, violin with orchestra sh 85026642 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Clarinet, trombone, trumpet with string orchestra sh 85026643 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with band sh 85026644 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with brass ensemble sh 85026646 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with chamber orchestra sh 85026647 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with chamber orchestra, Arranged sh 85026649 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with dance orchestra sh 85026651 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with instrumental ensemble sh 85026652 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with jazz ensemble sh 85026653 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Clarinet with orchestra sh 85026654 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with percussion ensemble sh 85026656 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with string ensemble sh 85026657 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with string orchestra sh 85026658 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinet with wind ensemble sh 85026660 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (2), oboes (2) with string orchestra sh 85026662 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (2) with orchestra sh 85026663 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (2) with string orchestra sh 8502666 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (3) with instrumental ensemble sh 92001371 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (3) with string orchestra sh 85026666 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (4) with orchestra sh 85026667 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (4) with string orchestra sh 85026669 cancel:LCMPT 
Clarinets (6) with band sh 85026671 cancel:LCMPT 
Clausulas (Part songs) sh 85026835 LCGFT 
Claves music sh 85026840 cancel:LCMPT 
Clavi-harp music sh 85026842 cancel:LCMPT 
Clavichord music sh 85026849 LCSH 
Clavichord music (4 hands) sh 85026851 cancel:LCMPT 
Clavichord music, Arranged sh 85026850 cancel:LCMPT 
Clavicytherium music sh 96010255 cancel:LCMPT 
Clavioline music  sh 85026858 cancel:LCMPT 
Claviorganum music sh 85026860 cancel:LCMPT 
Clock chime music sh 85027098 cancel:LCMPT 
Clog dance music sh 85027113 LCGFT 
Cloud chamber bowls music sh 00000675 cancel:LCMPT 
Colascione music sh 97000417 cancel:LCMPT 
College musicals sh 85028312 LCGFT 
Communion service music sh 85029118 LCGFT 
Community music sh 85029252 LCGFT 
Compline music sh 85029383 LCGFT 
Computer and double bass music  sh2004003803 cancel:LCMPT 
Computer and electronic piano music  sh2003002992 cancel:LCMPT 
Computer and marimba music sh 91004594 cancel:LCMPT 
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Computer and percussion music sh 91004597 cancel:LCMPT 
Computer and tam-tam music sh2012003104 cancel:LCMPT 
Computer and viola music sh 91004558 cancel:LCMPT 
Computer and violin music sh 91004559 cancel:LCMPT 
Computer and violoncello music sh 91004560 cancel:LCMPT 
Computer game music sh 00009336 LCGFT 
Computer music sh 85029511 LCSH 
Computer printer music sh 00007329 cancel:LCMPT 
Concertina and dholi music  sh2003002126 cancel:LCMPT 
Concertina and guitar music  sh 85029640 cancel:LCMPT 
Concertina ensembles sh 85029641 cancel:LCMPT 
Concertina music sh 85029642 cancel:LCMPT 
Concertos  sh 85029646 LCGFT 
Conductus  sh 85030811 LCGFT 
Conga music  sh 88006161 cancel:LCMPT 
Congadas  sh 85031083 LCGFT 
Conjunto music sh 92003971 LCGFT 
Contemporary Christian music  sh 86002542 LCGFT 
Contrabass clarinet and piano music  sh2003002085 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabass clarinet and synthesizer music  sh 91006366 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabass clarinet and viola music  sh2002002855 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabass clarinet music  sh 91006367 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabass flute music  sh 99012888 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabassoon and piano music  sh 85031583 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabassoon and piano music, Arranged  sh 85031584 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabassoon and piccolo music  sh 85031585 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabassoon music  sh 85031586 LCSH 
Contrabassoon with orchestra  sh 91005401 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrabassoon with string ensemble  sh 85031587 cancel:LCMPT 
Contrafacta   sh2006003573 LCGFT 
Cool jazz sh2002002658 LCGFT 
Coplas  sh 85032274 LCGFT 
Coptic chants  sh 99014311 LCGFT 
Cornet and euphonium music  sh 85032815 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and euphonium with brass band  sh 85032816 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and guitar music sh2011004131 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and organ music  sh 85032817 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and piano music  sh 85032818 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and piano music, Arranged  sh 85032819 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and trombone music  sh2003010595 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and trumpet music  sh 85032821 cancel:LCMPT 
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Cornet and trumpet with orchestra  sh 85032822 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and trumpet with orchestra, Arranged sh 85032823 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet choir music   sh2002002626 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet ensembles sh2012001798 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet music  sh 85032824 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet music (Jazz)  sh 85032826 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Cornet with band  sh 85032827 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet with brass band  sh 85032829 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet with instrumental ensemble  sh 85032831 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet with orchestra  sh 85032832 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85032833 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet with string orchestra  sh 85032834 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornets (2) with brass band  sh 87006292 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornets (4) with band  sh 85032835 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornets (4) with band, Arranged  sh 85032836 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornett and continuo music  sh 85032839 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornett music  sh 85032841 LCSH 
Coronation music  sh 85032875 LCGFT 
Corpus Christi Festival music  sh 85033010 LCGFT 
Corridos  sh 85033043 LCGFT 
Cosaques  sh 85033136 LCGFT 
Cotillions  sh 85033284 LCGFT 
Counting-out rhymes sh 85033453 LCGFT 
Country-dances (Music) sh 85033455 LCGFT 
Country gospel music   sh2002007239 LCGFT 
Country music  sh 85033470 LCGFT 
Country rock music  sh 00000659 LCGFT 
Courantes  sh 85033532 LCGFT 
Court dances (Music) sh2011000868 LCGFT 
Cover versions   sh2003002056 LCGFT 
Cowboy songs sh 85033641 LCGFT 
Cowpunk music sh2012003694 LCGFT 
Credo (Music)  sh 85033879 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Cries  sh 85033990 LCGFT 
Cristal music  sh 92004695 cancel:LCMPT 
Crotale music  sh2002002861 cancel:LCMPT 
Crumhorn music  sh 85034373 cancel:LCMPT 
Crunk (Music)  sh2005007485 LCGFT 
Csakan and piano music  sh 85035262 cancel:LCMPT 
Csakan music  sh 96006495 cancel:LCMPT 
Cuarteto (Music) sh2001002373 LCGFT 
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Cuíca music sh2009006696 cancel:LCMPT 
Cumbia (Music)  sh 00004566 LCGFT 
Cumulative songs  sh2009003042 LCGFT 
Cymbal music  sh 85035140 cancel:LCMPT 
Cymbals and piano music sh 99012886 cancel:LCMPT 
Cymbals with orchestra  sh 94000183 cancel:LCMPT 
Czardas  sh 85035263 LCGFT 
Dādrās sh2009005965 LCGFT 
Đàn bâù music  sh2003010664 LCSH 
Đàn tranh music  sh 00006270 cancel:LCMPT 
Dance accompaniment music  sh 85011282 LCGFT 
Dance music  sh 85035638 LCGFT 
Dance orchestra music  sh 85035647 LCSH 
Dancehall (Music) sh2009025049 LCGFT 
Dangdut sh2009006778 LCGFT 
Dansi (Music)  sh2004009883 LCGFT 
Danzones (Music) sh2009008059 LCGFT 
Ḍaph and kamānche music sh2010008477 cancel:LCMPT 
Ḍaph and piano music  sh 87003791 cancel:LCMPT 
Ḍaph music  sh 87003793 cancel:LCMPT 
Darkwave (Music)   sh2003002073 LCGFT 
Dastgah  sh 89003076 LCGFT 
Daxophone music   sh2003010838 cancel:LCMPT 
Death metal (Music)  sh2003006845 LCGFT 
Death songs  sh 85036116 LCGFT 
Decimas sh 85036194 LCGFT 
Dhadi (Musical style)  sh2007003309 LCGFT 
Dholi music  sh2003002127 cancel:LCMPT 
Dhrupad  sh 90001978 LCGFT 
Dhuns sh2006007068 LCGFT 
Di zi and piano music sh2011001830 cancel:LCMPT 
Di zi and yang qin music sh2011001829 cancel:LCMPT 
Di zi music  sh 85135204 cancel:LCMPT 
Di zi with chamber orchestra  sh 85135205 cancel:LCMPT 
Di zi with orchestra  sh 85135206 cancel:LCMPT 
Diabelskie skrzypce and harpsichord music  sh 89002192 cancel:LCMPT 
Diabelskie skrzypce music  sh 89002193 cancel:LCMPT 
Didjeridu and double bass music sh2009007028 cancel:LCMPT 
Didjeridu and electronic music sh2008008220 cancel:LCMPT 
Didjeridu and flute music sh20080097005 cancel:LCMPT 
Didjeridu and percussion music  sh 98008020 cancel:LCMPT 
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Didjeridu and saxophone music sh2010009927 cancel:LCMPT 
Didjeridu music  sh 94007900 LCSH 
Dies irae (Music)  sh 85037811 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Differentiae (Music)   sh2004014666 LCGFT 
Digital player piano and sampler music sh2009002535 cancel:LCMPT 
Dikir barat  sh 2002007332 LCGFT 
Dilrubā and tabla music  sh2001003486 cancel:LCMPT 
Dilrubā music   sh2001003483 cancel:LCMPT 
Dirges  sh 85038272 LCGFT 
Disco music  sh 85038337 LCGFT 
Divine office (Music)  sh 93006166 LCGFT 
Dixieland music  sh 85038657 LCGFT 
Djembe music  sh2003002108 cancel:LCMPT 
Dobro music  sh 85038692 LCSH 
Dobro music (Bluegrass)  sh2001002807 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Dobro music (Gospel)   sh2005002770 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Dobro with instrumental ensemble  sh 85038693 cancel:LCMPT 
Dodoitsu  sh 95010093 LCGFT 
Dolceola music  sh2002004320 cancel:LCMPT 
Dömbra (Two-stringed lute) music sh 85039017 cancel:LCMPT 
Domra and guitar music  sh 00000764 cancel:LCMPT 
Domra and mandolin music sh 00000765 cancel:LCMPT 
Domra and piano music  sh 85039015 cancel:LCMPT 
Domra and piano music, Arranged  sh 85039016 cancel:LCMPT 
Domra music sh2012000331 cancel:LCMPT 
Domra with chamber orchestra  sh 85039018 cancel:LCMPT 
Domra with orchestra  sh 85039019 cancel:LCMPT 
Dondang saying   sh2002007337 LCGFT 
Doo-wop (Music)  sh 88006866 LCGFT 
Doom metal (Music) sh2010013960 LCGFT 
Double bass and accordion music  sh 97006019 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and continuo music  sh 85039153 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and electronic music  sh 91004573 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and guitar music  sh 85039154 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and harp music  sh 90000815 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and harpsichord music  sh 85039155 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and lute music sh2009010240 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and mandolin music  sh2009000561 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and organ music  sh 85039156 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and piano music  sh 85039157 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass and piano music, Arranged  sh 85039158 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Double bass and synthesizer music  sh 88007253 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass ensembles  sh 93004069 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass music  sh 85039161 LCSH 
Double bass music (Bluegrass)   sh2007007008 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Double bass music (Jazz)  sh 91002697 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Double bass with band  sh 85039163 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass with chamber orchestra  sh 85039165 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass with instrumental ensemble  sh 85039166 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass with orchestra  sh 85039167 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass with string ensemble  sh 85039169 cancel:LCMPT 
Double bass with string orchestra  sh 85039170 cancel:LCMPT 
Double basses (2) with orchestra  sh 85039172 cancel:LCMPT 
Double quartets  sh2002004307 cancel:LCMPT 
Dramatic music  sh 87002062 LCGFT 
Drinking songs  sh 85039592 LCGFT 
Drum and bugle corps music  sh 85017680 cancel:LCMPT 
Drum and violoncello music  sh2003002993 cancel:LCMPT 
Drum circles sh2004002271 LCGFT 
Drum music  sh 96008214 LCSH 
Drum set and piano music  sh2001002571 cancel:LCMPT 
Drum set music  sh 96008254 LCSH 
Dub (Music)  sh2006000765 LCGFT 
Dubstep sh2011005688 LCGFT 
Duduk (Oboe) music  sh 95002658 cancel:LCMPT 
Dudy music  sh 85039888 cancel:LCMPT 
Duets sh 85039903 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcian music  sh 87003371 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer and continuo music  sh 85039934 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer and guitar music  sh 85039935 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer and harp music  sh 85039936 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer and piano music  sh 86006032 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer and steel drum music sh2009009897 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer and viola music  sh2002002649 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer and violin music sh2010012395 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer ensembles  sh 93008446 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer music  sh 85039937 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcimer with string orchestra  sh 85039938 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulcitone music  sh2005006964 cancel:LCMPT 
Dulzaina music  sh 89007274 cancel:LCMPT 
Dumy  sh 85039962 LCGFT 
Dutār and tabla music  sh 93005789 cancel:LCMPT 
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Dutār music  sh 89005929 cancel:LCMPT 
Ear training sh 85040403 LCGFT 
Easter hymns  sh 85040595 LCGFT 
Easter music  sh 85040597 LCGFT 
Ecossaises sh 91002086 LCGFT 
Electric guitar and computer music  sh2007005431 cancel:LCMPT 
Electric guitar and electronic music  sh2003002989 cancel:LCMPT 
Electric guitar and piano music  sh 91005048 cancel:LCMPT 
Electric guitar music  sh 87006502 LCSH 
Electric guitar music (Blues)  sh2005002779 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Electric guitar music (Heavy metal)  sh 90004689 LCSH;MoPfacet+LCGFT 
Electric guitar music (Jazz)  sh2005002778 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Electric guitar music (Rock)  sh2005002777 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Electric guitar music (Rockabilly)  sh 93000319 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Electric violin music  sh2005007804 cancel:LCMPT 
Electric violoncello music  sh2006002757 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and electric violoncello music  sh2006006734 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and guitar music  sh 91004574 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and harmonica music  sh 99014560 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and Jew's harp music  sh2003010591 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and marimba music sh 91004595 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and percussion music  sh 91004598 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and player piano music  sh2003002201 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and synthesizer music  sh2003002078 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and vibraphone music sh2005005655 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and viola da gamba music  sh 91006346 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and viola d'amore music  sh2003002990 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and viola music  sh 96009599 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and violin music  sh 91004578 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and violoncello music  sh 91004579 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and zarb music  sh2005005619 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic harpsichord music  sh 85042336 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic keyboard and piano music  sh2006008932 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic keyboard ensembles   sh 93000276 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic keyboard music  sh 93000275 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic keyboard music (Jazz)   sh 94006553 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Electronic keyboard music (Rock)  sh2005002431 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Electronic music  sh 85042350 LCSH 
Electronic organ and piano music  sh2007005104 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic organ and piano with jazz ensemble  sh 86002770 cancel: MoPfacet+LCGFT 
Electronic organ ensembles  sh 85042363  cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Electronic organ music  sh 85042359 LCSH 
Electronic organ music (Jazz)  sh2003002976 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Electronic organ with orchestra  sh 86000780 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic percussion music  sh 96008424 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic piano and harpsichord music  sh2003002233 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic piano music  sh 86000360 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronica (Music) sh2010008467 LCGFT 
Electronium music  sh 85042421 cancel:LCMPT 
Emo (Music)  sh2003002247 LCGFT 
English guitar music  sh 85043379 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and electronic music  sh2007001127 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and flute music  sh 85043383 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and flute with string orchestra  sh 85043384 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and guitar music  sh 87005093 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and harp music  sh 85043385 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and harp with string orchestra  sh 85043386 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and harpsichord music  sh 85043388 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and harpsichord with string 
orchestra  

sh 86001659 cancel:LCMPT 

English horn and oboe music  sh 85043389 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and oboe with string orchestra  sh 85043390 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and organ music  sh 85043392 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and percussion music  sh 00000850 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and piano music  sh 85043393 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and piano music, Arranged  sh 85043394 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and saxophone music  sh2008000098 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and trombone music  sh 85043395 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and trumpet music  sh 85043396 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85043397 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and viola music  sh 90005367 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and violin music  sh 86005364 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and violoncello music  sh 85043399 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn and violoncello with orchestra  sh 85043400 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn, flute, viola, violoncello with string 
orchestra 

sh 85043401 cancel:LCMPT 

English horn music  sh 85043402 LCSH 
English horn with chamber orchestra  sh 85043405 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn with instrumental ensemble  sh 94003739 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn with orchestra  sh 85043406 cancel:LCMPT 
English horn with string orchestra  sh 85043408 cancel:LCMPT 
English horns (2) with orchestra  sh 89002301 cancel:LCMPT 
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English horns (2) with string orchestra  sh 85043410 cancel:LCMPT 
Enka  sh 86004072 LCGFT 
Enkyoku sh 85044030 LCGFT  
Ensaladas (Music) sh 93006098 LCGFT 
Ensemble music  sh2007009258 cancel:LCMPT 
Ensembles (Musical compositions)  sh 85044054 cancel:LCMPT 
Entartete Musik sh2002010518 LCGFT 
Entr'acte music sh 85044142 LCGFT 
Entremés sh 85044148 LCGFT  
Enumerative songs  sh2009004808 LCGFT 
Environmental music sh 87006893 LCGFT 
Epicedia sh2012003892 LCGFT 
Epiphany hymns sh 85044426 LCGFT 
Epiphany music sh 85044427 LCGFT 
Er hu and yang qin music sh 85044606 cancel:LCMPT 
Er hu music  sh 85044607 LCSH 
Erotic songs sh 85044707 LCGFT 
Estampies sh 85044936 LCGFT 
Ethiopian chants sh 95010189 LCGFT 
Euphonium and electronic music  sh 99003377 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium and marimba music  sh 85045592 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium and organ music sh 92006069 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium and percussion music   sh 86004074 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium and piano music  sh 85045593 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium and trumpet music  sh 95001651 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium and tuba music  sh 85045594 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium, horns (4) with band  sh 85045595 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium music  sh 85045596 LCSH 
Euphonium with band  sh 85045597 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium with brass band  sh 93004068 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium with orchestra  sh 89000490 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium with string orchestra  sh 89000491 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphonium with wind ensemble  sh 85045598 cancel:LCMPT 
Euphoniums (2) with band  sh 85045599 cancel:LCMPT 
Evening service music sh 85045968 LCGFT 
Excerpts sh 99001547 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Excerpts, Arranged  sh 99001548 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Exercise music sh 85089046 LCGFT 
Extreme metal (Music)  sh2006006396 LCGFT 
Fados sh 85046867 LCGFT 
Fake books  sh 99001561 carrier 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Falsobordone sh 95010354 LCGFT 
Fandangos sh 85047094 LCGFT 
Fanfares sh 85047096 LCGFT 
Feast of the Transfiguration music sh 91000485 LCGFT 
Fêli music  sh2005006554 cancel:LCMPT 
Feminist music sh 93005223 LCGFT 
Fiddle tunes sh 85048074 LCGFT 
Fife and drum corps music  sh 85048137 cancel:LCMPT 
Fife music  sh 85048138 cancel:LCMPT 
Fight songs sh 98003189 LCGFT 
Film adaptations sh2002012502 LCGFT 
Finales (Music) sh 99012899 LCGFT 
Fingering—Charts, diagrams, etc. sh2002006087 notation:OutOfScopeLCGFT
Fingering charts (Musical instruments) sh2001010330 notation:OutOfScopeLCGFT
Flageolet and continuo music  sh 86008222 cancel:LCMPT 
Flageolet and guitar music sh2002002653 cancel:LCMPT 
Flageolet and piano music  sh 85048960 cancel:LCMPT 
Flageolet and violin music  sh 85048961 cancel:LCMPT 
Flageolet and violin music, Arranged  sh 85048962 cancel:LCMPT 
Flageolet music  sh 85048963 cancel:LCMPT 
Flageolet music, Arranged  sh 85048964 cancel:LCMPT 
Flamenco music sh 85048988 LCGFT 
Flaviol music  sh 92001036 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn and electronic music  sh 91004588 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn and guitar music sh2011004130 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn and organ music  sh 85049363 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn and piano music  sh 85049364 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn and piano music, Arranged  sh 85049365 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn and viola music sh2002002713 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn music  sh 85049366 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn music (Jazz) sh2003002250 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Flügelhorn with band   sh 86002615 cancel:LCMPT 
Flügelhorn with string orchestra  sh 85049367 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and accordion music  sh 85049457 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and bambuso sonoro music  sh 92004466 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and bandoneon music  sh 95002335 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and banjo music  sh 85049458 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and celesta music  sh 85049459 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and chime music  sh 85049460 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and cimbalom music  sh 85049461 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and computer music  sh 91004589 cancel:LCMPT 
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Flute and continuo music  sh 85049462 LCSH 
Flute and double bass music  sh 85049463 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and electronic music  sh 91004590 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and electronic organ music  sh 85049464 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and guiro music  sh 98005998 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and guitar music  sh 85049465 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and guitar music, Arranged  sh 85049466 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and guitar with orchestra  sh 85049467 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and guitar with plucked instrument 
ensemble 

sh 88001528 cancel:LCMPT 

Flute and guitar with string orchestra  sh 85049468 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and haegŭm music sh2006004804 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harp music  sh 85049469 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harp music, Arranged  sh 85049470 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harp with orchestra  sh 85049471 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harp with string ensemble  sh 85049472 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harp with string orchestra  sh 85049473 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harpsichord music  sh 85049474 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harpsichord with string ensemble  sh 86005345 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and harpsichord with string orchestra  sh 85049475 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and horn music  sh 85049477 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and horn with string orchestra  sh 85049478 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and hurdy-gurdy music  sh 86001383 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and jaltarang music  sh2011005518 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and keyboard instrument music  sh 87004627 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and koto music  sh 85049479 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and lute music  sh 85049480 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and lyre music  sh 94008700 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and marimba music  sh 85049481 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and mridanga music  sh 99000937 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and oboe d'amore with string orchestra  sh 85049482 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and oboe music  sh 85049483 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and oboe with chamber orchestra  sh 85049484 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and oboe with orchestra  sh 85049485 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and oboe with string orchestra  sh 85049486 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and oboe with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85049489 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and ondes Martenot music  sh 99013990 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and organ music  sh 85049490 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and percussion music  sh 85049491 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and percussion with string orchestra  sh 85049492 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and piano music  sh 85049493 cancel:LCMPT 
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Flute and piano music, Arranged  sh 85049494 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and piano with orchestra  sh 85049495 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and piano with string ensemble  sh 86007671 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and piano with string orchestra  sh 85049496 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and piccolo music  sh 85049498 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and piccolo with flute ensemble  sh 86000373 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and recorder music  sh 85049499 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and recorder with string orchestra  sh 85049500 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and saxophone music  sh 85049501 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and shakuhachi music sh2008001133 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and synthesizer music  sh 90004438 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and tabla music  sh 85049502 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and tom-tom music sh2004002315 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and trombone music  sh 85049503 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and trombone with chamber orchestra  sh 85049504 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and trumpet music  sh 85049505 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85049506 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and tuba music  sh 95010606 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and vibraphone music  sh 85049507 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viol music sh2012002518 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viola da gamba music  sh 91004746 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viola d'amore music  sh 85049508 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viola d'amore with string orchestra  sh 85049509 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viola music  sh 85049510 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viola with instrumental ensemble  sh 85049511 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viola with string ensemble  sh 85049512 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and violin music  sh 85049513 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and violin with orchestra  sh 85049514 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and violin with string orchestra  sh 85049516 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and violoncello music sh 85049517 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and violoncello with orchestra  sh 94007053 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and violoncello with string orchestra sh 85049518 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and zarb music  sh 95008644 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and zoomoozophone music sh2005007176 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute choir music  sh 87007071 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute ensembles  sh 85049520 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, horn, harp with string orchestra  sh 85049521 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, horn, oboe, harp, percussion, violin, viola, 
violoncello with orchestra 

sh 93007996 cancel:LCMPT 

Flute music  sh 85049522 LCSH 
Flute music, Arranged  sh 85049524 cancel:LCMPT 
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Flute music (Jazz)  sh 85049527 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT          
Flute, oboe d'amore, viola d'amore with string 
orchestra  

sh 85049528 cancel:LCMPT 

Flute, oboe d'amore, violin with string orchestra  sh 85049529 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, oboe, trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85049530 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, oboe, violin with string orchestra  sh 85049532 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, oboe, violin, violoncello with orchestra  sh 85049531 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, saxophone, harp with string orchestra  sh 85049534 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, timpani, violin with string orchestra  sh 85049535 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute, viola, violoncello with string orchestra  sh 85049536 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with accordion ensemble  sh 85049537 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with band  sh 85049538 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with band, Arranged  sh 85049539 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with brass ensemble  sh 85049541 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with chamber orchestra  sh 85049542 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with chamber orchestra, Arranged  sh 85049544 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with flute ensemble  sh 85049545 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with harp ensemble sh2002003022 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with instrumental ensemble  sh 85049546 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with jazz ensemble  sh 85049547 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Flute with orchestra  sh 85049548 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85049550 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with percussion ensemble  sh 85049552 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with plucked instrument ensemble  sh 95003443 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with string ensemble sh 85049553 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with string orchestra sh 85049555 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with string orchestra, Arranged sh 85049557 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with wind ensemble sh 85049558 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute with woodwind ensemble sh 85049559 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2), glockenspiel with string orchestra sh 85049560 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2), marimba with string orchestra sh 85049561 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2), viola, violoncello with string orchestra sh 85049563 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2), violin with orchestra sh 91004705 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2), violin with string orchestra sh 85049565 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2), violin, violoncello with string 
orchestra 

sh 85049564 cancel:LCMPT 

Flutes (2), violoncello with string orchestra  sh 85049566 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2) with chamber orchestra  sh 85049567 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2) with flute ensemble  sh 85049568 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2) with orchestra  sh 85049569 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (2) with string ensemble  sh 86001387 cancel:LCMPT 
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Flutes (2) with string orchestra sh 85049571 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (3), harp with orchestra  sh 85049572 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (3) with band  sh 85049573 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (3) with orchestra  sh 95005454 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (3) with string orchestra  sh 85049575 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (4) with band  sh 85049576 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (4) with band, Arranged  sh 85049577 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (4) with chamber orchestra  sh 85049579 cancel:LCMPT 
Flutes (4) with orchestra  sh 85049580 cancel:LCMPT 
Folias (Music) sh 85049644 LCGFT 
Folk dance music sh 85049660 LCGFT 
Folk music sh 85049843 LCGFT 
Folk-rock music sh 87004213 LCGFT 
Folk songs sh 85049922 LCGFT 
Folk songs, Abkhaz  sh 85049926 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Abor  sh 94005356 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Aboriginal Australian  sh 85049936 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Abujhmaria  sh 91001753 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Abulas  sh 89005183 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Achinese  sh 97005036 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Acholi sh 85049927 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Adiwasi Garasia  sh2007020062 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Adygei  sh 85049928 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Adzhar  sh 85049929 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Afrikaans  sh 89004283 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Agri  sh 85049930 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ahirani  sh2006002646 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ainu  sh 86007650 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Aka (Central African Republic)  sh 86000374 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Akan  sh 85049931 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Albanian  sh 85049932 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Altai  sh 99003249 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Alyawarra  sh 91000593 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ambo (Zambia)  sh 85049933 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, American  sh 96006515 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Amharic  sh 99000577 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Angika  sh2005008657 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Antandroy  sh 86003634 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Arabic  sh 85049934 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Areare  sh 96002736 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Armenian  sh 87002838 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Aromanian  sh 85049935 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Assamese sh 88001354 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Awadhi  sh 85049937 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Aymara  sh 88002822 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Azerbaijani sh 92004293 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bagheli  sh 89005911 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bahnar  sh2002003020 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bai sh 91002442 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Baka (Cameroon and Gabon)  sh 91003870 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Balinese  sh2006001302 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Baltic-Finnic  sh 96003234 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Baluchi  sh 00000656 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bambara  sh 91004182 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bamileke  sh 85049938 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bangaru  sh2004003796 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Banjarese  sh 85049939 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bantu  sh 85049940 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bashkir  sh 90004947 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Basque  sh 85049941 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bassari  sh 85049942 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Batak  sh 98005145 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Béarnais  sh 85049943 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Belarusian  sh 85049955 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bella Coola  sh 85049944 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bemba  sh 96007524 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bengali  sh 85049945 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Berber  sh 93005605 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bhili  sh 85049946 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bhojpuri  sh 85049947 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bihari sh2006004802 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bilaspuri sh2004006018 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Black Tai  sh 97004233 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bodo  sh 91001110 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bororo (Brazil)  sh 91004714 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bororo (West Africa)  sh 89007009 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bosavi  sh 85049948 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bosnian  sh 00003117 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Boyash sh2008005718 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Brahui  sh 98002064 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Braj  sh 92001505 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Breton  sh 85049949 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Bugis sh2001009269 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Buin  sh 85049950 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bulgarian  sh 85049951 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Buli  sh2003002098 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Bundeli  sh 85049952 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Burarra  sh 93000880 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Burgundian  sh 85049953 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Buriat  sh 90004664 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Burmese  sh 85049954 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Burushaski sh2004002269 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cajun French  sh 86004079 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cakchikel  sh 95006380 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cao Lan sh2006003891 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Catalan  sh 85049956 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cebuano sh2004002298 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Celtic  sh 97007568 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chabacano sh2006020130 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chakma  sh 86002176 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cham sh2002003019 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chamí sh2002002618 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chattisgarhi  sh 85049958 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chechen  sh 85049957 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cherokee  sh 92004653 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cheyenne  sh 93006030 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chinese  sh 85049959 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chitapavani sh2002005966 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chokwe  sh 97006586 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chopi sh2006007489 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chukchi  sh 99013992 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Chuvash  sh 85049960 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cornish  sh 85049961 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Creole  sh 85049962 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Croatian  sh 00003119 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Cuna  sh 93009363 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Czech  sh 85049964 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dafla sh2004002289 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dakota  sh 85049965 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Danish  sh 85049966 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dargwa  sh 85049967 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Darkhat sh2010002572 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dayak sh2001009270 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Dimasa  sh 86004641 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dingal  sh 98006839 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dinka  sh 85049968 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Djirbal  sh 96009848 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dogri  sh 85049969 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dong  sh 93005836 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dunsun sh2008008512 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dutch  sh 85049970 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dyula  sh 98000298 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Dzongkha sh2005001007 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Eastern Slavic  sh 93008990 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Embu  sh 87004600 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, English  sh 85049971 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Eskimo  sh 85049972 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Estonian  sh 85049973 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ethiopian  sh 85049974 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Evenki  sh 91004158 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ewe  sh 92001258 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ewondo sh2008003836 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Faroese  sh 85049975 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Finnish  sh 85049976 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Finno-Ugric  sh 85049977 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Franco-Provençal  sh 99011237 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, French sh 85049978 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, French Creole sh2010009469 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Frisian  sh 85049979 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Friulian  sh 85049980 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Fula  sh 85049981 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gã  sh 85049982 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gaddi  sh 98005358 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gagauz sh2008000564 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Galician  sh 91000787 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ganda  sh 87004120 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Garhwali  sh 85049984 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Garifuna sh2004002310 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Garo  sh 86003635 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gascon  sh 85049985 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gayo  sh 85049986 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gbaya (Ubagi) sh 86003636 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Georgian  sh 93000530 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, German  sh 85049987 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Gilbertese  sh 98000646 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gondi  sh 85049989 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Greek (Modern)  sh 85049991 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Greek  sh 85049990 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Guarani  sh 85049992 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gujarati  sh 85049993 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Gujuri  sh 85049994 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Haida  sh 96000360 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Halbi sh2009030000 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Harauti  sh 94005370 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hausa sh2008003019 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Havasupai  sh 89007160 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Havyaka  sh 99004057 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hawaiian  sh 88005932 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hebrew  sh 85049995 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hiligayno  sh2006000867 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hindi  sh 85049997 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hindkō sh 00000658 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hmong  sh 92003615 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hopi  sh 93005273 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Huichol  sh 94001863 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hungarian  sh 85049998 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Hupa  sh 91005410 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Iatmul  sh 87004602 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Iban sh2001009274 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Icelandic  sh 85049999 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Igbo  sh 94001108 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Iloko sh2007010721 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Indian  sh 88002737 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Indonesian  sh 98005143 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ingrian sh2002002666 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ingush  sh 85050001 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Inuit  sh 90002791 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Inupiaq  sh 90002792 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Irish  sh 85050002 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Italian  sh 85050003 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ivatan  sh 98008164 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Jaipuri sh2006008005 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Japanese  sh 85050004 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Jaunsari sh2007008870 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Javanese  sh 85050005 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Judeo-Arabic  sh 91003257 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Judeo-Tat  sh 99000212 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kabyle  sh 89004082 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kachchhi  sh 98004604 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kaili sh2001009273 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kalash  sh 94000378 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kala ̂tdlisut  sh 90002794 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kalmyk  sh 85050006 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kaluli  sh 89004259 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kamba  sh 85050007 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kanauji sh2006001702 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kangri  sh 85050008 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kannada  sh 85050009 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kara-Kalpak sh2009006542 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Karachay-Balkar  sh 89006837 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Karelian  sh 85050011 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Karamojong sh 85050010  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Karo-Batak  sh 85050012 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Karok  sh 91005412 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kashmiri  sh 92004788 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kashubian  sh 85050013 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kazakh  sh 85050014 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kemak  sh 85050015 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Khakass  sh 85050016 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Khanty  sh 85050017 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kharia sh2006001476 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Khasi  sh 90003545 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Khmer sh2008020079 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Khowar sh2001009268 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kikuyu  sh 85050018 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kimbundu  sh 87003767 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kinyarwanda  sh 85050064 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kiowa  sh 99014093 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kodagu  sh 86006215 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kok Borok sh2001009065 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Komi  sh 97006714 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Konkani  sh 85050019 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Korean  sh 85050020 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Koryak  sh 96007111 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kpelle  sh 85050021 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Krimchak sh2005002165 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Kui (Dravidian) sh2008000447 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kului  sh 85050023 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kumauni  sh 90006010 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kurdish  sh 85050024 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kurku  sh 93002895 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kurmali  sh 91002357 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kurukh  sh 85050025 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Kyrgyz  sh 96010481 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ladakhi  sh 85050026 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ladin  sh 90005967 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ladino  sh 85050027 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lahuli  sh 99000358 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lak  sh 99002252 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lakota  sh 00007642 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lambadi sh2010012669 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lampung sh2001002657 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lao  sh 85050029 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Latvian  sh 85050030 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lepcha  sh 85050031 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Linda sh2011005466 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lithuanian  sh 85050032 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Livonian  sh 86000375 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lobi  sh 86004080 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Low German  sh 85050033 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ludic sh2008009711 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lummi  sh 89005467 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lunda  sh 85050034 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Lushai  sh 85050035 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Macedonian  sh 85050036 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Madurese sh2009005647 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Magahi  sh2001004142 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Magindanao  sh 92000679 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Maithili  sh 86004370 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Makasar sh2001009267 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Malagasy  sh 85050037 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Malay  sh 87003065 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Malayalam  sh 85050038 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Maltese  sh 92001688 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Malvi  sh 98002423 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mandailing  sh 87004603 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mandar sh2001009271 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Mandeali sh2004006019 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mandingo sh 87001714 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mangbetu  sh 94007330 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Manipuri  sh 96010091 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mansi  sh 85050039 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Manx  sh 85050040 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Maori  sh 85050041 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Maranao  sh 89003563 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Marathi  sh 85050042 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mari  sh 86007651 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Marwari  sh 85050043 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mayan  sh 98004811 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mende  sh 97005091 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mewati sh2009030078 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Micronesian sh2009006390 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Minangkabau  sh 98005147 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Moldovan sh86006461 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mongolian  sh 85050044 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mongo-Nkundu  sh 94009601 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mooré  sh 91001608 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mordvin  sh 99005963 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Muna sh2001009275 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Mundari (Kherwari) sh 85050045 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Muong sh2002003018 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Narragansett  sh 93009328 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Navajo  sh 93005606 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ndau sh2003002235 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nenets  sh 00005216 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nepali  sh 99000795 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Newari  sh 89005952 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nganasan  sh 00000842 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ngbaka ma'bo  sh 85050046 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nimadi  sh 85050047 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nocte  sh 91000052 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nogai  sh 00004002 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nootka  sh 96010692 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Northern Sotho  sh 98002961 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Norwegian  sh 85050048 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ntomba sh2004006738 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nubian sh2003002114 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Nuer  sh 86003352 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Nzakara  sh 89003891 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Occitan  sh 85050028 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Old French  sh 85050049 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ordos  sh 92003602 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Oriya  sh 85050050 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Oromo  sh 99003282 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ossetic  sh 98007615 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Paite  sh 85050051 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Palawano  sh 90003136 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Pamona  sh 98002067 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Pangasinan sh2005008580 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Panjabi  sh 85050052 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Papuan  sh 85050053 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Parji sh2008001363 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Pennsylvania German  sh 85050054 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Persian  sh 96010234 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Polish  sh 85050055 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Portuguese  sh 85050056 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Portuguese Creole sh2010012665 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Pōt ̣hwārī  sh 90005268 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Provençal  sh 85050058 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Puinave sh2006003629 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Punu  sh 85050059 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Pushto  sh 97004899 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Quechua  sh 85050060 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Raeto-Romance  sh 86007116 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Rajasthani  sh 85050061 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Romani  sh 85050063 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Romanian  sh 85050062 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Rundi  sh 85050065 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Russian  sh 85050066 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ryukyuan  sh 91002137 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sadani  sh 91002970 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sakata sh2004006737 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Salampasu  sh 86004865 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sambalpuri  sh 85050067 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sami  sh 90005827 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Samoan  sh 85050068 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Santali  sh 85050069 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sardinian  sh 85050070 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Saurashtri  sh 90002727 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Scandinavian  sh 85050071 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Scots  sh 88004451 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Scottish Gaelic  sh 85049983 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Seneca sh2010012668 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Senya sh2004014820 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Serbian  sh 00003120 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Serbo-Croatian  sh 85050072 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Serrano  sh 93001194 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Setu  sh 99002083 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Shona  sh 98002796 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Shoshoni sh2003000013 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sibo  sh 91001548 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Simelungun  sh 85050073 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sindhi  sh 88004425 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sinhalese  sh 87004607 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Siraiki  sh 97004854 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Slavic  sh 85050074 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Slovak  sh 85050075 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Slovenian  sh 85050076 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Somali sh 85050077 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Songhai  sh 00000679 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Soninke  sh 91005849 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sorbian  sh 85050078 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sotho  sh 95008781 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Southern Slavic  sh 85050079 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Spanish  sh 85050080 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sranan  sh 85050083 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sukuma sh2003002128 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Sundanese  sh 86003637 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Susu  sh 92001673 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Swahili  sh 94000821 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Swazi sh2010002538 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Swedish  sh 85050084 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Syriac sh2010014787 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Syriac (Modern) sh2006000611 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tagalog  sh 98003258 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tahitian  sh 87004608 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tajik  sh 90005269 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Takuu sh2011002298 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tamang  sh 89005953 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tamashek sh2004003810 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Tamazight  sh 85050085 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tamil  sh 85050086 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tarahumara sh2011004986 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tarascan  sh 95010810 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tatar  sh 85050087 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Teda  sh 85050088 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Teke  sh 86004082 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Telugu  sh 85050089 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tewa  sh 85050090 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Thai  sh 87003066 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tharu sh2009030075 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tibetan  sh 85050091 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tigré sh2008003761 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tigrinya  sh 99001937 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tlingit  sh 85050092 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Toba-Batak  sh 90005848 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tokelauan  sh 94003815 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tolai  sh 85050022 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tonga (Nyasa)  sh2007004117 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tonga (Zambezi) sh2007004511 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tongan  sh 97001578 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Toraja sh2001009272 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tsogo  sh 86004081 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tsonga  sh 85050093 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tswana  sh 85050094 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tucano  sh 93009364 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tulu sh2004002283 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Turkic  sh 98007436 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Turkish  sh 87005382 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Turkmen  sh 97003733 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tuvinian  sh 85050095 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Tzotzil sh 99013980 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Udmurt  sh 91003902 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Uighur  sh 92003609 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Ukrainian  sh 85050096 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Urdu  sh 87004654 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Urhobo sh2003003130 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Usarufa  sh 88007297 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Uzbek  sh 86001678 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Veps sh2003002237 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Vietnamese  sh 85050097 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Folk songs, Võro sh2010000751 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Walloon  sh 85050098 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Waray sh2006001018 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Welsh  sh 85050099 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Western Apache  sh 94008288 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Western Pahari sh 85049996 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, White Tai  sh 97004232 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Xhosa  sh 93003445 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Yakut  sh 90002880 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Yanyuwa sh2001008092 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Yanzi sh2004006736 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Yiddish  sh 85050100 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Yoruba  sh 85050101 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Yurok  sh 91005402 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Zande  sh 85050102 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Zapotec sh2005007026 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Zarma  sh 85050103 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Zaza sh2008004184 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Zulu  sh 95000048 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Folk songs, Zuni sh 96009796 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Forró sh2008003806 LCGFT 
Fox trots sh 85051129 LCGFT 
Frame drum music sh2001006044 cancel:LCMPT 
Frat rock music sh2003002064 LCGFT 
Fraternity songs sh 85051615 LCGFT 
Free jazz sh2003005848 LCGFT 
Frevos sh 85051965 LCGFT 
Frottolas (Music) sh 85052094 LCGFT 
Fuji (Music) sh2003002074 LCGFT 
Funana (Music) sh2004002328 LCGFT 
Funeral hymns sh 85052377 LCGFT 
Funeral music sh 85052378 LCGFT 
Funk (Music) sh 95005189 LCGFT 
Furiants sh 85052506 LCGFT 
Gabba (Music) sh2011004467 LCGFT 
Gagaku sh 85052717 LCGFT 
Gahu sh 87003360 LCGFT 
Gaita (Flute) and tamboril music  sh 96010816 LCSH 
Gaita (Flute) music  sh 98006262 LCSH 
Gaita music  sh 94005121 LCSH 
Gaitas (Venezuelan music) sh2011004985 LCGFT 
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Galliards sh 85052837 LCGFT 
Galops sh 85052873 LCGFT 
Galoubet and tambourin music  sh 85052875 cancel:LCMPT 
Galoubet music  sh 85052876 cancel:LCMPT 
Gambang music sh2006006874 cancel:LCMPT 
Gamelan angklung music sh2012000292 cancel:LCMPT 
Gamelan degung music sh2010008633 cancel:LCMPT 
Gamelan gong kebyar music sh2010008494 cancel:LCMPT 
Gamelan jegog music sh2010008503 cancel:LCMPT 
Gamelan joged bumbung music sh2010008513 cancel:LCMPT 
Gamelan music  sh 85052947 LCSH 
Gamelan selonding music sh2010008830 cancel:LCMPT 
Gamelan semar pegulingan music sh2010008496 cancel:LCMPT 
Games with music  sh 85052972 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Gangsta rap (Music) sh2006007673 LCGFT 
Gao hu music  sh 89001123 cancel:LCMPT 
Garage rock music sh2003002063 LCGFT 
Gats (Music) sh2012003979 LCGFT 
Gavottes  sh 85053573 LCGFT 
Ge hu music  sh 97000190 cancel:LCMPT 
Ghata music  sh 96003922 cancel:LCMPT 
Ghazals sh 85054788 LCGFT 
Ghettotech sh2011000503 LCGFT 
Ghichak music  sh 94000290 cancel:LCMPT 
Giustiniane (Villanelle) sh 98005893 LCGFT 
Glam rock music sh2010001817 LCGFT 
Glass harmonica and lute music  sh 85055152 cancel:LCMPT 
Glass harmonica and piano music  sh 85055153 cancel:LCMPT 
Glass harmonica and verrophone music sh2009000887 cancel:LCMPT 
Glass harmonica music   sh 85055154 cancel:LCMPT 
Glass music sh2002007246 cancel:LCMPT 
Glees, catches, rounds, etc.  sh 85055248 LCMPT 
Glitch music sh2008008517 LCGFT 
Glockenspiel and celesta music  sh 85055310 cancel:LCMPT 
Glockenspiel and harpsichord music  sh 85055311 cancel:LCMPT 
Glockenspiel music  sh 85055312 cancel:LCMPT 
Glockenspiel with string orchestra  sh 85055313 cancel:LCMPT 
Gloria in excelsis Deo (Music) sh 85055322 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Go-go (Music) sh2002012156 LCGFT 
Goge music  sh 00008579 cancel:LCMPT 
Goigs sh 85055679 LCGFT 
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Gong music  sh 96002610 cancel:LCMPT 
Gonrang music sh2006003448 cancel:LCMPT 
Good Friday music sh 85055886 LCGFT 
Gospel music sh 85055979 LCGFT 
Gothic rock music sh2002002865 LCGFT 
Gottuvadyam music  sh 94001300 cancel:LCMPT 
Graduals (Chants) sh 85056173 LCGFT 
Graduals (Liturgical books) sh 85056172 LCGFT 
Gralla and piano music sh2004002278 cancel:LCMPT 
Gralla music sh2001002583 cancel:LCMPT 
Gregorian chants sh 85022551 LCGFT 
Grunge music sh 94007382 LCGFT 
Guabinas sh 98007620 LCGFT 
Guaguancós (Music) sh2008009830 LCGFT 
Guajiras sh2008002254 LCGFT 
Guan music  sh 94000471 cancel:LCMPT 
Guarachas (Music) sh2007010006 LCGFT 
Gŭdulka music sh2006007090 cancel:LCMPT 
Guinbri music  sh 98002821 cancel:LCMPT 
Guiro music  sh 98006264 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and bandoneon music sh2001006695 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and celesta music  sh 94003348 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and computer music  sh 99001209 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and continuo music  sh 85057816 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and harp music  sh 85057818 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and harp with chamber orchestra  sh 85057819 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and harpsichord music  sh 85057820 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and harpsichord music, Arranged  sh 85057821 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and harpsichord with string orchestra  sh 85057822 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and kora music sh2005007853 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and lute music sh2003002980 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and mandolin music  sh 85057823 LCSH 
Guitar and organ music  sh 85057824 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and oud music sh2003002982 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and pi pa music sh2005003541 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and piano music  sh 85057826 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and piano music, Arranged  sh 85057827 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and piano with jazz ensemble  sh 85057828 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar and piano with string orchestra  sh 85057829 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and synthesizer music sh2010000529 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and tabla music  sh 97006981 cancel:LCMPT 
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Guitar and theorbo music  sh 97002554 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and vina music sh2001009862 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar and zither music  sh 94008696 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar ensembles  sh 95001100 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar music  sh 85057830 LCSH 
Guitar music (Bluegrass) sh2001002564 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Blues)  sh 88003534 LCSH 
Guitar music (Country)  sh 96005012 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Flamenco)  sh 96005826 LCSH 
Guitar music (Gospel) sh2009004995 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Heavy metal) sh2005004632 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Jazz)  sh 85057834 LCSH 
Guitar music (Latin jazz) sh2007009388 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Punk rock) sh2010012331 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Ragtime)  sh 85057835 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Rhythm and blues) sh2011002822 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Rock)  sh 90004683 LCSH 
Guitar music (Slack key)  sh 99005892 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Soul) sh2005004633 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar music (Swing) sh2005004640 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar orchestra music  sh 98004468 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar, unspecified instruments (2) with 
orchestra 

sh 88005943 cancel:LCMPT 

Guitar with chamber orchestra  sh 85057836 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with instrumental ensemble  sh 85057837 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with jazz ensemble  sh 85057838 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitar with orchestra  sh 85057839 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85057841 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with plucked instrument ensemble  sh 86000766 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with plucked instrument orchestra  sh 98007710 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with string ensemble sh 85057842 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with string orchestra sh 85057843 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitar with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85057844 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitarra portuguesa and guitar music  sh 96004065 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitarra portuguesa music  sh 96004062 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitars (2) with chamber orchestra  sh 85057847 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitars (2) with jazz ensemble  sh 85057848 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Guitars (2) with orchestra  sh 85057849 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitars (2) with string orchestra  sh 89004030 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitars (3) with chamber orchestra  sh 85057850 cancel:LCMPT 
Guitars (4) with orchestra  sh 85057851 cancel:LCMPT 
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Gumbe (Music) sh2012003965rev LCGFT 
Gusli music  sh 96006496 cancel:LCMPT 
Gusli with orchestra  sh2004002326 cancel:LCMPT 
Guslis (2) with chamber orchestra  sh 85057990 cancel:LCMPT 
Habaneras sh 97007363 LCGFT 
Haegŭm and percussion music  sh 99004202 cancel:LCMPT 
Haegŭm music  sh 85058219 cancel:LCMPT 
Handbell and Celtic harp music  sh2007008516 cancel:LCMPT 
Handbell and keyboard instrument music  sh2007008517 cancel:LCMPT 
Handbell and organ music  sh 85058654 cancel:LCMPT 
Handbell and organ music, Arranged  sh 85058655 cancel:LCMPT 
Handbell choir music  sh2003002963 cancel:LCMPT 
Handbell music  sh 85058656 LCSH 
Handbell music (2 performers) sh2007006551 cancel:LCMPT 
Hand-clapping music  sh2008004517 cancel:LCMPT 
Hardanger fiddle music  sh 85058872 LCSH 
Hardanger fiddle with orchestra  sh 88000863 cancel:LCMPT 
Hardanger fiddle with string orchestra  sh 85058873 cancel:LCMPT 
Hardcore (Music) sh2003002059 LCGFT 
Harmonic canon music  sh 99000863 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica and harp music  sh 86003227 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica and harpsichord music  sh 85058949 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica and piano music  sh 85058950 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica and piano music, Arranged  sh 85058951 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica band music sh2011000127 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica ensembles  sh 85058952 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica music  sh 85058953 LCSH 
Harmonica music (Blues)  sh2001002391 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Harmonica music (Jazz)  sh2007005835 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Harmonica with chamber orchestra  sh 85058955 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica with orchestra  sh 85058956 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonica with string orchestra  sh 85058957 cancel:LCMPT 
Harmonics (Music) sh 85058959 LCGFT 
Harp and accordion music  sh2004003801 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and dulcimer music  sh 85039936 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and dulcimer music  sh 85039936 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and electronic music  sh 91004591 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and harpsichord music  sh 85058989 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and lute music  sh 85058990 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and lute with orchestra  sh 85058991 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and mandolin music  sh2005000393 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Harp and organ music  sh 85058992 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and organ with string orchestra  sh 85058993 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and oud music  sh2003002983 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and piano music  sh 85058994 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and piano music, Arranged  sh 85058995 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and piano with orchestra  sh 85058996 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp and synthesizer music  sh2004002305 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp ensembles  sh 85058998 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp-lute guitar and piano music  sh 85059001 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp-lute guitar music  sh 85059002 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp music  sh 85059003 LCSH 
Harp music (1 hand)  sh2008000105 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp music (Jazz)  sh 87002256 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Harp music (Ragtime)  sh 00000660 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Harp, violin, violoncello with orchestra  sh 85059010  cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with band  sh 85059012 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with brass ensemble  sh 85059014 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with chamber orchestra  sh 85059015 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with chamber orchestra, Arranged  sh 85059016 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with instrumental ensemble  sh 85059018 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with orchestra  sh 85059019 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with string orchestra  sh 85059021 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85059023 cancel:LCMPT 
Harp zither music  sh2005008081 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpola music  sh2007002142 cancel:LCMPT 
Harps (2), percussion with string orchestra  sh 85059039 cancel:LCMPT 
Harps (2) with chamber orchestra  sh 85059040 cancel:LCMPT 
Harps (2) with orchestra  sh 85059041 cancel:LCMPT 
Harps (2) with string ensemble  sh 85059042 cancel:LCMPT 
Harps (2) with string orchestra  sh 85059043 cancel:LCMPT 
Harps (4) with string orchestra  sh 85059044 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and electronic music  sh 91004575 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and organ music  sh 85059046 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and organ music, Arranged  sh 85059047 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and organ with chamber orchestra  sh 85059048 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and piano music  sh 85059049 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and piano music, Arranged  sh 85059050 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and piano with dance orchestra  sh 85059051 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and piano with orchestra  sh 85059052 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord and piano with wind ensemble  sh 85059053 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord ensembles  sh2002004309 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Harpsichord, flute, harp with string orchestra  sh 85059054 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, flute, oboe with string orchestra  sh 85059055 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, flute, violin with string orchestra  sh 85059057 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, flutes (2) with string orchestra  sh 85059058 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, guitars (2), harp, double bass with 
orchestra  

sh 85059059 cancel:LCMPT 

Harpsichord, lute, violoncello with string 
orchestra  

sh 90000309 cancel:LCMPT 

Harpsichord music sh 85059061 LCSH 
Harpsichord music (4 hands)  sh 85059064 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord music (Jazz)  sh 85059069 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Harpsichord music, Arranged  sh 85059063 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, piano, harp with string orchestra  sh 85059070 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, piano, violin with orchestra  sh 85059071 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, violas (2) with string orchestra  sh 92004487 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord, violin, violoncello with string 
orchestra   

sh 85059072 cancel:LCMPT 

Harpsichord, violins (2), violoncello with 
orchestra 

sh 86006061 cancel:LCMPT 

Harpsichord with chamber orchestra  sh 85059073 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord with instrumental ensemble  sh 85059074 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord with orchestra  sh 85059075 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord with percussion ensemble  sh 85059076 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord with string ensemble  sh 85059077 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord with string orchestra  sh 85059078 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichord with wind ensemble  sh 92006806 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichords (2) with orchestra  sh 85059081 cancel:LCMPT 
Harpsichords (2) with string orchestra  sh 85059082 cancel:LCMPT 
Hát ả đảo sh 99000679 LCGFT 
Hát bội sh 89004235 LCGFT 
Hát chèo sh 93006194 LCGFT 
Hát ví sh 00000577 LCGFT 
Hát xoan  sh 00000576 LCGFT 
Hawaiian chants sh 94000145 LCGFT 
Hawaiian guitar music  sh 85059369 LCSH 
Heavy metal (Music) sh 85059850 LCGFT 
Heckelphone music  sh 85059899 cancel:LCMPT 
Heike biwa sh 89001129 LCGFT 
Helicon music sh2005008082 cancel:LCMPT 
Heliphon music sh2007005701 cancel:LCMPT 
Hichiriki music  sh 85060610 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Highlife (Music) sh 90004527 LCGFT 
Hindu chants sh 85022549 LCGFT 
Hindu hymns sh 85060904 LCGFT 
Hindu music sh 93001169 LCGFT 
Hindustani music sh 85088852 LCGFT 
Hira Gasy sh 98001272 LCGFT 
Hobo songs sh 85061314 LCGFT 
Holy Saturday music sh 85061627 LCGFT 
Holy Week music sh 85061640 LCGFT 
Honky-tonk music sh 85061879 LCGFT 
Honkyoku sh 90003576 LCGFT 
Horn and cimbalom music  sh 85061991 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and computer music  sh 91004592 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and double bass music  sh 89005734 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and electronic music  sh 93007620 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and guitar music  sh 85061992 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and guitar music, Arranged sh 85061993 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and harp music  sh 85061994 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and harp with orchestra  sh 85061995 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and keyboard instrument music  sh2002002625 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and marimba music sh2011003820 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and oboe music  sh 85061996 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and organ music  sh 85061997 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and percussion music  sh 85061998 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and piano music  sh 85061999 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and piano music, Arranged  sh 85062000 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and synthesizer music  sh 94002596 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and timpani music  sh 98004729 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and trombone music  sh 86007672 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and trombone with orchestra  sh 85062001 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and trumpet music  sh 86007673 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and trumpet with orchestra  sh 93005111 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and tuba music  sh 94006561 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and vibraphone music  sh 89007083 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and viola music  sh2003000004 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and violin music  sh 85062002 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn and violoncello music  sh 85062003 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn choir music  sh 95001044 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn ensembles  sh 85062005 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn music  sh 85062009 LCSH 
Horn music (Jazz)  sh 92006068 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
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Horn, trombone, trumpets (2), tuba with 
instrumental ensemble  

sh 85062014 cancel:LCMPT 

Horn, trombone, trumpets (2), tuba with 
orchestra  

sh 85062015 cancel:LCMPT 

Horn, trombone, trumpets (2), tuba with string 
orchestra 

sh 85062016 cancel:LCMPT 

Horn, trombone, trumpets (2), tuba, percussion 
with orchestra  

sh 93003745 cancel:LCMPT 

Horn, trombones (2), trumpets (2) with chamber 
orchestra 

sh 85062017 cancel:LCMPT 

Horn, trombones (2), trumpets (2) with orchestra   sh 85062018 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn, trombones (2), trumpets (2) with string 
orchestra  

sh 85062019 cancel:LCMPT 

Horn with band  sh 85062020 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with band, Arranged  sh 85062022 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with chamber orchestra  sh 85062024 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with horn ensemble  sh 85062025 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with instrumental ensemble  sh 85062026 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with orchestra  sh 85062027 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85062029 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with percussion ensemble  sh 85062030 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with string ensemble  sh 85062031 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with string orchestra  sh 85062033 cancel:LCMPT 
Horn with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85062035 cancel:LCMPT 
Hornpipes sh 85062054 LCGFT 
Horns (2), oboes (2) with string orchestra  sh 85062059 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (2), trombones (2), trumpets (2), tuba with 
orchestra  

sh 85062060 cancel:LCMPT 

Horns (2) with orchestra  sh 85062061 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (2) with string orchestra  sh 85062062 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (3), violin with chamber orchestra  sh 91001076 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (3) with band  sh 85062063 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (3) with orchestra  sh 85062064 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (3) with string orchestra  sh 85062065 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (4) with band  sh 85062066 cancel:LCMPT 
Horns (4) with orchestra  sh 85062067 cancel:LCMPT 
House music sh 97008974 LCGFT 
Hu qin music  sh2001006595 cancel:LCMPT 
Huapangos sh2003002068 LCGFT 
Huaylas sh 94002104 LCGFT 
Huaynos sh2002002603 LCGFT 
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Hulas (Music) sh2002004311 LCGFT 
Humorous music sh 85147135 LCGFT 
Humorous songs sh 85062974 LCGFT 
Hunting music sh 85063143 LCGFT 
Hunting songs sh 85063146 LCGFT 
Hurdy-gurdies (2) with instrumental ensemble  sh 85063166 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdies (2) with orchestra  sh 85063167 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy and continuo music  sh 85063169 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy and percussion music  sh 85099745 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy and viol music  sh 85063170 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy and violin music  sh 87002867 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy music  sh 85063171 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy with chamber orchestra  sh 85063173 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy with instrumental ensemble  sh 85063174 cancel:LCMPT 
Hurdy-gurdy with orchestra  sh 85063175 cancel:LCMPT 
Hymn tunes sh 85063597 LCGFT 
Hymns sh 85063599 LCGFT 
Hymns, African sh 85063607 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Afrikaans  sh 85063608 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Akkadian  sh 88002905 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Albanian  sh 94004628 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Amharic  sh2008008519 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Arabic sh2011004191 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Aramaic  sh 92004149 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Armenian  sh 89002722 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Balinese  sh2006020048 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Basque  sh2009004867 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Batad Ifugao  sh 92003220 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Batak  sh2001002651 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Bemba  sh 90004972 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Bengali sh2004004726 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Bontoc  sh 94008693 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Bulgarian sh2007009400 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Burmese sh2004014954 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Cebuano sh2009008827 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Central Bontoc  sh 92005273 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Chamorro sh2001002655 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Cherokee  sh 94000018 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Cheyenne  sh 85063611 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Chinese  sh 85063612 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Chinook jargon sh2001009650 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Hymns, Chipewyan sh2006001382 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Choctaw sh2006001377 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Church Slavic  sh 89004159 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Cree  sh 98006358 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Croatian  sh 00003116 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Czech  sh 85063613 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Dakota sh2003005407 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Danish  sh 85063614 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Danish  sh 85063614 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Dayak  sh 88004058 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Dida  sh 95001748 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Dingal  sh2006020049 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Dutch  sh 85063615 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Early Christian  sh 85063616 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Egyptian  sh 87004963 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, English  sh 85063617 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Estonian  sh 93004471 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Ethiopic  sh2002005883 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Faroese  sh 96008303 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Finnish  sh 85063618 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, French  sh 86000777 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Frisian  sh2001002508 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Galician  sh 97005453 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Garifuna  sh2004007594 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Georgian  sh 85063619 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, German  sh 85063620 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Greek (Classical)  sh 85063622 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Greek  sh 85063621 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Guaymi  sh 85063623 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Gujarati  sh2005007733 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Hawaiian  sh 85063624 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Hebrew  sh 85063625 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Hindi  sh 95000019 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Hmar  sh 85063626 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Hmong  sh 95003266 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Hungarian  sh 85063627 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Iban  sh 98003289 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Icelandic  sh 92000272 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Indonesian sh2001002370 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Inuit sh2008020205 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Irish (Old) sh2001010527 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Hymns, Irish  sh 86001696 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Italian sh2003000189 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Ivatan  sh 92005272 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Japanese  sh 91004250 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Javanese sh2006001320 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Judeo-Arabic sh2006001155 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Kalispel sh2008020206 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Kamba sh2010009078 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Kannada sh2006020050 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Karen sh2009007466 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Kikuyu sh2008005429 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Kiowa  sh 00007685 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Kipchak sh2007004388 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Konkani  sh 97000018 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Korean  sh 85063628 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Kosraean sh2004005035 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Lahu  sh 94008146 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Latin (Medieval and modern)  sh 95007185 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Latin  sh 85063629 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Latvian sh2002008784 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Lawa (Thailand) sh2007005678 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Lingala sh2008004531 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Lisu sh2012002580 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Lithuanian sh2001000451 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Low German  sh 85063630 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Luo (Kenya and Tanzania)  sh 86005597 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Lushai  sh 85063631 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Lwo (Sudan)  sh 85063632 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Mahican  sh 85063633 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Malay  sh 85063634 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Mandaean  sh2003005614 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Manx  sh 95006619 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Maori  sh2003005622 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Mapuche  sh2001005982 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Marathi  sh 92000127 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Mijikenda  sh2007001453 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Nahuatl  sh 92006007 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Navajo  sh 99003668 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Nepali  sh2003002119 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Nez Percé  sh2006005087 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Northern Kankanay  sh 92005274 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Hymns, Norwegian  sh 85063635 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Nyamwezi  sh 85063635 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Obo Manobo  sh2007010272 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Ojibwa  sh 99005719 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Oneida sh2011001362 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Oriya sh2012000205 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Paite  sh 85063636 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Passamaquoddy sh2011001363 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Persian  sh 97006063 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Pohnpeian sh2011004391 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Polish  sh 89002177 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Portuguese    sh2003011442 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Prakrit  sh2006000966 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Quechua  sh 93005838 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Quiché  sh 98004384 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Rajasthani  sh2006000969 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Rarotongan  sh2005001709 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Rawa  sh2005002975 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Rawang  sh 94000999 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Romanian  sh 85063637 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Ronga  sh2007003467 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Russian  sh 89000791 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Samaritan Aramaic  sh2002001652 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Sami  sh 94007383 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Samoan  sh2005001708 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Sanskrit  sh2001006374 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Santali  sh2004005418 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Scandinavian  sh 85063638 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Scottish Gaelic  sh 93005663 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Sentani  sh2008001531 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Serbian    sh2009003058 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Serbo-Croatian  sh 87005425 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Shuswap sh2011001373 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Sindhi  sh 85063639 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Sinhalese  sh 90001820 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Siraiki sh2010000397 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Slovenian  sh 99002646 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Sotho  sh2005002619 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Spanish  sh 85063640 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Spokane  sh2008020207 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Sumerian  sh 85063641 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Hymns, Swedish  sh 85063642 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Syriac  sh 87007711 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tagalog  sh 88007601 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tahitian  sh 98006817 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tamil  sh 85063643 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Telugu  sh2006020052 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Thai  sh 95004415 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tibetan  sh2001009288 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Timor  sh2001002656 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Toba-Batak  sh 94002485 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tok Pisin  sh2006008146 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tongan  sh 97001576 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tswana  sh 85063644 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Tulu  sh2006020053 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Turkish  sh 96005593 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Ukrainian  sh 85063645 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Umbundu  sh2003011438 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Urdu    sh2002003013 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Vaiphei  sh 92003829 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Venda  sh 94007734 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Vietnamese sh 85063646 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Xhosa  sh 85063647 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Yabim  sh 98007730 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Yiddish  sh 85063648 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Yoruba  sh2005005004 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Zande sh2010008427 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Zulu  sh 91000155 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hyŏn’gŭm music  sh 85063655 cancel:LCMPT 
Ichigenkin music  sh 85064041 cancel:LCMPT 
Ideal harp music  sh2007002813 cancel:LCMPT 
Imzad music sh2003002985 LCSH 
In nomine (Music) sh 85064689 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Incidental music sh 85088853 LCGFT 
Industrial music sh 98005303 LCGFT 
Instructive editions  sh 99001569 LCGFT  
Instrumental ensemble with orchestra  sh 91001865 LCSH 
Instrumental ensembles sh 85066772 cancel:LCMPT 
Instrumental ensembles, Arranged  sh 85066773 cancel:LCMPT 
Instrumental music  sh 85066774 LCSH 
Instrumental settings  sh 99001570 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Intabulations sh 89001222 LCGFT 
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Interludes (Music) sh2001002582 LCGFT 
Intermedi sh 95001194 LCGFT 
Introits (Music) sh 85067645 LCGFT 
Isicathamiya sh 95000049 LCGFT 
Islamic hymns sh 85068453 LCGFT 
Islamic music sh 85088860 LCGFT 
Ite missa est (Music) sh2007000237 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Iwabue music sh2006008251 cancel:LCMPT 
Jaina hymns sh 85069258 LCGFT 
Jaina hymns, Gujarati sh 85069259 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Jaina hymns, Hindi  sh 99002388 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Jaltarang music sh2012002387 cancel:LCMPT 
Jarigan sh 00000567 LCGFT 
Jazz  sh 85069833 LCGFT 
Jazz ensemble with band  sh 85069842 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Jazz ensemble with chamber orchestra  sh 85069825 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Jazz ensemble with orchestra  sh 85069827 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Jazz ensemble with string orchestra  sh 85069828 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Jazz ensembles  sh 85069829 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Jazz-rock (Music) sh2005001653 LCGFT 
Jeux-partis sh 85070188 LCGFT 
Jewish chants sh 85022550 LCGFT 
Jewish school songbooks sh 85118411 LCGFT 
Jewish hymns sh 85070285 LCGFT 
Jewish songbooks sh2001010326 LCGFT 
Jew's harp and Hardanger fiddle music sh2003010593 cancel:LCMPT 
Jew's harp music  sh 85070509 cancel:LCMPT 
Jhāñjh music sh2005007694 cancel:LCMPT 
Jigs  sh 85070528 LCGFT 
Jigs (Dramas) sh 92006469 LCGFT 
Jing hu music  sh 85062714 cancel:LCMPT 
Jingles (Advertising songs) sh 90002359 LCGFT 
Jiuta sh 85070597 LCGFT 
Jody calls sh 85070597 LCGFT 
Jongos (Music) sh2012001356 LCGFT 
Joropos (Music) sh2005003651 LCGFT 
Jōruri sh 85070710 LCGFT 
Jotas sh 85070732 LCGFT 
Jouhikko music sh2004003836 cancel:LCMPT 
Jug band music sh2001005052 cancel:LCMPT 
Juju music sh 89005887 cancel:LCMPT 
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Jump rope rhymes sh 85070998 LCGFT 
Jungle (Music) sh 98003332 LCGFT 
Juvenile  sh 99001685 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Kabuki music sh 85071227 LCGFT 
Kacapi-suling sh2011000808 LCGFT 
Kacapi (Zither) music sh2001009282 cancel:LCMPT 
Kaddish (Music) sh2006009015 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Kaen music  sh 98000043 cancel:LCMPT 
Kāfī sh2007007969 LCGFT 
Kagok sh 85071268 LCGFT 
Kagurabue music  sh 91003206 cancel:LCMPT 
Kamānche music  sh 90002263 cancel:LCMPT 
Kamele ngoni music sh2001003372 cancel:LCMPT 
Kañjirā music  sh 96004193 cancel:LCMPT 
Kanklės music  sh 91001840 cancel:LCMPT 
Kanklės with instrumental ensemble  sh 91001841 cancel:LCMPT 
Kantele music  sh 85071528 cancel:LCMPT 
Karaoke sh 95000557 LCGFT 
Kaskawi (Music) sh2001002511 LCGFT 
Katarimono sh 85071736 LCGFT 
Katōbushi sh 85071746 LCGFT 
Kaval music  sh2004002345 cancel:LCMPT 
Kayagŭm and changgo music  sh 92002618 cancel:LCMPT 
Kayagŭm music  sh 85071799 LCSH 
Kecak (Dance drama) sh 94001087 LCGFT 
Keyboard controller music  sh 93007492 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyboard instrument ensembles  sh 89000657 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyboard instrument music  sh 85072115 LCSH 
Keyboard instrument music (4 hands)  sh 91000873 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyboard instrument music, Arranged sh2002004062 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyboard instrument with orchestra  sh 90001917 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyboard instrument with string orchestra  sh 90001921 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyed fiddle music  sh 85072123 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyed fiddle with orchestra  sh 86001195 cancel:LCMPT 
Keyed trumpet music sh2001002363 cancel:LCMPT 
Khayāl  sh 85072228 LCGFT 
Khim music sh2006005765 cancel:LCMPT 
Kiyomoto sh 89000635 LCGFT 
Klezmer music sh 85072636 LCGFT 
Kōauau music sh2003009091 cancel:LCMPT 
Kob music sh2005006559 cancel:LCMPT 
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Kobza music sh 85072765 cancel:LCMPT 
Kol ̣ music sh2005006565 cancel:LCMPT 
Kol nidrei (Music) sh2006009039 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Kolintang (Xylophone ensemble) music sh2001009294 cancel:LCMPT 
Kolo sh 85072837 LCGFT 
Kolomyĭky sh 85072836 LCGFT 
Kŏmun̉go and changgo music  sh 98000828 cancel:LCMPT 
Kŏmun̉go music sh 85072886 LCSH 
Komuz music  sh 99004208 cancel:LCMPT 
Kong hou music sh2006008356 cancel:LCMPT 
Konkoma  sh 90001848 LCGFT 
Kopuz music  sh 97004580 cancel:LCMPT 
Kora and percussion music sh2010000301 cancel:LCMPT 
Kora music  sh 85072949 cancel:LCMPT 
Koranic recitations  sh2003007099 LCGFT 
Koto and electronic music sh2011001317 cancel:LCMPT 
Koto and violin music  sh 95005156 cancel:LCMPT 
Koto ensembles  sh 98007728 cancel:LCMPT 
Koto music  sh 85073195 LCSH 
Koto with orchestra  sh 85073196 cancel:LCMPT 
Kouta sh 85073207 LCGFT 
Kpegisu sh 92001260 LCGFT 
Krakowiaks sh 85073245 LCGFT 
Krautrock (Music) sh 00006850 LCGFT 
Kritis sh 93006812 LCGFT 
Kroncong songs sh 89006820 LCGFT 
Kulintang ensemble music  sh 90005569 cancel:LCMPT 
Kulintang ensembles  sh 90005566 LCSH 
Kulintang music  sh 93007370 cancel:LCMPT 
Kumiuta sh 85073426 LCGFT 
Kurai music sh2011002537 cancel:LCMPT 
Kuyis sh2006007063 LCGFT 
Kwaito (Music) sh2001007802 LCGFT 
Kwaya (Music) sh2004009882 LCGFT 
Kyriales sh 97003501 LCGFT 
Kyrie eleison (Music) sh 85073586 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lambeg drum music sh2002004321 cancel:LCMPT 
Lamentations of Jeremiah (Music) sh 85074195 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ländler (Music) sh 85074375 LCGFT 
Langeleik music sh 00005700 cancel:LCMPT 
Latin jazz sh 95002804 LCGFT 
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Latin pop (Music) sh2005005378 LCGFT 
Laude sh 90000860 LCGFT 
Lauds (Music) sh 85075041 LCGFT 
Lays (Music)  sh 91002448 LCGFT 
Lead sheets  sh 99001587  carrier 
Leaf music  sh 92004545 cancel:LCMPT 
Lenten hymns sh 85076005 LCGFT 
Lenten music sh 85076007 LCGFT 
Librettos sh 99001588   LCGFT 
Ligawka music sh2006000481 cancel:LCMPT 
Limbe and piano music sh2011005798 cancel:LCMPT 
Limbe music sh2011005490 cancel:LCMPT 
Lirica music  sh 93004397 cancel:LCMPT 
Litanies (Music) sh 85077478 LCGFT 
Lithophone music sh2004007020 cancel:LCMPT 
Liturgical dramas sh 85077722 LCGFT 
Lord's prayer (Music) sh 85078352 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lounge music sh2002007216 LCGFT 
Love songs sh 85078593 LCGFT 
Lu sheng music  sh 94000324 cancel:LCMPT 
Lullabies sh 85078780 LCGFT 
Lullabies, Albanian sh 92005457 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Arabic  sh 91001102 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Armenian sh2005004453 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Azerbaijani sh2005006072 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Cuna  sh 85078783 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Czech sh2004005125 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, English  sh 85078784 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Finnish  sh 96007932 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, French  sh 85078785 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, German  sh 85078786 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Greek sh2003008997 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Gujarati  sh 95002665 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Hebrew sh2007003431 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Hindi  sh 85078787 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Indian  sh 00002184 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Indonesian sh2010012671 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Italian  sh 85078788 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Japanese  sh 85078789 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Kabyle  sh 89004081 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Konkani sh2001009229 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Lullabies, Korean sh2006004311 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Kurdish sh2007009580 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Malay  sh 85078790 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Mbala (Bandundu, Congo)  sh 96010401 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Norwegian  sh 85078791 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Panjabi  sh 85078792 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Persian sh2012004768 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Provençal  sh 85078793 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Romanian  sh 89004083 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Russian  sh 85078795 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Slavic sh2008008532 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Spanish  sh 85078797 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Tamil  sh 85078798 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Thai  sh 85078799 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Turkish  sh 93008197 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Ukrainian  sh 91003227 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Urdu  sh 85078800 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Vietnamese  sh 91000133 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Welsh  sh 95008881 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Xhosa sh2011001772 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lullabies, Yiddish  sh 97003977 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lundus sh 88004797 LCGFT 
Lur and electronic music  sh 91004593 cancel:LCMPT 
Lur music  sh 85078944 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute and dulcitone music sh2005006965 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute and harpsichord music  sh 85078976 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute and organ music  sh 85078977 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute and piano music  sh 85078978 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute and zither music sh2003002981 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute ensembles  sh 98007729 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute music  sh 85078980  LCSH 
Lute music (4 hands)  sh2001002552 cancel:LCMPT 
Lute with string orchestra   sh 85078982 cancel:LCMPT 
Lutes (2) with string orchestra   sh 85078992 cancel:LCMPT 
Luthéal music   sh 00000668 cancel:LCMPT 
Lutheran school songbooks sh 85118412 LCGFT 
Lyra viol and Celtic harp music sh2011000851 cancel:LCMPT 
Lyra viol and continuo music   sh 87003779 cancel:LCMPT 
Lyra viol music   sh 85079173 cancel:LCMPT 
Lyre and percussion music  sh2008008218 cancel:LCMPT 
Lyre and percussion music   sh2008008218 cancel:LCMPT 
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Lyre-guitar music  sh 85079178 cancel:LCMPT 
Lyre music   sh 00003199 cancel:LCMPT 
Madrigal comedies  sh 85079545 LCGFT 
Madrigals   sh 85079546 LCGFT 
Madrigals, Czech   sh 94008717 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, English   sh 85079548 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, French  sh 94000925 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, German  sh 94009463 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Hungarian  sh 85079550 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Italian  sh 85079551 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Latin  sh 89004148 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Polish  sh 94000926 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Portuguese  sh 85079552 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Romanian sh2001006596 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Serbo-Croatian  sh 95005876 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Madrigals, Spanish  sh 85079549 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Magnificat (Music)  sh 85079800 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Mahayana Buddhist music sh 98005322 LCGFT 
Makossa (Music) sh20110025172 LCGFT 
Malhūn (Music) sh2005005073 LCGFT 
Ma'lūf sh2012002787 LCMPT 
Mallet controller music  sh 93007494 cancel:LCMPT 
Maloya (Music) sh2001002512 LCGFT 
Mambos (Music) sh 96007036 LCGFT 
Mandó sh2001002366 LCGFT 
Mandola and Jew's harp music sh2003010592 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandola and Jew's harp with string orchestra  sh 86007667 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandola music  sh 85080451 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and accordion music  sh 94006751 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and continuo music sh 85080454 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and electronic music sh2008001700 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and harpsichord music  sh 85080455 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and marimba music  sh2008001140 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and piano music  sh 85080456 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and piano music, Arranged  sh 85080457 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin and tabla music  sh2006007088 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin ensembles  sh 98007731 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin music  sh 85080458 LCSH 
Mandolin music (Bluegrass)    sh2006001601 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Mandolin music (Jazz)  sh 85080459 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Mandolin orchestra music  sh 98007732 cancel:LCMPT 
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Mandolin with chamber orchestra  sh 85080462 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin with orchestra  sh 85080463 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin with plucked instrument ensemble  sh 88002815 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin with plucked instrument orchestra  sh 98007733 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolin with string orchestra  sh 85080464 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolins (2) with instrumental ensemble  sh 94000207 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandolins (2) with string orchestra  sh 85080466 cancel:LCMPT 
Mandoloncello music  sh2001002510 cancel:LCMPT 
Mangue (Music) sh2002002705 LCGFT 
Manuscripts, Musical  sh 85080748 OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Maqāms (Iraqi music) sh2003002066 LCGFT 
Maraca music  sh 85080886 cancel:LCMPT 
Marches sh 85080979 LCGFT 
Marching songs sh2004003811 LCGFT 
Mariachi sh 85081076 LCGFT 
Marimba and double bass music sh2003011672 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and electronic music  sh 91004595 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and harp music sh2001002393 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and organ music  sh 85081096 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and piano music  sh 85081097 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and piano music, Arranged  sh 85081098 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and piano with string orchestra  sh 85081099 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and synthesizer music  sh 94004910 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and timpani music sh2012003645 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and violin music  sh 90002876 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba and violoncello music sh2008007366 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba ensembles  sh2007005120 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba music  sh 85081100 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba music (4 hands)  sh 88000226 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba music (6 hands)  sh2002011268 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba music (Blues)  sh2005006608 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Marimba music (Jazz)  sh 91005493 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Marimba music (Ragtime) sh2003002091 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Marimba with band  sh 85081101 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba with orchestra  sh 85081102 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85081103 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimba with string orchestra  sh 85081105 cancel:LCMPT 
Marimbas (3) with band sh 87006433 cancel:LCMPT 
Marineras sh 95006428 LCGFT 
Maronite chants sh 97002028 LCGFT 
Marovany (Box zither) music  sh 96007105 cancel:LCMPT 
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Mashups (Music) sh2006008483 LCGFT 
Masonic music sh2006008741 LCGFT 
Masques with music sh 85081843 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Masses sh 85081963 LCGFT 
Matachines (Music) sh 92004673 LCGFT 
Math rock (Music) sh2011004438 LCGFT 
Maundy Thursday music sh 85082293 LCGFT 
Mazurkas sh 85082460 LCGFT 
Mbalax (Music) sh2011003630 LCGFT 
Mbaqanga (Music) sh2002007164 LCGFT 
Mbira and percussion music sh2004010995 cancel:LCMPT 
Mbira music  sh 85082479 LCSH 
Mchiriku sh2004009881 LCGFT 
Melodeon music  sh 92004297 cancel:LCMPT 
Melodica music sh2006001976 cancel:LCMPT 
Melodramas sh 85083436 LCGFT 
Melody instrument music  sh 85083439 cancel:LCMPT 
Meloharp music  sh2007002149 cancel:LCMPT 
Memorial music sh 85083485 LCGFT 
Merengues sh 85083827 LCGFT 
Meta-harp music sh2007002148 cancel:LCMPT 
Methods  sh 99001789 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Alternative rock) sh2005005720 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Big band) sh2005005723 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Bluegrass) sh2005005726 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Blues) sh2005005730 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Blues-rock) sh2005005733 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Boogie woogie) sh2005005736 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Bop)  sh2005005739 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Celtic)  sh2005005742 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Country)  sh2005005745 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Dixieland)    sh2005005749 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Folk)  sh2005005753 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Funk)  sh2005005829 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Gospel)  sh2005005832 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Heavy metal)  sh2005005835 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Honky-tonk)   sh2005005838 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Jazz)  sh 99001790  cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Jazz-rock)  sh2007001924 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Latin jazz)  sh2005005841 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Popular music)  sh2005005844 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
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Methods (Progressive rock)  sh2005005847 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Ragtime)  sh2005005851 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Reggae)  sh2005005855 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Rhythm and blues)  sh2005005858 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Rock) sh2005005861 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Salsa) sh2008001984 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Swing) sh2005005865 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Methods (Western swing) sh2005005868 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Mey and percussion music  sh 00000682 cancel:LCMPT 
Mey music  sh 00000683 cancel:LCMPT 
Michaelmas music sh 91005296 LCGFT  
Microtonal music sh 85084939 LCGFT 
Military calls   sh 85085169 LCGFT 
Military music   sh 85085241 LCGFT 
Milongas (Music)  sh2004002254 LCGFT 
Minimal music   sh 86001706 LCGFT 
Minstrel music   sh 95008868 LCGFT 
Minstrel shows   sh 85085877 LCGFT 
Minuets  sh 85085888 LCGFT 
Mirliton music  sh2002004061 cancel:LCMPT 
Mišnice music   sh 93004482 cancel:LCMPT 
Mission music   sh 85086048 LCGFT 
Mixed media (Music)   sh 92003464 cancel:LCMPT 
Modern dance music   sh2006004083 LCGFT 
Modinhas sh 88004796 LCGFT 
Monferrinas sh 85086813 LCGFT 
Monodramas sh 85086908 LCGFT 
Monologues with music   sh 85086921 cancel:LCMPT 
Monophonic chansons  sh 92002893 LCGFT 
Morin huur music   sh 95000230 cancel:LCMPT 
Morning service music   sh 85087313 LCGFT 
Morris dances   sh 85087357 LCGFT 
Motets sh 85087515 LCGFT 
Motion picture music sh 85088056 LCGFT 
Motion picture music, Arranged  sh 85088063 LCGFT 
Mouseketier music sh2011000397 cancel:LCMPT 
Mouth music sh2003011049 LCGFT 
Mridanga and violin music  sh 87004639 cancel:LCMPT 
Mridanga music  sh 85088215 cancel:LCMPT 
Mukhavīn ̣ā and electronic music sh2003003392 cancel:LCMPT 
Mukhavīn ̣ā music sh2003004889 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Mulizas sh 85088321 LCGFT 
Musette (Oboe) music sh2003002088 cancel:LCMPT 
Music sh 85088762 LCSH 
Music sh 99001795 LCGFT 
Music by African American composers sh2002006645 LCGFT 
Music by African American women composers sh 97002632 LCGFT 
Music by child composers sh 94007276 LCGFT 
Music by gay composers sh2001002827 LCGFT 
Music by Jewish composers sh2004014371 LCGFT 
Music by lesbian composers sh2002004928 LCGFT 
Music by women composers sh 90005362 LCGFT 
Music, Byzantine sh 85088849 LCGFT 
Music for hearing impaired children sh2008001651 LCGFT 
Music for meditation sh 86006395 LCGFT 
Music for people with visual disabilities sh 85088908 LCGFT 
Music for physical therapy sh2008004381 LCGFT 
Music for relaxation sh 99013475 LCGFT 
Music for the blind  sh 85014873 LCGFT 
Music for yoga sh2007003734 LCGFT 
Music, Greek and Roman  sh 85088851 LCGFT 
Music hall new LCGFT 
Music theater  sh 95005221 LCGFT 
Music with audience participation  sh 92002571 cancel:LCMPT 
Música sertaneja sh2002002603 LCGFT 
Musical books sh 85088954 LCGFT 
Musical card games  sh 85088955 LCGFT 
Musical clock music  sh 86004920 cancel:LCMPT 
Musical dictation sh 85088957 LCGFT 
Musical parodies sh2007009548 LCGFT 
Musical recreations  sh 85089014 LCGFT 
Musical saw and piano music  sh 96006484 cancel:LCMPT 
Musical saw music  sh 85089022 cancel:LCMPT 
Musical settings  sh 85089023 cancel:LCMPT 
Musical shorthand  sh 85089024 notation:OutOfScopeLCGFT
Musical sketches sh 85089025 LCGFT 
Musicals sh 85089018 LCGFT 
Musique concrète sh 85030725 LCGFT 
Mutantrumpet music sh 92002567 cancel:LCMPT 
Naamyam sh2009003447 LCGFT 
Nādagam sh 92006079 LCGFT 
Nāgasvaram and tavil music sh2001006508 cancel:LCMPT 
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Nāgasvaram music sh 97007477 LCSH 
Nagauta sh 85089510 LCGFT 
Naniwabushi sh 85089677 LCGFT 
Nanyin sh2002010455 LCGFT 
Narrations with music sh 85089835 cancel:LCMPT 
National music sh 85090042 LCGFT 
National songs sh 85090141 LCGFT 
Native American flute music sh 98002361 LCSH 
Nāy and zarb music sh 86008045 cancel:LCMPT 
Nāy music sh 90002255 cancel:LCMPT 
Nestorian chants sh2002004333 LCGFT 
New Age music sh 87003427 LCGFT 
New century harp music sh2007002293 cancel:LCMPT 
New wave music sh 85091406 LCGFT 
New Year music sh 85091412 LCGFT 
Ngoma (Drum) music sh2005000131 LCSH 
Nigunim sh 91002313 LCGFT 
Nō music sh 85092126 LCGFT 
No wave (Music) sh2008002686 LCGFT 
Noise music sh2001009873 LCGFT 
Nōkan music sh2006008188 cancel:LCMPT 
Nonets  sh 85092246 MoPfacet 
Nonsense songs  sh 85092359 LCGFT 
Northumbrian small pipe music  sh 92001502 cancel:LCMPT 
Novachord music  sh 00000862 cancel:LCMPT 
Novelty songs  sh 99012891 LCGFT 
Nunc dimittis (Music) sh 86004925 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes sh 85093326 LCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, American sh 90003117 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Armenian sh2007000240 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Bengali sh 96009734 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Burmese  sh 85093327 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Canadian sh2001012440 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Caribbean sh2002004908 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Chinese  sh 85093328 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Czech sh2005002655 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, English  sh 85093330 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, French  sh 85093329 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Frisian sh2003000249 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Friulian sh2005000490 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, German  sh 86002761 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Nursery rhymes, Greek (Modern) sh2005006479 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Gujarati  sh 96009733 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Hindi  sh 89004069 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Hungarian  sh 85093331 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Indonesian sh2010012706 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Irish sh2008020037 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Italian  sh 95005950 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Kannada  sh 85093333 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Kashmiri sh2003005650 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Khasi  sh 85093334 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Konkani  sh 98000348 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Malay  sh 99004046 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Manipuri sh2002007628 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Marathi  sh 94007906 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Mauritian French Creole)  sh 96008926 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Ndebele (Zimbabwe)  sh 85093335 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Nepali  sh 90004027 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Norwegian  sh 85093336 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Panjabi  sh 96009736 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Polish     sh 86006775 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Portuguese  sh 93005983 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Reunionese (French)  sh 93005983 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Russian sh2001006586 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Spanish  sh 85093337 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Tibetan sh2008030101 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Turkish         sh 00001689 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Urdu  sh 96009737 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Welsh  sh 95008879 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Nursery rhymes, Yiddish  sh 86004803 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Oboe and accordion music  sh 94007808 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and cimbalom music sh2001002451 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and claves music  sh 85093678 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and computer music  sh 92004497 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and continuo music sh 85093679 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and digital player piano music sh2012003455 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and double bass music  sh 85093680 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and electronic music  sh 91004596 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and guitar music  sh 85093681 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and harp music  sh 85093682 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and harp with chamber orchestra  sh 85093683 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and harp with orchestra  sh 85093684 cancel:LCMPT 
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Oboe and harp with string orchestra  sh 85093685 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and harpsichord music  sh 85093687 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and harpsichord with string orchestra  sh 85093688 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and keyboard instrument music  sh 87004628 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and marimba music sh2002002709 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and organ music  sh 85093689 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and percussion music  sh 85093690 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and percussion with string orchestra  sh 85093691 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and piano music  sh 85093692 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and piano music, Arranged  sh 85093693 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and piano with string ensemble  sh 86007669 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and piccolo music  sh 85093694 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and recorder music  sh 85093695 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and recorder with string orchestra  sh 85093696 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and theorbo music  sh 85093697 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and trombone music  sh 85093698 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and trumpet music  sh 85093699 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85093700 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and viola music  sh 85093701 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and viola with string orchestra  sh 85093702 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and violin music  sh 85093703 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and violin with chamber orchestra  sh 85093704 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and violin with orchestra  sh 85093705 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and violin with string orchestra  sh 85093706 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and violoncello music  sh 85093707 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and violoncello with orchestra  sh 85093708 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe and violoncello with string orchestra  sh 85093709 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe da caccia and harpsichord music  sh 98005253 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe da caccia music  sh 98005735 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore and continuo music  sh 85093710 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore and guitar music  sh 85093711 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore and harp music sh2002002662 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore and harpsichord music  sh 85093712 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore and piano music  sh 85093713 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore and piano music, Arranged  sh 85093714 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore music  sh 85093715 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore with orchestra  sh 85093716 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe d'amore with string orchestra  sh 85093717 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe ensembles  sh 89004827 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe music  sh 85093719 LCSH 
Oboe, violin, violoncello with orchestra  sh 85093722 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Oboe, violin, violoncello with string orchestra sh 85093723 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with band  sh 85093724 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with chamber orchestra  sh 85093726 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with instrumental ensemble  sh 85093728 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with orchestra  sh 85093729 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85093731 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with string ensemble  sh 85093732 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with string orchestra  sh 85093733 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85093735 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboe with wind ensemble  sh 91004136 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboes (2) with orchestra  sh 85093738 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboes (2) with string orchestra  sh 85093739 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboes (2), trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85093737 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboes (3) with string orchestra  sh 85093740 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboes (4) with string orchestra  sh 85093741 cancel:LCMPT 
Oboi d'amore (2) with string orchestra  sh 85093742 cancel:LCMPT 
Ocarina and organ music  sh 89002198 cancel:LCMPT 
Ocarina and piano music  sh 85093793 cancel:LCMPT 
Ocarina music  sh 85093794 cancel:LCMPT 
Ocarina with plucked instrument ensemble  sh 94002180 cancel:LCMPT 
Octets  sh 85093983 cancel:LCMPT 
Offertories (Music) sh 85094163 LCGFT 
Oi music sh 99013526 LCSH 
Old-time music sh2001002368 LCGFT 
Oliphant music sh2009008029 cancel:LCMPT 
Ondes Martenot and percussion music  sh 85094732 cancel:LCMPT 
Ondes Martenot and piano music  sh 85094733 cancel:LCMPT 
Ondes Martenot and piano music, Arranged  sh 85094734 cancel:LCMPT 
Ondes Martenot music  sh 85094735 cancel:LCMPT 
Ondes Martenot with orchestra  sh 85094737 cancel:LCMPT 
Ondes Martenot with string orchestra  sh 85094738 cancel:LCMPT 
Open form music sh 95006890 LCGFT 
Operas sh 85094914 LCGFT 
Operatic scenes sh 85094974 LCGFT 
Ophicleide and piano music sh2009008417 cancel:LCMPT 
Ophicleide music sh2009008030 cancel:LCMPT 
Oratorios sh 85095291 LCGFT 
Orchestral excerpts sh 99001699 LCGFT 
Orchestral music  sh 85095326 LCSH 
Orchestral music, Arranged  sh 85095331 cancel:LCMPT 
Orchestrion music  sh 88006773 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Organ and electronic music  sh 91004576 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ and piano music  sh 85101765 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ and piano music, Arranged  sh 85101766 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ ensembles sh2004003806 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ, harp, timpani with string orchestra  sh 85095464 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ masses  sh 85095466 LCGFT 
Organ music  sh 85095468 LCSH 
Organ music (1 hand) sh2009008163 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ music (4 hands)  sh 85095475 LCSH 
Organ music (8 hands)  sh 00000848 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ music, Arranged  sh 85095474 LCSH 
Organ music (Blues) sh2005005171 LCSH 
Organ music (Honky-tonk) sh2005003988 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Organ music (Jazz)  sh 85095476 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Organ music (Pedals)  sh 88007033 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ music (Ragtime)  sh 85095479 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Organ, piano, guitars (3), percussion with 
orchestra  

sh 85095480 cancel:LCMPT 

Organ scores sh2004003819 carrier 
Organ with band  sh 85095484 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ with brass ensemble  sh 85095486 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ with chamber orchestra  sh 85095487 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ with instrumental ensemble  sh 85095488 LCSH 
Organ with orchestra  sh 85095489 LCSH 
Organ with percussion ensemble  sh 85095491 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ with plucked instrument orchestra  sh 98007734 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ with string orchestra  sh 85095492 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ with string orchestra, Arranged sh 85095493 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ with wind ensemble  sh 85095495 cancel:LCMPT 
Organa sh 85095496 LCGFT 
Organs (2) with orchestra  sh 92001358 cancel:LCMPT 
Orkon music sh2005008084 cancel:LCMPT 
Orpharion music  sh 92004633 cancel:LCMPT 
Orphéal music sh2003002965 cancel:LCMPT 
Orthros (Music) sh2004002308 LCGFT 
Oud and percussion music sh2007003656 cancel:LCMPT 
Oud music  sh 85096114 cancel:LCMPT 
Oud with string orchestra  sh 85096115 cancel:LCMPT 
Overtures sh 85096215 LCGFT 
Pachangas (Music) sh2010012250 LCGFT 
Palm Sunday music sh 85097231 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Palos (Music) sh2007009201 LCGFT 
Panharmonicon music  sh 99004198 LCSH 
Panpipes and guitar music sh2002002711 cancel:LCMPT 
Panpipes and organ music  sh 89003551 cancel:LCMPT 
Panpipes and piano music sh2002002619 cancel:LCMPT 
Panpipes ensembles  sh 94008712 cancel:LCMPT 
Panpipes music  sh 85097480 cancel:LCMPT 
Panpipes with orchestra  sh 85097481 cancel:LCMPT 
P'ansori sh 85097487 LCGFT 
Pantomimes with music  sh 85097504 cancel:LCMPT 
Pantomimes with music, Arranged  sh 85097510 cancel:LCMPT 
Par music sh2005007697 cancel:LCMPT 
Pardessus de viole and harpsichord music sh2004002261 cancel:LCMPT 
Pardessus de viole music  sh 96008419 cancel:LCMPT 
Part songs sh 85098319 LCGFT 
Part songs, Albanian sh2004002309 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Anglo-Norman  sh 87003780 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Catalan  sh 88002463 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Creole sh2002008550 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Czech sh2002008551 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Danish  sh 91006413 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Dutch  sh 99002896 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, English  sh 85098320 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, French  sh 85098322 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Georgian sh2009007826 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, German  sh 85098323 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Greek (Modern)  sh 93007648 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Hebrew  sh 98003335 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Italian  sh 85098324 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Latin  sh 85098325 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Low German  sh 89004411 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Polish sh2005003581 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Portuguese sh2002008552 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Quechua sh2008007358 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Russian sh2002004318 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Sacred  sh 85098328 LCGFT 
Part songs, Spanish  sh 85098329 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Part songs, Ukrainian  sh 98001154 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Partimenti sh2002002615 LCGFT 
Parts  sh 99001708 carrier 
Parts (solo)  sh 99001709 carrier  
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Pasillos sh 85098437 LCGFT 
Pasodobles sh 85098444 LCGFT 
Passacaglias sh 85098453 LCGFT 
Passamezzos sh 85098497 LCGFT 
Passepieds sh 85098504   LCGFT 
Passion music sh 85098521 LCGFT 
Passover music sh 85098539 LCGFT 
Pastoral music (Secular) sh 85098583 LCGFT 
Pastourelles sh 85098614 LCGFT 
Patriotic music sh 85098737 LCGFT 
Pavans sh 85098834 LCGFT 
Pedal clavichord music sh2002004322 cancel:LCMPT 
Pedal harpsichord music sh2004002307 cancel:LCMPT 
Pedal piano music sh 87006801 cancel:LCMPT 
Pelittone music sh2005008083 cancel:LCMPT 
Penitential Psalms (Music) sh 85099488 LCGFT 
Penny whistle and guitar music  sh 85099561 cancel:LCMPT 
Penny whistle music  sh 85099562 cancel:LCMPT 
Pentecost Festival music sh 85099630 LCGFT 
Percussion and banjo music sh 85099738 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and celesta music  sh 85099739 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and celesta with string orchestra  sh 85099740 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and double bass music  sh 85099741 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and electric guitar music  sh 94006279 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and electronic organ music  sh 93002953 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and er hu music  sh2004010994 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and guitar music  sh 85099742 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and guitar music, Arranged  sh 85057825 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and harp music  sh 85099743 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and harpsichord music  sh 85099744 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and keyboard instrument music  sh 93002069 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and organ music  sh 85099746 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and organ with orchestra  sh 91002139 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and organ with string orchestra  sh 85099747 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and piano music  sh 85099749 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and piano music, Arranged  sh 85099750 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and piano with chamber orchestra  sh 85099751 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and piano with instrumental ensemble sh 85099752 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and piano with orchestra  sh 85099753 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and piano with string orchestra  sh 85099754 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and synthesizer music  sh 97002967 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Percussion and viol music sh2008003998 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and viola music  sh 85099756 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and violin music  sh 85099757 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion and violoncello music  sh 85099758 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion controller music  sh2001005094 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion ensembles  sh 85099760 LCSH 
Percussion instrument music  sh2007009595 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion music   sh 85099763 LCSH 
Percussion music (Jazz)  sh 94002727 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Percussion music (Rock)    sh2006007686 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Percussion with band  sh 85099765 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion with chamber orchestra  sh 85099766 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion with instrumental ensemble  sh 85099768 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion with jazz ensemble  sh 85099769 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Percussion with orchestra  sh 85099770 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion with percussion ensemble  sh 85099773 cancel:LCMPT 
Percussion with string orchestra  sh 85099774 cancel:LCMPT 
Peyote songs  sh 95010758 LCGFT 
Philadelphia soul (Music) sh2004002274 LCGFT 
Phlēng thao sh2002002608 LCGFT 
Phonofiddle music sh2007001885 cancel:LCMPT 
Pi pa and di zi music  sh 86005397 cancel:LCMPT 
Pi pa and er hu music sh2007010801 cancel:LCMPT 
Pi pa music  sh 85101714 cancel:LCMPT 
Pi pa with orchestra  sh 85101715 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano (1 hand) with chamber orchestra  sh 85101759 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano (1 hand) with orchestra  sh 85101760 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano (4 hands) with instrumental ensemble  sh 85101763 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano (4 hands) with orchestra  sh 85101764 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano (4 hands) with wind ensemble  sh 94009510 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and computer music  sh 91004557 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and electronic music  sh 91004577 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and electronics with orchestra  sh 99000314 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and kora music sh2007000130 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and reed organ music  sh 97008666 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and reed organ music, Arranged  sh 85101767 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and synthesizer music  sh 85101768 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and synthesizer with orchestra  sh 86004835 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano and theater organ music sh2006004985 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, clarinet, percussion, violoncello with 
orchestra 

sh 85101769 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Piano, clarinet, trombone, percussion with 
orchestra  

sh 85101770 cancel:LCMPT  

Piano, clarinet, trumpet with orchestra sh 92006067 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, clarinet, violin with orchestra  sh 90002867 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, clarinet, violin, violoncello with orchestra sh 85101771 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, clarinet, violin, violoncello with string 
orchestra 

sh 85101772 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano ensembles  sh 85101773 LCSH 
Piano ensembles, Arranged  sh 85101774 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, flute, horn with string orchestra  sh 85101775 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, flute, viola with string orchestra  sh 85101776 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, flute, violin with instrumental ensemble  sh 85101777 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, flute, violin with string orchestra  sh 85101778 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano-harp music  sh200700187 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, horn, glockenspiel, xylophone with 
orchestra  

sh 85101779 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano, horn, violin with orchestra  sh 85101780 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano music  sh 85101782 LCSH 
Piano music (1 hand)  sh 85101792 LCSH 
Piano music (1 hand), Arranged  sh 85101793 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano music (3 hands)  sh 85101794 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano music (4 hands)  sh 85101795 LCSH 
Piano music (4 hands), Arranged  sh 85101796 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano music (5 hands)  sh 85101798 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano music (6 hands)  sh 85101799 LCSH 
Piano music (6 hands), Arranged  sh 85101800 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano music (8 hands)  sh 85101801 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano music, Arranged  sh 85101791 LCSH 
Piano music (Barrelhouse) sh2001005050 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Piano music (Blues)  sh 85101802 LCSH 
Piano music (Boogie woogie)  sh 85101803 LCSH 
Piano music (Country)  sh2009000462 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Piano music (Country)  sh2009000462 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Piano music (Honky-tonk) sh2005003987 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Piano music (Jazz)  sh 85101805 LCSH 
Piano music (Ragtime)  sh 85101813 LCSH 
Piano music (Rock)  sh 91003281 LCSH 
Piano music (Solovox registration)  sh 85101814 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, oboe, trumpet, violin, double bass with 
string orchestra 

sh 85101816 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano quartet with string orchestra  sh 85101818 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Piano quartets sh 85101819 LCSH 
Piano quartets, Arranged  sh 85101823 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano quintet with string orchestra sh 85101824 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano quintets  sh 85101825 LCSH 
Piano, saxophone, double bass with instrumental 
ensemble  

sh 93005876 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano, saxophone, percussion, double bass with 
orchestra  

sh 85101830 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano, saxophones (4), harp, percussion with 
string orchestra  

sh 86002867 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano scores  sh 99001264 carrier 
Piano scores (4 hands)  sh 99001265 carrier 
Piano, timpani, violins (2), viola, violoncello 
with string orchestra 

sh 89001038 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano trio with orchestra  sh 85101832 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano trio with string orchestra  sh 85101834 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano trios  sh 85101835 LCSH 
Piano trios, Arranged  sh 85101840 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, trumpet, vibraphone, double bass with 
orchestra  

sh 85101841 cancel:LCMPT 

Piano, trumpet, viola with orchestra  sh 85101842 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, trumpets (2) with string orchestra  sh 85101844 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, trumpets (3) with string orchestra  sh 85101845 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, violin, double bass with orchestra  sh 89002990 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano, violins (2) with string orchestra  sh 85101847 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with band  sh 85101849 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with band, Arranged  sh 85101852 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with brass ensemble  sh 85101854 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with chamber orchestra  sh 85101855 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with chamber orchestra, Arranged  sh 85101858 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with clarinet choir  sh 85101859 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with dance orchestra  sh 85101860 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with instrumental ensemble  sh 85101861 LCSH 
Piano with jazz ensemble  sh 85101862 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Piano with orchestra  sh 85101863 LCSH 
Piano with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85101868 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with percussion ensemble  sh 85101870 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with salon orchestra  sh 85101871 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with string ensemble  sh 85101873 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with string orchestra  sh 85101874 cancel:LCMPT 
Piano with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85101877 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Piano with wind ensemble  sh 85101879 LCSH 
Piano with woodwind ensemble  sh 851018800 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianola music  sh 96006497 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianola with orchestra  sh 85101882 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2), guitars (3), percussion with orchestra sh 85101883 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2), percussion with orchestra  sh 85101884 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2), percussion with string orchestra  sh 85101886 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2), violin with chamber orchestra  sh 93006900 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with band   sh 85101887 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with brass band  sh 85101888 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with chamber orchestra  sh 85101889 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with dance orchestra  sh 85101890 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with instrumental ensemble  sh 85101891 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with orchestra  sh 85101892 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with percussion ensemble  sh 85101897 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with percussion  sh 85101896 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with string ensemble sh 85101898 cancel:LCMPT 
Pianos (2) with string orchestra  sh 85101899 cancel:LCMPT 
Pibrochs   sh 85101912   LCGFT 
Piccolo and berimbau music  sh 85101941 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and celesta music  sh2002007745 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and computer music  sh2002002857 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and double bass music  sh 92001465 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and electronic music sh2001002396 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and guitar music  sh 85101942 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and harp music  sh2005007436 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and harpsichord music sh 85101943 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and percussion music  sh 85101944 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and piano music  sh 85101945 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and piano music, Arranged  sh 85101946 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and recorder music  sh 97008280 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and synthesizer music  sh 92006337 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and viola d'amore music  sh2002007744 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and viola music  sh 94001154 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo and xylophone music  sh 00006990 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo music  sh 85101947 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo with band  sh 95000800 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo with instrumental ensemble  sh 85101949 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo with orchestra  sh 85101950 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo with string orchestra  sh 85101951 cancel:LCMPT 
Piccolo with wind ensemble  sh 92006804 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Piccolos (2) with orchestra  sh 85101952 cancel:LCMPT 
Pilgrimage music  sh2006001272 LCGFT   
Pinkullu music  sh2008007354 cancel:LCMPT 
Pipe band music  sh 85102358 cancel:LCMPT 
Pipe music  sh 85102387 cancel:LCMPT 
Pīphāt music  sh 85102407 cancel:LCMPT 
P‘iri music  sh 85102152 cancel:LCMPT 
Piyutim sh85102543 LCGFT 
Player organ music  sh 85103381 cancel:LCMPT 
Player piano ensembles  sh2003002202 cancel:LCMPT 
Player piano music  sh 85103384 LCSH 
Playground music  sh 85103386 LCGFT 
Plenas sh2007010004 LCGFT 
Plucked instrument ensembles  sh 85103455 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument ensembles, Arranged  sh 85103456 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument music  sh2002004063 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument music, Arranged  sh2002004065 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument nonets  sh 98007741 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument octets sh 98007740 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument orchestra music  sh 98007795 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument quartets  sh 98007735 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument quintets  sh 98007736 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument septets  sh 98007738 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument sextets  sh 98007737 cancel:LCMPT 
Plucked instrument trios  sh 98007686 cancel:LCMPT 
Plung music  sh 99011262 cancel:LCMPT 
Plung orchestra music  sh 99011282 cancel:LCMPT 
Political ballads and songs  sh 85104347 LCGFT 
Political songs new LCGFT 
Polkabilly music  sh2005005206 LCGFT 
Polka-mazurkas  sh 85104481 LCGFT 
Polkas  sh 85104482 LCGFT 
Polonaises  sh 85104553 LCGFT 
Polskas (Music)  sh2001003492 LCGFT 
Polychoral music  sh 95007062 LCGFT 
Polyphonic chansons  sh 85022539 LCGFT 
Polyphonic lieder  sh 85076799 LCGFT 
Popular instrumental music  sh 87003318 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Popular music sh 85088865 LCGFT 
Porros (Music) sh2009000158 LCGFT 
Post horn music  sh 86000534 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Potpourris sh 85105691 LCGFT 
Power metal (Music) sh2011000406 LCGFT 
Powwow songs   sh 96007192 LCGFT 
Practice chanter music   sh2007000817 cancel:LCMPT 
Preludes new LCGFT 
Prepared piano and percussion music   sh2005007110 cancel:LCMPT 
Prepared piano music  sh 85106383 cancel:LCMPT 
Prepared piano music (20 hands)  sh2004002276 cancel:LCMPT 
Preschool music   sh 85101782 LCGFT 
Prisoners’ songs  sh 85106981 LCGFT 
Production music  sh 94002720 LCGFT 
Progressive metal (Music) sh2011000405 LCGFT 
Progressive rock music  sh 95010319 LCGFT 
Prokeimena   sh 85107389 LCGFT 
Propers (Music)  sh 85107495 LCGFT 
Prosulas (Music)  sh 00000754 LCGFT 
Protest songs  sh 85107711 LCGFT 
Psalmodikon music sh2009001182 cancel:LCMPT 
Psalms (Music)  sh 85108115 LCGFTor 

cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Psalms (Music) $v 1st Psalm  sh 85108117 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 2nd Psalm sh 85108118 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 3rd Psalm  sh 85108119 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 4th Psalm  sh 85108120 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 5th Psalm  sh 00003200 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 6th Psalm  sh 85108121 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 8th Psalm  sh 85108122 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 9th Psalm  sh 85108123 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 10th Psalm  sh 00003187 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 11th Psalm sh 00003186 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 12th Psalm  sh 85108124 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 13th Psalm  sh 85108125 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 14th Psalm  sh 00003184 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 15th Psalm  sh 85108126 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 16th Psalm  sh 85108127 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 17th Psalm  sh 00003185 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 18th Psalm  sh 85108128 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 19th Psalm  sh 85108129 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 20th Psalm  sh 00003183 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 21st Psalm  sh 89005639 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 22nd Psalm  sh 85108130 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Psalms (Music) $v 23rd Psalm  sh 85108131 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 24th Psalm  sh 85108132 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 25th Psalm  sh 89005641 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 26th Psalm  sh 00003181 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 27th Psalm  sh 85108133 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 28th Psalm  sh 85108134 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 29th Psalm  sh 99011239 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 30th Psalm  sh 85108135 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 31st Psalm  sh 85108136 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 32nd Psalm  sh 85108137 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 33rd Psalm  sh 85108138 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 34th Psalm  sh 85108139 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 35th Psalm  sh 00003179 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 36th Psalm  sh 85108140 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 37th Psalm  sh 85108141 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 39th Psalm  sh 85108142 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 41st Psalm  sh 85108116 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 42nd Psalm  sh 85108143 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 44th Psalm  sh 85108145 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 45th Psalm  sh 85108146 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 46th Psalm  sh 85108147 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 47th Psalm  sh 85108148 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 48th Psalm  sh 87007078 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 50th Psalm  sh 00003202 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 51st Psalm  sh 85108149 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 54th Psalm  sh 85108150 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 55th Psalm  sh 85108151 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 57th Psalm  sh 85108152 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 61st Psalm  sh 00003198 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 63rd Psalm  sh 96000171 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 64th Psalm  sh 00003196 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 65th Psalm  sh2004002312 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 66th Psalm  sh 85108153 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 67th Psalm  sh 85108154 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 68th Psalm  sh 85108155 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 69th Psalm  sh 85108156 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 70th Psalm  sh 85108157 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 71st Psalm  sh 98001644 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 72nd Psalm  sh 00003194 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 74th Psalm  sh 85108158 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 75th Psalm  sh 85108159 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Psalms (Music) $v 76th Psalm  sh2009005313 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 77th Psalm  sh2009005336 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 78th Psalm  sh 85108160 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 79th Psalm  sh 00003192 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 80th Psalm  sh 85108161 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 81st Psalm  sh 85108162 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 83rd Psalm  sh 85108163 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 84th Psalm  sh 85108164 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 85th Psalm  sh 85108165 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 86th Psalm  sh 85108166 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 88th Psalm  sh2002002660 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 89th Psalm  sh 85108167 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 90th Psalm  sh 85108168 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 91st Psalm  sh 85108169 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 92nd Psalm  sh 92002457 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 93rd Psalm  sh 85108170 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 94th Psalm  sh2009005338 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 95th Psalm  sh 85108171 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 96th Psalm  sh 85108172 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 97th Psalm  sh 85108173 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 98th Psalm  sh 85108174 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 100th Psalm  sh 85108175 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 101st Psalm  sh2009005138 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 102nd Psalm  sh 85108176 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 103rd Psalm  sh 85108177 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 104th Psalm  sh 85108178 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 106th Psalm  sh 85108179 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 107th Psalm  sh 85108180 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 108th Psalm sh 85108181 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 109th Psalm  sh2009005139 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 110th Psalm sh 85108182 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 111th Psalm sh 85108183 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 112th Psalm  sh 85108184 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 113th Psalm  sh 85108185 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 114th Psalm  sh 85108186 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 115th Psalm  sh 85108187 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 116th Psalm  sh 85108188 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 117th Psalm  sh 85108189 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 118th Psalm  sh 85108190 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 119th Psalm  sh 85108191 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 120th Psalm  sh 85108192 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Psalms (Music) $v 121st Psalm  sh 85108193 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 122nd Psalm  sh 85108194 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 123rd Psalm  sh 99011238 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 124th Psalm  sh2009005140 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 126th Psalm  sh 85108195 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 127th Psalm  sh 85108196 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 128th Psalm  sh 85108197 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 129th Psalm  sh 85108198 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 130th Psalm  sh 85108199 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 131st Psalm  sh 85108200 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 132nd Psalm  sh 85108201 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 133rd Psalm  sh 85108202 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 134th Psalm  sh 85108203 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 135th Psalm  sh 85108204 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 136th Psalm  sh 85108205 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 137th Psalm  sh 85108206 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 138th Psalm  sh 85108207 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 139th Psalm  sh 98004338 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 140th Psalm  sh 85108208 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 142nd Psalm  sh 85108209 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 143rd Psalm  sh 85108210 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 144th Psalm  sh 85108211 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 145th Psalm  sh 85108212 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 146th Psalm  sh 85108213 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 148th Psalm  sh 85108215 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 149th Psalm  sh 85108216 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psalms (Music) $v 150th Psalm  sh 85108217 use Psalms(Music)+730? 
Psaltery and Celtic harp music  sh2008000134 cancel:LCMPT 
Psaltery music  sh 91000360 cancel:LCMPT 
Psychedelic rock music  sh 95010207 LCGFT 
Pung music  sh 98004903 cancel:LCMPT 
Punk rock music  sh 85109128 LCGFT 
Qānūn music  sh 90002635 cancel:LCMPT 
Qawwālī  sh 92004752 LCGFT 
Qin and zheng music  sh 93005621 cancel:LCMPT 
Qin music  sh 85023983 LCSH 
Qobuz (Fiddle) music  sh2005005298 cancel:LCMPT 
Quadrilles  sh 85109420 LCGFT 
Quartets  sh 85109492 cancel:LCMPT 
Quartets, Arranged  sh 85109493 cancel:LCMPT 
Quena music  sh2008002482 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Quicksteps  sh2001005057 LCGFT 
Quintets  sh 85109898 cancel:LCMPT 
Quinto (Drum) music  sh2005007716 cancel:LCMPT 
Quodlibets (Music)  sh 85110126 LCGFT 
Rabāb and piano music  sh2001000751 cancel:LCMPT 
Rabāb and tabla music  sh 91003395 cancel:LCMPT 
Rabāb music  sh 95000435 cancel:LCMPT 
Rabeca music  sh2005003619 cancel:LCMPT 
Rachenitsas  sh 97008495 LCGFT 
Radio music  sh 85110520 LCGFT 
Radio operas  sh 85110523 LCGFT 
Radio plays with music  sh 85110555 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Radio receiver and piano music  sh2003002966 cancel:LCMPT 
Radio receiver music  sh2003002083 cancel:LCMPT 
Ragas  sh 89005764 LCGFT 
Ragga (Music)  sh 97003959 LCGFT 
Ragtime music  sh 85110853 LCGFT 
Rai (Music)  sh 97002100 LCGFT 
Ramadan hymns  sh 85111272 LCGFT 
Ranāt ēk music  sh2001002565 cancel:LCMPT 
Rancheras sh2010002129 LCGFT 
Rap (Music)  sh 85111437 LCGFT 
Rappresentazioni sacre  sh 99011232 LCGFT 
Rapso  sh2003009171 LCGFT 
Readings with music  sh 85111699 cancel:LCMPT 
Rebetika  sh 89000131 LCGFT 
Recitations with music  sh 85111831 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorded accompaniments sh 85111872 LCGFT 
Recorder and accordion music  sh 85111890 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and bass guitar music  sh 96001716 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and carillon music sh2012003465 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and celesta music  sh 85111891 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and continuo music  sh 85111892 LCSH 
Recorder and double bass music  sh 96001714 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and electronic music  sh 91004600 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and guitar music  sh 85111893 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and guitar music, Arranged  sh 85111894 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and harp music  sh 85111895 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and harpsichord music  sh 85111896 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and harpsichord music, Arranged  sh 85111897 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and kantele music sh2011005156 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Recorder and keyboard instrument music  sh 87004655 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and lute music  sh 85111898 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and lute music, Arranged sh 85111899 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and organ music  sh 85111900 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and percussion music  sh 85111901 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and piano music  sh 85111902 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and piano music, Arranged   sh 85111903 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and tambourine music  sh2006007293 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and tenor violin music  sh 85111904 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and trumpet music   sh 85111905 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85111906 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and viola da gamba music  sh 85111907 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and viola da gamba with string 
orchestra  

sh 85111908 cancel:LCMPT 

Recorder and viola music  sh 85111909 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and violin music  sh 85111910 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and violin with string orchestra  sh 85111911 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder and violoncello music  sh 85111912 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder choir music  sh 95000001 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder ensembles  sh 85111913 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder music   sh 85111914 LCSH 
Recorder music (Jazz)  sh 96001713 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Recorder music, Arranged  sh 85111915 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder with chamber orchestra  sh 85111919 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder with instrumental ensemble  sh 85111920 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder with orchestra  sh 85111921 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder with string ensemble  sh 85111922 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorder with string orchestra  sh 85111923 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (2) with instrumental ensemble  sh 85111924 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (2) with orchestra   sh 85111925 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (2) with plucked instrument ensemble sh 85111926 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (2) with string ensemble  sh 85111927 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (2) with string orchestra  sh 85111928 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (3) with string orchestra  sh 85111929 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (4) with string orchestra  sh 85111930 cancel:LCMPT 
Recorders (6) with string orchestra  sh 85111931 cancel:LCMPT 
Redowas  sh 85112129 LCGFT 
Reed organ and tabla music  sh 99000936 cancel:LCMPT 
Reed organ music  sh 85112162 cancel:LCMPT 
Reed organ music (4 hands)  sh 85112164 cancel:LCMPT 
Reed organ music, Arranged  sh 85112163 cancel:LCMPT 
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Reels (Music)  sh 85112174 LCGFT 
Reformation Festival music  sh 90005557 LCGFT 
Reggae music  sh 85112348 LCGFT 
Regina Caeli laetare (Music)  sh 85112356 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Remixes  sh2001002573 LCGFT 
Reproaches (Chants) sh 97006542 LCGFT 
Requiems sh 85112983 LCGFT 
Responses (Music)  sh 85113234 LCGFT 
Revolutionary songs new LCGFT  
Revolutionary ballads and songs  sh 85113449 LCGFT 
Revolutionary ballads and songs, Moldovan sh88007630 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Revolutionary ballads and songs, Russian sh 85113450 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Revolutionary ballads and songs, Tigré  sh 99002686 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Revolutionary ballads and songs, Tigrinya sh 99002685 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Revolutionary ballads and songs, Ukrainian  sh2009000561 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Revolutionary music  sh 90001253 LCGFT 
Revolutionary operas   sh 85113464 LCGFT 
Revues  sh 89002763 LCGFT 
Rhapsodies (Music)  sh 85113601 LCGFT 
Rhythm and blues music   sh 85113834 LCGFT 
Rhythm band music  sh 96009149 LCSH 
Rhythm band with orchestra   sh 85113835 cancel:LCMPT 
Rigaudons  sh 85114071 LCGFT 
Rock music  sh 85114675 LCGFT 
Rockabilly music   sh 87004063 LCGFT 
Rocksteady (Music) sh2011002055 LCGFT 
Romances (Music)  sh 87007720 LCGFT 
Rondeaux (Polyphonic chansons)  sh 88001421 LCGFT 
Rondos  sh 85115233 LCGFT 
Roopill music  sh 95008261 cancel:LCMPT 
Rounds (Music)  sj 96006064 LCGFT 
Rumbas  sh 85115817 LCGFT 
Ruan music  sh 97000260 cancel:LCMPT 
Rune songs sh2011000497 LCGFT 
Ryūteki and shō music  sh 85116145 cancel:LCMPT 
Ryūteki music  sh 96006498 cancel:LCMPT 
Sackbut and harpsichord music sh2010010896 cancel:LCMPT 
Sackbut music  sh 92004302 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred dialogues (Music)  sh 92005243 LCGFT 
Sacred dramatic music  sh2003002958 LCGFT 
Sacred monologues with music  sh 85116284 cancel:LCMPT 
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Sacred music  sh 00003182  
Sacred musicals  sh 87006468 LCGFT 
Sacred pantomimes with music  sh 85097508 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Sacred songs  sh 85116317 LCGFT 
Sacred songs with continuo  sh 85116362 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with guitar  sh 85116363 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with harpsichord   sh 85116364 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with instrumental ensemble  sh 85116365 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with lute  sh 85116366 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with orchestra  sh 85116367 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with organ  sh 85116368 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with piano  sh 85116369 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred songs with string orchestra  sh 85116370 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets  sh 85116264 LCSH 
Sacred vocal duets with chamber orchestra  sh 85116266 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets with continuo  sh 85116268 LCSH 
Sacred vocal duets with guitar  sh 85116269 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets with harpsichord  sh 85116270 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85116271 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets with orchestra  sh 85116272 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets with organ  sh 85116274 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets with piano  sh 85116275 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal duets with string orchestra  sh 85116276 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal ensembles with instrumental 
ensemble  

sh 85116384 cancel:LCMPT 

Sacred vocal ensembles  sh 85116383 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal music  sh 85116385 LCSH 
Sacred vocal octets  sh 85116293 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal octets with continuo  sh 85116294 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal octets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85116295 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quartets  sh 85116297 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quartets with band  sh 85116299 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quartets with guitar sh 85116300 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quartets with instrumental ensemble sh 85116301 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quartets with organ  sh 85116302 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quartets with piano  sh 85116303 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quartets with string orchestra sh 85116304 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quintets  sh 85116306 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quintets with chamber orchestra  sh 85116307 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quintets with instrumental ensemble sh 85116309 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal quintets with piano  sh 85116310 cancel:LCMPT 
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Sacred vocal quintets with pianos (2)  sh 85116311 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal septets  sh 85116312 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal sextets  sh 85116313 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal sextets with chamber orchestra  sh 85116314 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal sextets with continuo  sh 85116315 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal sextets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85116316 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal trios  sh 85116372 LCSH 
Sacred vocal trios with chamber orchestra  sh 85116374 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal trios with harpsichord  sh 85116376 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal trios with instrumental ensemble  sh 85116377 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal trios with orchestra  sh 85116378 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal trios with organ  sh 85116380 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal trios with piano  sh 85116381 cancel:LCMPT 
Sacred vocal trios with string orchestra  sh 85116382 cancel:LCMPT 
Saetas  sh 97007400 LCGFT 
Safety songs  sh 85116460 LCGFT 
Saibara sh2009007523  LCGFT 
Sainetes  sh 85116548 LCGFT 
Salon orchestra music  sh 85116844 LCSH 
Salsa (Music)  sh 85116847 LCGFT 
Saltarellos  sh 85116888 LCGFT 
Saluang jo dendang  sh2007001248 LCGFT 
Saluang music  sh2007001247 cancel:LCMPT 
Salve Regina (Music)  sh 85116963 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Sāmavedic chants  sh 00007337 LCGFT 
Sambas  sh 85117012 LCGFT 
Sampler music  sh2003002079 cancel:LCMPT 
San xian music  sh 85117108 cancel:LCMPT 
Sanctus (Music)  sh 85117165 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Sanjo (Music) sh 92003711 LCGFT 
Santeria music  sh 95007729 LCGFT 
Santūr and electronic music  sh2003010594 cancel:LCMPT 
Santūr and piano music  sh2003010597 cancel:LCMPT 
Santūr and tabla music  sh 86003483 cancel:LCMPT 
Santūr and zarb music  sh 87007473 cancel:LCMPT 
Santūr music  sh 85117417 LCSH 
Sáo music sh2009002976 cancel:LCMPT 
Sapeh music  sh2001009297 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarabands  sh 85117472 LCGFT 
Sarangi and tabla music   sh 85117484 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarangi music   sh 96006499 cancel:LCMPT 
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Sardanas  sh 85117521 LCGFT 
Sārindā music sh2006006858 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarod and sitar music   sh 85117576 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarod and tabla music   sh 85117577 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarod and tambūrā (Drone lute) music  sh2005001022 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarod music  sh 85117578 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarrusophone and percussion music  sh 85117588 cancel:LCMPT 
Sarrusophone music  sh 00003197 cancel:LCMPT 
Satirical songs  sh 85117677 LCGFT 
Saxhorn and piano music  sh 85117807 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxhorn music  sh 00003195 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and accordion music  sh 95009222 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and bongo music  sh2001002557 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and computer music  sh 93008127 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and computer with chamber orchestra sh 93005327 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and continuo music  sh 85117833 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and double bass music  sh 85117834 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and dulcimer music  sh2002002854 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and electronic music  sh 91004601 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and electronic organ music  sh2002002856 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and guitar music  sh 85117835 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and guitar with jazz ensemble  sh 85117836 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Saxophone and harp music  sh 85117837 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and harpsichord music sh2009007117 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and keyboard instrument music  sh 94006556 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and marimba music  sh 85117838 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and organ music  sh 85117839 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and percussion music  sh 85117840 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and percussion with chamber 
orchestra  

sh 94009461 cancel:LCMPT 

Saxophone and piano music  sh 85117841 LCSH 
Saxophone and piano music, Arranged  sh 85117842 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and piano with orchestra  sh 85117844 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and shakuhachi music  sh 89000243 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and synthesizer music  sh 90002862 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and tambourine music  sh 86001425 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and trombone music  sh2003002102 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and trumpet music  sh 85117845 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and trumpet with band  sh 85117846 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85117847 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and tuba music sh 85117848 cancel:LCMPT 
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Saxophone and viola music  sh2001006376 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and violin music  sh 94003349 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and violin with orchestra  sh 85117849 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and violoncello music  sh 85117850 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone and zheng music sh2012003647 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone choir music  sh 88001637  cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone ensembles  sh 91004204 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone music  sh 85117851 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone music (Jazz)  sh 85117853 LCSH 
Saxophone music, Arranged  sh 85117852 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with band  sh 85117856 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with chamber orchestra  sh 85117858 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with chamber orchestra, Arranged  sh 85117860 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with dance orchestra  sh 85117862 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with instrumental ensemble  sh 85117863 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with jazz ensemble  sh 85117864 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Saxophone with orchestra  sh 85117865 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85117867 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with percussion ensemble  sh 85117869 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with string ensemble  sh 85117870 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with string orchestra  sh 85117871 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophone with wind ensemble  sh 85117873 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophones (2) with orchestra  sh 95000716 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophones (4) with band  sh 86003539 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophones (4) with chamber orchestra  sh 85117874 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophones (4) with orchestra  sh 85117875 cancel:LCMPT 
Saxophones (4) with string orchestra  sh 85117876 cancel:LCMPT 
Saz music  sh 85117886 cancel:LCMPT 
Scat singing  sh2007001973 LCGFT 
Scenarios  sh 99001777 LCGFT 
Scherzos  sh 99003190 LCGFT 
School music  sh 85118368 LCGFT 
School songbooks sh 85118407 LCGFT 
School songbooks, Afrikaans sh 85118408 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Arabic sh 93005858 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Central Yupik sp2009007987 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Czech sh2001010303 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Danish sh2001006587 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Dutch sh2001010305 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, English sh 90004261 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Estonian sh2001006588 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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School songbooks, Finnish sh2004003822 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, French sh 85118410 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, German sh2001006589 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Hebrew sh2001006593 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Hindi sh 93005852 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Hungarian sh2004003826 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Irish sh2004003823 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Italian sh2001006590 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Japanese sh 98000057 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Korean sh 00000680 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Latin sh2001006591 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Lithuanian sh2006002672 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Malaysian sh2004003825 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Mongolian sh2008003715 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Norwegian sh2004003824 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Polish sh2004003828 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Portuguese sh 85118413 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Romanian sh2004003829 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Russian sh2004003830 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Scandinavian sh 90004263 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Slovak sh2010005791 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Sotho sh2004003827 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Spanish sh 90004264 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Sundanese sh 89006804 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Swedish sh 90004266 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Thai sh2011002710 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Turkish sh2004003831 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Ukrainian sh2004003832 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Welsh sh2004003833 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Yiddish sh2001006592 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
School songbooks, Zulu sh 90004267 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Schottisches  sh 85118488 LCGFT 
Schrammelmusik  sh 90001648 LCGFT 
Scores  sh 99001779 carrier 
Scores and parts  sh 99001780 carrier 
Scores and parts (solo)  sh2002012022 carrier 
Sea songs  sh 85119250 LCGFT 
Sean-nos  sh2002002703 LCGFT 
Seguidillas (Music)  sh2002004088 LCGFT 
Sekkyō jōruri  sh 85119659 LCGFT 
Sepolcri  sh 99011241 LCGFT 
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Septets  sh 85120113 cancel:LCMPT 
Sequences (Music)  sh 85120146 LCGFT 
Serenatas sh2011004792 LCGFT 
Serpent music  sh 88007087 cancel:LCMPT 
Service books (Music) sh 85120344 LCGFT 
Setār and zarb music  sh2006007587 cancel:LCMPT 
Setār music  sh 96005271 cancel:LCMPT 
Settings, Musical  sh 85120398 LCGFT 
Seventh-Day Adventist school songbooks sh2004003834 LCGFT 
Sevillanas  sh2002002611 LCGFT 
Sextets  sh 85120695 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and biwa music  sh 85121067 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and biwa with orchestra  sh 85121068 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and double bass music sh2012000763 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and electronic music  sh 99014719 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and harp music  sh 96000692 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and koto music  sh 85121069 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and organ music  sh 98007888 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and piano music  sh 85121070 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and shamisen music  sh 86008046 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and viola music  sh2005001772 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi and violoncello music  sh 94001553 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi music  sh 85121071 LCSH 
Shakuhachi with orchestra  sh 85121072 cancel:LCMPT 
Shakuhachi with string orchestra  sh 85121073 cancel:LCMPT 
Shamisen music  sh 85121096 LCSH 
Shape-note hymnals sh 87007577 LCGFT 
Shawm and organ music  sh 89002202 cancel:LCMPT 
Shawm music  sh 96006500 cancel:LCMPT 
Shehnai and sarod music  sh2006007094 cancel:LCMPT 
Shehnai and sitar music  sh 85121264 cancel:LCMPT 
Shehnai and tabla music  sh 85121265 cancel:LCMPT 
Shehnai and violin music  sh 85121266 cancel:LCMPT 
Shehnai music  sh 85121267 cancel:LCMPT 
Shema (Music)  sh2005001926 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Sheng and pi pa music  sh 97000441 cancel:LCMPT 
Sheng music  sh 85121343 cancel:LCMPT 
Sheng with orchestra  sh 85121344 cancel:LCMPT 
Shengguan sh2011004238 LCGFT 
Shepherds' songs  sh 85121356 LCGFT 
Shigin  sh 85121418 LCGFT 
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Shinnai sh 85121486 LCGFT 
Shinobue and biwa music  sh 98003440 cancel:LCMPT 
Shinobue and piano music  sh 86004748 cancel:LCMPT 
Shinobue music  sh 96006501 cancel:LCMPT 
Shinto music  sh 94003339 LCGFT 
Shō music  sh 85121699 LCSH 
Shofar calls  sh 85121775 LCGFT 
Shōmyō  sh 85121753 LCGFT 
Shudraga and piano music sh2011005796 cancel:LCMPT 
Shudraga music sh2011005748 cancel:LCMPT 
Sicilianas  sh 85122230 LCGFT 
Sikh hymns  sh 85122423 LCGFT 
Silent film music  sh 85122471 LCGFT 
Simh ̣at Torah music  sh2002004323 LCGFT 
Simplified editions  sh2002012031 LCGFT 
Simsimīyya music  sh2004002325 cancel:LCMPT 
Singing bowl music  sh2002002864 cancel:LCMPT 
Singing commercials sh 85122838 LCGFT 
Singing games sh 85122839 LCGFT 
Sipsi music  sh 99013531 cancel:LCMPT 
Sistro music  sh2003002951 cancel:LCMPT 
Sitar and kamānche music  sh2002006646 cancel:LCMPT 
Sitar and surbahar music sh2011005519 cancel:LCMPT 
Sitar and tabla music  sh 85123021 LCSH 
Sitar and violin music  sh 85143587 cancel:LCMPT 
Sitar music  sh 85123023 cancel:LCMPT 
Sitar with orchestra  sh 85123024 cancel:LCMPT 
Siter music  sh2006006875 cancel:LCMPT 
Sĭyotanka music  sh 89007097 cancel:LCMPT 
Ska (Music)  sh 96007124 LCGFT 
Skiffle  sh 99012468 LCGFT 
Sludge metal (Music) sh2010013959 LCGFT 
Snare drum and double bass music  sh2001002369 cancel:LCMPT 
Snare drum and piano music  sh2001002572 cancel:LCMPT 
Snare drum and tom-tom music  sh2003002996 cancel:LCMPT 
Snare drum music sh 87003760 cancel:LCMPT 
So ̜̄ dūang music sh 00007632 cancel:LCMPT 
So ̜̄ sām sa ̄i music sh2007008463 cancel:LCMPT 
Soca sh2002002609 LCGFT 
Sōka  sh 85124468 LCGFT 
Solo cantatas  sh 85124681 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
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Solo cantatas, Sacred  sh 85124682 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Solo cantatas, Secular  sh 85124693 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Solo instrument music  sh 85124703 cancel:LCMPT 
Solo instrument music (Blues) sh2006007950 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Solo instrument music (Jazz) sh2006007946 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Solo with harpsichord  sh 99001420 cancel:LCMPT 
Solo with harpsichord and piano  sh 99001421 cancel:LCMPT 
Solo with keyboard instrument  sh 99001733 cancel:LCMPT 
Solo with organ  sh 99001735 cancel:LCMPT 
Solo with piano  sh 87002067 cancel:LCMPT 
Solo with piano (4 hands) sh2009009447 cancel:LCMPT 
Solo with pianos (2)  sh 99001743 cancel:LCMPT 
Solos with organ  sh 99001744 cancel:LCMPT 
Solos with piano  sh 87002068 cancel:LCMPT 
Solos with pianos (2)  sh 99001805 cancel:LCMPT 
Sonatas sh 85124818 LCGFT 
Sones sh 92005256 LCGFT 
Song cylces  sh 85125033 LCGFT 
Song of Solomon (Music)  sh 86008166 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks sh 85125027 LCGFT 
Songbooks, Afrikaans sh 85125028 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Arabic sh2001010301 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Armenian sh 96006422 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Catalan sh 90004275 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Chinese sh2001010302 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Czech sh 90004276 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Danish sh 90004277 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Dutch sh 90004278 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, English sh 90004279 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, English (Middle) sh 85125096 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Estonian sh 93003915 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Finnish sh2001010306 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, French sh 90004280 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, German sh 85125030 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Greek sh2001010308 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Hebrew sh2001010309 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Indonesian sh 90004281 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Italian sh 93005867 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Japanese sh2001010307 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Khmer sh2010007204 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Korean sh2001010314 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songbooks, Latvian sh2001010310 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Lithuanian sh2001010313 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Low German sh2001010315 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Norwegian sh2001010317 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Polish sh2001010318 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Portuguese sh 00007908 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Romanian sh2001010319 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Russian sh2001010320 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Scandinavian sh2001010321 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Scottish Gaelic sh2006002762 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Serbo-Croatian sh2001010323 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Slovenian sh2010005795 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Spanish sh2001010304 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Swedish sh2001010316 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Ukrainian sh2001010324 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Vietnamese sh2001010325 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songbooks, Yiddish sh2001010312 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs  sh 85125040 LCGFT 
Songs, Abkhaz sh 85125045 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Abor sh2004002291 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Aboriginal Australian  sh 85125050 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Achinese sh2001009250 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Acholi sh2002011134 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Aduma sh2011000232 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Adygei  sh 85125046 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Afar sh2005003823 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Afrikaans sh2002004331 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Agul sh2006000340 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Agusan Manobo sh2002002067 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Akan sh2005002391 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Albanian  sh 99003028 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, American  sh 96006523 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Amharic  sh 99000562 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs and music  sh 99001806 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs, Ao  sh 99000935 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Apatani  sh2004002288 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Arabic  sh 85125048 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Arakanese sh2007001548 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Aramaic  sh 89004435 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Armenian  sh 85125049 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Assamese  sh 90001472 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Aymara  sh 99013058 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Azerbaijani  sh 85125051 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bajau sh2001009264 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bajjika  sh 85125052 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Balinese  sh 90004704 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Baluchi  sh 98004093 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bambara  sh 97008938 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bamun sh2007007427 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bandjalang  sh 95006353 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bangaru  sh 99000576 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Banjarese sh2001009260 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bantu  sh 85125053 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Basa sh2007006970 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Basque  sh 90001292 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Batak  sh 98005152 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Belarusian sh2007009167 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bengali  sh 85125054 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bengkulu sh2007007938 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Berber sh2010007737 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bhojpuri  sh 99000798 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Biak sh2001009257 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bihari  sh 99000796 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Brahui  sh 97004901 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Braj  sh 86005218 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Breton  sh 85125055 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bugis sh2001009254 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bulgarian  sh 95003629 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Bundeli  sh 97003700 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Buriat  sh 90000110 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Burmese  sh 86006852 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Burushaski sh2001009279 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Cajun French  sh 85125056 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Cantonese  sh 98005451 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Carib sh2003010506 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Catalan  sh 87000744 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Chamorro sh2011002192 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Chattisgarhi  sh 99000994 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Chechen  sh 85125057 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Chewa sh2011000233 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Chinese  sh 85125058 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Church Slavic sh2001004866 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Chuukese sh2004007736 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Cirebon sh2003005352 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Cornish sh2004010522 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Cree  sh 95002706 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Creole sh2001009299 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Crioulo sh2001000230 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Czech  sh 85125059 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dafla sh2004002281 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dagaare  sh 97008944 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dan sh2001000182 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Danish  sh 85125060 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dari  sh 97004852 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dayak sh2001009261 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dingal  sh 91002959 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Divehi sh2004002293 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Duala sh2007007377 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dusun  sh 94007773 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dutch  sh 85125061 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Dzongkha  sh 85125062 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, English (Old)  sh 85125047 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, English  sh 85125063 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Esperanto  sh 97007052 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Estonian sh2005020373 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Evenki  sh 98001190 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ewondo sh 99002149 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Fang  sh 85125065 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Farefare sh2006007891  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Faroese  sh 85125066 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Fijian sh2009003557 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Finnish  sh 85125067 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Fon sh2011004470 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Fox  sh 92004337 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, French  sh 85125068 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Frisian  sh 94004844 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gã sh2005001012 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Galician  sh 85125070 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gallong sh2004002290 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ganda  sh 99001423 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Garifuna sh2011003176 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Garo sh2004002285 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gavião (Pará, Brazil) sh2006007307 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Gayo sh2001009253 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gbaya sh2007010269 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gbaya (Ubagi) sh2009000746 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, German (Middle High German)  sh 85125072 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, German (Old High German)  sh 94009466 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, German sh 85125071 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gorontalo sh2006000852 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Greek (Modern)  sh 85125073 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Greek  sh 98000063 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Guarani  sh 85125074 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gujarati  sh 85125075 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gujuri  sh 85125076 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Gurage  sh 99000568 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Haida sh2011000990 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Halbi sh2008004589 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hanunóo sh2006001621 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hausa sh2001000275 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hawaiian  sh 85125077 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hebrew  sh 87000387 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hindi  sh 89000427 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hindkō  sh 00000655 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hindustani  sh 89003203 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hmong  sh 90004212 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hopi sh2011001360 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hr̂e sh2001009256 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Hungarian  sh 98008182 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Iatmul  sh 86002277 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Iban sh2001009263 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Icelandic sh2006007954 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Iloko sh2002003005 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Indonesian sh 85125078 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ingush  sh 85125079 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ipili  sh2007010210 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Irish  sh 85125080 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Italian  sh 85125081 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Jaipuri  sh 00008860 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Japanese  sh 85125082 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Javanese  sh 88000234 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ju/'hoan  sh 94007118 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Judeo-Arabic  sh 96010804 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kabardian  sh 85125083 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Kabyle  sh 99004072 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kaili    sh2001009259 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kannada  sh 89000465 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Karen  sh2007007415 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kashmiri  sh 99004100 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kazakh  sh 98001191 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kekchi  sh 93008788 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kharia  sh 99000797 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Khasi  sh 99000934 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Khmer  sh 94005781 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Khmư  sh 00006307 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Khowar  sh2001009276 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kikuyu  sh 99001426 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kimbundu  sh 99000566 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kinyarwanda  sh 85125108 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Konkani  sh 96009849 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Korean  sh 85125084 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kosraean sh2004005034 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kosraean  sh2004005034 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kpelle  sh2003002131 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Krio  sh 91002716 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kurdish  sh 88000235 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kurku  sh2007006149 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kurukh  sh2002003009 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Kyrgyz  sh2003002105 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ladakhi  sh2002003007 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ladino  sh2003000156 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lakota  sh 85125085 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lango (Uganda) sh2011001315 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lao  sh 93005049 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Latin (Medieval and modern)  sh 86002233 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Latvian  sh 85125086 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lepcha  sh2004002343 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lese  sh 98005494 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Limbu  sh2003005350 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lingala  sh 85125087 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lithuanian  sh2003004973 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lobi  sh 98005453 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Low German  sh 85125088 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Luba-Lulua  sh 98005340 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lummi  sh2004007659 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Luo (Kenya and Tanzania)  sh 99001427 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Lushai  sh 85125089 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Maasai  sh2007010269 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Madurese  sh 99000419 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Maithili  sh 86003257 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Makasar  sh2001009251 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Malagasy  sh 85125090 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Malay  sh 92001945 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Malayalam  sh 89000884 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Manambu  sh 85125091 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Manchu  sh 00006233 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Mandan sh2011001451 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Mandar  sh2001009252 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Mandingo  sh 96010405 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Mangbetu  sh2004009509 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Manipuri  sh 85125092 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Maori  sh 85125093 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Mapuche  sh2007009162 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Marathi  sh 85125094 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Marwari  sh 85125095 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Masacali sh2011003029 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Maya  sh2004014955 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Middle English  sh 85125096 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Minangkabau sh2001009255 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Moldovan sh2007010685 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Mon  sh2007002826 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Mongolian  sh 85125097 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Moplah  sh 90005081 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Munda  sh 98005341 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Murut  sh2001009265 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nahuatl  sh2003003401 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nama  sh2005006754 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Navajo sh2011001361 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ndebele (Zimbabwe)  sh 85125098 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Neapolitan  sh 00007065 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ndau sh2011000229 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nembe  sh 87006580 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nepali sh 85125099 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Newari  sh 85125100 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ngaju  sh2007000741 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ngere  sh 99005962 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Norwegian  sh 95008914 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nubian sh2009000747 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nubian  sh2009000747 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nupe sh2005002324 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Nyanja  sh2007004126 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Occitan   sh 92006004 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ojibwa sh2011001371 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Old French   sh 85125101 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Oraon   sh 85125102 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Oriya   sh 86004725 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Oromo   sh 98003649 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ossetic   sh 85125103 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Panjabi  sh 96006409 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Papiamento  sh 99000578 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Pennsylvania German  sh 85125104 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Persian  sh 92006087 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Polish  sh 88006840 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Portuguese  sh 85125105 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Provençal  sh 85125106 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Pushto  sh 97004898 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Quechua  sh 00000661 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Raeto-Romance  sh2007002574 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Rajasthani  sh 88006322 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Rapanui  sh 93007268 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Rarotongan  sh2005001710 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Romani sh2011004273 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Romanian  sh 85125107 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Russian  sh 93000536 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ruund sh2011000231 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ryukyuan  sh 85125109 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sambalpuri  sh 87002323 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sami  sh2003002094 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Samoan  sh2004005140 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sanskrit  sh 86007663 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Santali  sh 87001922 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sardinian  sh 95004848 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sasak  sh2006006821 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Scandinavian  sh2001010322 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Scots  sh 88000723 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Scottish Gaelic  sh 85125069 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sema  sh 99001002 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Seminole sh2011001374 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sena sh2011000228 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Serbian  sh2004006503 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Serbo-Croatian  sh 97000601 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sgaw Karen sh2011003632 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Shilha  sh2002004312 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Shimaore  sh2008005030 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Shina    sh2001009278 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Shona  sh 85125110 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Siksika  sh2003002125 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sindhi  sh 85125111 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sinhalese  sh 88006776 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Siraiki  sh 97004856 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Slavic  sh 85125112 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Slovak sh2008003361 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Somali  sh2001010613 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sotho  sh 99000563 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Spanish  sh 85125113 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Sundanese  sh 92001378 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Susu sh2009000019 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Swahili  sh 94000851 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Swazi  sh2008007590 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Swedish  sh 85125114 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Taensa  sh 85125115 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tagalog  sh 92002518 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tahitian  sh 93008324 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Taita  sh2006003849 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tajik  sh 92004360 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tamang  sh 99002385 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tamashek  sh 96005571 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tamazight  sh2005001720 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tamil  sh 85125116 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tatar  sh 85125117 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Telugu  sh 85125118 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tewa sh2011001359 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Thai  sh 85125119 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tibetan  sh 85125120 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tigré  sh 99000559 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tigrinya  sh 99000561 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tina Sambal  sh 93008021 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tiv  sh 85125121 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
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Songs, Tiwi (Australia)  sh2003006095 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Toda  sh 85125122 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tohono O'odham  sh 93004129 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tok Pisin  sh 96009418 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tokelauan  sh 94000005 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tonga (Nyasa)  sh2006003804 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tongan sh 93007660 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Toraja  sh2001009258 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tsogo  sh 85125123 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tsonga sh2011000234 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tulu  sh2004010047 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Tumbuka  sh2006003805 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Turkic  sh 85125124 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Turkish  sh 89006805 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Turkmen  sh2004002286 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Twi  sh2005002246 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Udmurt    sh2008009947 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Uighur  sh 94005034 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Ukrainian  sh 90000666 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Umbundu  sh2009005008 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Urdu  sh 89002203 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Usarufa  sh2003002971 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Uzbek  sh 85125126 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Vai  sh2007010703 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Vietnamese  sh 85125127 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Walloon    sh2004005169 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Welsh  sh2001004455 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs with accordion  sh 85125190 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with Appalachian dulcimer  sh 85125191 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with band  sh 85125192 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with biwa  sh 89001130 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with chamber orchestra  sh 85125193 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with computer  sh2004003802 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with concertina  sh 85125195 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with continuo  sh 85125196 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with di zi  sh 85125216 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with dulcimer  sh 85125197 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with electronics  sh2003003000 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with guitar  sh 85125198 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with harmonica  sh 85125205 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with harp-lute guitar  sh 85125199 cancel:LCMPT 
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Songs with harpsichord  sh 85125200 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with instrumental ensemble  sh 85125201 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with kobza  sh 85125202 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with koto  sh 85125203 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with lute  sh 85125204 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with oboe  sh 85125206 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with orchestra  sh 85125207 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with percussion  sh 85125210 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with piano  sh 85125211 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with pianos (2)  sh 85125212 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with reed organ  sh 85125213 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with saluang  sh2007010809 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with shamisen  sh 85125214 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with tar (Lute)  sh 85125215 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with ukulele  sh 85125217 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with vihuela  sh 85125218 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with viola da gamba  sh 85125219 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with violin  sh 85125220 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs with violoncello  sh 85125221 cancel:LCMPT 
Songs without words (Instrumental music)   sh2007000718 LCGFT 
Songs, Wolof  sh2006007888 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Xhosa sh2011000230 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Yakut  sh 85125128 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Yiddish  sh 85125129 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Yoruba  sh 89005889 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Yuchi  sh2009005007 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Yugambeh  sh2006002581 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Zapotec  sh 95002128 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Zulu  sh 97006301 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Zuni sh2011001341 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songsters  sh2007001855 LCGFT 
Sordellina music  sh 99003532 cancel:LCMPT 
Soukous (Music)  sh 00000685 LCGFT 
Soul music  sh 85125359 LCGFT 
Sound effects music  sh2001002392 cancel:LCMPT 
Soundscapes (Music)  sh2002011301 LCGFT 
Sousaphone and electronic music sh2009002829 cancel:LCMPT 
Sousaphone music  sh2002000309   cancel:LCMPT 
Sousedskás (Music)  sh2009004873 LCGFT 
Speaking with music  sh 85126359 cancel:LCMPT 
Spectral music  sh2003002245 LCGFT 
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Spirituals (Songs)  sh 85126782 LCGFT 
Square dance music  sh 85127085 LCGFT 
Stabat Mater dolorosa (Music)  sh 85127183 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Stage guides  sh 99001413  LCGFT 
State songs  sh 85127511 LCGFT 
Steampunk music sh2011004400 LCGFT 
Steel band music  sh 85127814 LCSH 
Steel drum music  sh 96008146 cancel:LCMPT 
Sticcado pastorale music  sh2006005086 cancel:LCMPT 
Stochastic music  sh 98005074 LCGFT 
Stories, plots, etc. sh2002012041 LCGFT 
Straight-edge (Music)  sh2003002058 LCGFT 
Strathspeys sh 85128520 LCGFT 
Street music  sh2001005096 LCGFT 
String band music  sh2001005054 cancel:LCMPT 
String ensembles  sh 85129012 LCSH 
String nonets  sh 85129018 cancel:LCMPT 
String octets  sh 85129020 cancel:LCMPT 
String orchestra music  sh 85129025 LCSH 
String orchestra music, Arranged  sh 85129026 cancel:LCMPT 
String quartet with band  sh 85129029 cancel:LCMPT 
String quartet with chamber orchestra  sh 85129030 cancel:LCMPT 
String quartet with instrumental ensemble  sh 85129031 cancel:LCMPT 
String quartet with jazz ensemble  sh 85129032 cancel: MoPfacet+LCGFT 
String quartet with orchestra  sh 85129033 cancel:LCMPT 
String quartet with string orchestra  sh 85129034 cancel:LCMPT 
String quartets  sh 85129035 LCSH 
String quintets  sh 85129057 LCSH 
String septets  sh 85129074 cancel:LCMPT 
String sextets  sh 85129078 cancel:LCMPT 
String trio with orchestra  sh 85129089 cancel:LCMPT 
String trio with string orchestra  sh 85129091 cancel:LCMPT 
String trios  sh 85129092 cancel:LCMPT 
String trios, Arranged  sh 85129096 cancel:LCMPT 
Stringed instrument music  sh 85129016 LCSH 
Students' songs  sh 85129328 LCGFT 
Studies and exercises  sh 99001764 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Alternative rock)  sh2005005871 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Big band)  sh2005005872 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Bluegrass)  sh2005005873 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Blues)  sh2005005874 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
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Studies and exercises (Blues-rock)  sh2005005875 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Boogie woogie)  sh2005005876 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Bop)  sh2005005877 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Celtic)  sh2005005878 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Country)  sh2005005879 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Dixieland)  sh2005005880 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Folk)  sh2005005881 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Funk)  sh2005005882 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Gospel)  sh2005005884 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Heavy metal)  sh2005005885 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Honky-tonk)  sh2005005886 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Jazz)  sh 99001765 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Jazz-rock)  sh2007001927 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Latin jazz)  sh2005005887 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Left hand)  sh2003007723 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Popular music)   sh2005005888 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Progressive rock)  sh2005005889 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Ragtime)  sh2005005890 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Reggae)  sh2005005891 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Rhythm and blues)  sh2005005892 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Right hand)  sh2003007724 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Rock)  sh2005005893 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Salsa)  sh2008001981 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Swing)  sh2005005894 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Studies and exercises (Western swing)  sh2005005895 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Sufi chants  sh 86007312 LCGFT 
Sufi music  sh 85088879 LCGFT 
Suites  sh 85129761 LCGFT 
Suling music  sh 89003772 cancel:LCMPT 
Sunday school music   sh2004003837 LCGFT 
Suo na music  sh 85123815 cancel:LCMPT 
Šupeljka music  sh2004002324 cancel:LCMPT 
Surbahar and tabla music   sh2007000496 cancel:LCMPT 
Surbahar and tambūrā (Drone lute) music sh92000599 cancel:LCMPT 
Surbahar music  sh 88006712 cancel:LCMPT 
Surdo music  sh2006000491 cancel:LCMPT 
Surf music sh2010002309 LCGFT 
Swamp pop music  sh 95011018 LCGFT 
Swing (Music)  sh 90002707 LCGFT 
Symphonic poems  sh 85131460  LCGFT 
Symphonies  sh 85131473 LCGFT 
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Synagogue music  sh 85131565 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Day of Atonement services sh 85131566 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Evening services sh 85131567  LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Festival services sh 85131568 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v High Holiday services sh 85131569 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Holiday services sh 85131571 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Marriage services sh 85131572 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Memorial services sh 85131573 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Passover services sh 85131574 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Pilgrim Festival services sh 85131575 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Rosh ha-Shanah services sh 85131576 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Sabbath services sh 85131577 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Selih ̣ot services sh 85131578 LCGFT 
Synagogue music $v Weekday services sh 89002969 LCGFT 
Synthesizer and violin music  sh 98001662 cancel:LCMPT 
Synthesizer and violoncello music  sh2003002991 cancel:LCMPT 
Synthesizer ensembles  sh2002010148 cancel:LCMPT 
Synthesizer music  sh 85131655 cancel:LCMPT 
Synthesizer with gamelan  sh 98006649 cancel:LCMPT 
Synthesizer with orchestra  sh 93003234 cancel:LCMPT 
Synthpop (Music) sh2010009077 LCGFT 
Syrian chants  sh 00007911 LCGFT 
Taarab (Music)  sh2001003362 LCGFT 
Tabla and sitar with instrumental ensemble  sh 85123022 cancel:LCMPT 
Tabla and violin music  sh 85143588 cancel:LCMPT 
Tabla music  sh 85131790 cancel:LCMPT 
Tablature (Music)  sh 85131791 notation:OutOfScopeLCGFT
Taech‘wit‘a  sh 98003998 LCGFT 
Taegŭm and kayagŭm music  sh 98000029 cancel:LCMPT 
Taegŭm and kŏmun�go music  sh 98000031 cancel:LCMPT 
Taegŭm and violoncello music  sh2007001182 cancel:LCMPT 
Taegŭm music  sh 85131883 LCSH 
Tài tứ  sh2006001339 LCGFT 
Tam-tam and organ music  sh2002002613 cancel:LCMPT 
Tam-tam music   sh2002002612 cancel:LCMPT 
Tamboras (Music)  sh2004014264 LCGFT 
Tamboritos  sh 85132174 LCGFT 
Tambourin music  sh 96006488 cancel:LCMPT 
Tambourine and harpsichord music   sh2006006891 cancel:LCMPT 
Tambourine and unspecified instrument music  sh2006007292 cancel:LCMPT 
Tambourine music  sh 85132178 cancel:LCMPT 
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Tambú (Music) sh2011004709 LCGFT 
Tambūrā (Drone lute) music  sh 96006502 cancel:LCMPT 
Tambura (Fretted lute) ensembles  sh2009002297 cancel:LCMPT 
Tambura (Fretted lute) music  sh2009001812 cancel:LCMPT 
Tambura (Fretted lute) orchestra music sh2009005063 LCSH 
Tan singing  sh 99012897 LCGFT 
T ̣anbūr music  sh 98004166 cancel:LCMPT 
Tangent piano music  sh2003002970 cancel:LCMPT 
Tangos  sh 85132276 LCGFT 
Tanso and violoncello music  sh2006005614 cancel:LCMPT 
Tanso music  sh 93006740 cancel:LCMPT 
Tantum ergo (Music)  sh2008001210 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT     
Taoist music  sh 94005743 LCGFT 
Tap dance music  sh2001002551 cancel:LCMPT 
T ̣appā  sh2005000213 LCGFT 
Tar (Drum) music  sh2007010965 cancel:LCMPT 
Tar (Lute) and piano music, Arranged  sh 85132445 cancel:LCMPT 
Tar (Lute) and zarb music  sh 85132446 cancel:LCMPT 
Tar (Lute) music  sh 85132447 cancel:LCMPT 
Tarantellas  sh 85132463 LCGFT 
Tarka music  sh2001003481 cancel:LCMPT 
Tárogató and cimbalom music  sh2008003841 cancel:LCMPT 
Tárogató and harpsichord music  sh2008003839 cancel:LCMPT 
Tárogató and organ music  sh 95003023 cancel:LCMPT 
Tárogató and piano music  sh 85132682 cancel:LCMPT 
Tárogató and piano music, Arranged  sh 85132683 cancel:LCMPT 
Tárogató music  sh 85132684 cancel:LCMPT 
Tárogató with chamber orchestra  sh 85132685 cancel:LCMPT 
Tāshā music  sh2005006574 cancel:LCMPT 
Tavil music  sh 96004185 LCSH 
Te Deum laudamus (Music)  sh 85132921 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Teaching pieces  sh 99001771  LCGFT (revise) 
Techno music sh 98001102 LCGFT 
Tejano music  sh 95004050 LCGFT 
Television music  sh 85133592 LCGFT 
Television music, Arranged  sh 98001951 LCGFT 
Television musicals  sh 97003361 LCGFT 
Television operas  sh 85133593 LCGFT 
Television receiver music  sh2003002957 cancel:LCMPT 
Tembang Sunda sh2004002297 LCGFT 
Tenebrae service music  sh 85133849 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Tenor violin and continuo music  sh 85133919 cancel:LCMPT 
Tenor violin music  sh 85133920 cancel:LCMPT 
Text-sound compositions  sh 96011853 LCGFT 
Texts  sh 99001271 LCGFT 
Theater organ music  sh2002002632 cancel:LCMPT 
Theorbo and continuo music  sh 94006560 cancel:LCMPT 
Theorbo and organ music  sh 99014561 cancel:LCMPT 
Theorbo music  sh 85134712 LCSH 
Theremin and piano music  sh 89006583 cancel:LCMPT 
Theremin ensembles sh2010012754 cancel:LCMPT 
Theremin music  sh 89006584 cancel:LCMPT 
Third stream (Music)  sh2005006979 LCGFT 
Thrash metal (Music) sh2010014785 LCGFT 
Throat singing  sh 98002560 LCGFT 
Thumris  sh 90005666 LCGFT 
Tientos new LCGFT 
Tientos (Flamenco) new LCGFT 
Timba (Music) sh2006004896 LCGFT 
Timpani and computer music sh2006004978 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani and double bass music sh2006004457 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani and organ music  sh 85135470 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani and piano music  sh 85135471 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani and piano music, Arranged  sh 85135472 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani and piano with string orchestra  sh 85135473 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani and violoncello music sh2008001475 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani music  sh 85135474 LCSH 
Timpani with band  sh 85135475 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani with brass ensemble  sh 85135476 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani with orchestra  sh 85135477 cancel:LCMPT 
Timpani with string ensemble  sh 85135478 cancel:LCMPT 
Tin can music sh2001002809 cancel:LCMPT 
Tingklik music  sh 98004471 cancel:LCMPT 
Tiple music  sh 92004572 cancel:LCMPT 
Toccatas  sh 93006216  LCGFT 
Tōgaku  sh 85135795 LCGFT 
Tom-tom music sh2003002995 cancel:LCMPT 
Tonadillas  sh 85135962 LCGFT 
Tonette music sh2003002973 cancel:LCMPT 
Topical songs  sh 85136070 LCGFT 
Toy instrument and violoncello music  sh2007000982 cancel:LCMPT 
Toy instrument music  sh2007000969 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Toy orchestra music  sh2007000970 cancel:LCMPT 
Toy piano music sh2001006042 cancel:LCMPT 
Trance music  sh2006000844 LCGFT 
Trance (Underground dance music)  sh2006000812 LCGFT 
Transitoria (Music)  sh2005000288 LCGFT 
Trautonium music  sh 85137147 cancel:LCMPT 
Trautonium with orchestra  sh 85137148 cancel:LCMPT 
Treble viol music  sh2005005066 cancel:LCMPT 
Triangle music  sh 89003576 cancel:LCMPT 
Triads (Music) sh 94002526 LCSH 
Trinity Sunday music  sh 85137562 LCGFT 
Trio sonatas  sh 85137567 LCGFT 
Trios  sh 85137575 cancel:LCMPT 
Trios, Arranged  sh 85137576 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and computer music  sh 91004605 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and continuo music  sh 85137997 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and double bass music  sh 85137998 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and electronic music  sh 91004606 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and guitar music  sh 99014992 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and harp music  sh 92004303 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and marimba music  sh 87006331 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and organ music  sh 85137999 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and percussion music  sh 85138000 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and piano music  sh 85138001 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and piano music, Arranged  sh 85138002 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and timpani with string orchestra  sh 85138003 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and trumpet music  sh 85138004 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and trumpet with band  sh 85138005 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and trumpet with brass band  sh 85138007 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and trumpet with orchestra  sh 85138008 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85138009 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and violin music  sh2003002232 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone and violoncello music  sh 92006500 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone choir music  sh 92000581 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone ensembles  sh 85138011 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone music  sh 85138012 LCSH 
Trombone music (Jazz)  sh 92004504  cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Trombone with band  sh 85138014 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with band, Arranged  sh 85138016 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with brass band  sh 85138017 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with brass ensemble  sh 85138018 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Trombone with chamber orchestra  sh 85138019 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with instrumental ensemble  sh 85138021 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with orchestra  sh 85138023 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with string ensemble  sh 85138025 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with string orchestra  sh 85138026 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombone with wind ensemble  sh 87007699 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombones (2), trumpets (2) with orchestra  sh 95010892 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombones (2) with string orchestra  sh 85138028 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombones (3), trumpets (3) with band  sh 85138029 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombones (3) with band  sh 85138030 cancel:LCMPT 
Trombones (4) with band  sh 85138032 cancel:LCMPT 
Tropes (Music)  sh 85138045 LCGFT 
Tropicália (Music)  sh 98003692 LCGFT 
Troubadour songs  sh 88002816 LCGFT 
Trouvère songs  sh 88006871 LCGFT 
Trumpet and chimes with string orchestra  sh 85138183 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and computer music sh2006004050 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and continuo music  sh 85138184 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and double bass music  sh 86000553 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and electronic music  sh 91004607 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and guitar music  sh 85138188 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and harp music  sh 85138189 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and harpsichord music  sh 85138190 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and harpsichord music, Arranged  sh 85138191 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and keyboard instrument music  sh 94005035 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and marimba music  sh 85138192 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and organ music  sh 85138193 LCSH 
Trumpet and organ music, Arranged  sh 85138194 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and percussion music  sh 85138195 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and piano music  sh 85138196 LCSH 
Trumpet and piano music, Arranged  sh 85138197 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and piano with chamber orchestra  sh 85138198 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and piano with orchestra  sh 85138199 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and piano with string orchestra  sh 85138200 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and snare drum music  sh 85138185 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and snare drum with band  sh 85138186 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and timpani music  sh 85138201 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and timpani with orchestra  sh 86002829 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and tuba music  sh 85138202 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and tuba with brass ensemble  sh 85138203 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and tuba with instrumental ensemble  sh 85138204 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Trumpet and vibraphone music sh 85138205 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and viola music  sh 89005940 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and violin music  sh 85138206 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and violin with string orchestra  sh 85138207 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet and violoncello music  sh 85138208 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet calls sh 85138209 LCGFT 
Trumpet choir music  sh 92006731 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet ensembles  sh 85138210 LCSH 
Trumpet, harp, chimes with string orchestra  sh 85138211 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet music  sh 85138213 LCSH 
Trumpet music, Arranged sh 85138214 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet music (Jazz)  sh 85138215   cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Trumpet with band  sh 85138219 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with brass band  sh 85138220 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with brass ensemble  sh 85138221 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with chamber orchestra  sh 85138222 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with dance orchestra  sh 85138223 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with instrumental ensemble  sh 85138224 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with jazz ensemble  sh 85138225 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Trumpet with orchestra  sh 85138226 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85138228 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with percussion ensemble  sh 85138229 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with string ensemble  sh 85138230 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with string orchestra  sh 85138231 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85138234 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpet with wind ensemble  sh 85138236 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (2) with band  sh 85138238 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (2) with brass band  sh 87006294 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (2) with chamber orchestra  sh 88003629 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (2) with instrumental ensemble  sh 85138239 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (2) with orchestra  sh 85138240 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (2) with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85138241 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (2) with string orchestra  sh 85138242 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (3) with band  sh 85138244 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (3) with orchestra  sh 85138246 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (3) with string orchestra  sh 85138247 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (4) with string orchestra  sh 85138248 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (5), percussion with string orchestra  sh 85138249 cancel:LCMPT 
Trumpets (8) with string orchestra  sh 85138250 cancel:LCMPT 
Tsapiky sh2010013994 LCGFT 
Tuba and computer music sh2009006366 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Tuba and electronic music  sh 91004608 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and harp music  sh 90001280 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and mandolin music  sh 99005060 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and organ music  sh 89002383 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and percussion music  sh 85138372 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and piano music  sh 85138373 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and piano music, Arranged  sh 85138374 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and timpani music  sh 85138375 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and vibraphone music  sh 85138376 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba and violin music  sh 97008456 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba ensembles sh 85138377 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba music  sh 85138378 LCSH 
Tuba music (Jazz)  sh 87001393 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Tuba with band  sh 85138379 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with band, Arranged  sh 85138381 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with brass band  sh 85138382 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with brass ensemble  sh 85138383 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with instrumental ensemble  sh 85138384 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with orchestra  sh 85138385 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with percussion ensemble  sh 85138386 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with string ensemble  sh 85138387 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with string orchestra  sh 85138388 cancel:LCMPT 
Tuba with wind ensemble  sh 85138389 cancel:LCMPT 
Tubaphone music sh2005008080 cancel:LCMPT 
Tubular bell and vibraphone music sh2002002601 cancel:LCMPT 
Tubular bell music sh2001005093 cancel:LCMPT 
Tune-books  sh 85138591 LCGFT 
Túru (Side-blown trumpet) music sh2005006577 cancel:LCMPT 
Tussefløyte music  sh 89005558 cancel:LCMPT 
Twist (Music) sh2005006466 LCGFT 
Txalaparta music sh2005005709 cancel:LCMPT 
Tyroliennes sh2010004005 LCGFT 
Uilleann pipe music  sh 98005231 LCSH 
Ukulele and piano music  sh 85139420 cancel:LCMPT 
Ukulele music  sh 85139421 cancel:LCMPT 
Ukulele music (Bluegrass) sh2010012330 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Ukulele music (Blues) sh2008009721 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Ukulele music (Country) sh2010011466 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Ukulele music (Jazz) sh2008000112 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Ukulele music (Rock) sh2008008803 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Underground dance music  sh 00000588 LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Unspecified instrument music  sh 85141200 cancel:LCMPT 
Utai   sh 85141598 LCGFT 
Vaishnava music  sh 93000396 LCGFT 
Valiha music  sh 93007670 cancel:LCMPT 
Vallenato (Music) sh2002002602 LCGFT 
Variations  sh 85142099 LCGFT 
Vaudeville songs sh2007000984 LCGFT 
Veni Creator Spiritus (Music)  sh 86002134 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Veni Sancte Spiritus (Music)  sh 93007673 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Verrophone music sh2009000886 cancel:LCMPT 
Vespers (Music)  sh 85142939 LCGFT 
Veuze music  sh 94005471 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and accordion music  sh 85143105 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and double bass music sh2002004058 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and electronic music sh2005005655 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and harp music  sh 85058997 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and piano music  sh 85143106 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and viola music  sh 85143108 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and violin music  sh 85143109 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone and violoncello music sh2007006608 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone music  sh 85143110 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone music (4 hands)  sh 85143111 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone music (Jazz)  sh 90003873 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Vibraphone with jazz ensemble  sh 85143112 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Vibraphone with orchestra  sh 85143113 cancel:LCMPT 
Vibraphone with percussion ensemble  sh 85143114 cancel:LCMPT 
Victimae paschali laudes (Music)  sh 92006060 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Vicitra vina music sh2009007024 cancel:LCMPT 
Video game music sh2005000417 LCGFT 
Vihuela and percussion music sh2012001430 cancel:LCMPT 
Vihuela music  sh 85143332 LCSH 
Villancicos (Music)  sh 85143361 LCGFT 
Villanelle (Part songs)  sh 87002061 LCGFT 
Villotte sh2002004319 LCGFT 
Vina and mridanga music  sh 86003536 cancel:LCMPT 
Vina and tabla music  sh 85143384 cancel:LCMPT 
Vina music  sh 85143385 LCSH 
Viol and continuo music  sh 85143422 cancel:LCMPT 
Viol and guitar music sh2008007382 cancel:LCMPT 
Viol and lute music sh 85143423 cancel:LCMPT 
Viol ensembles  sh 85143424 LCSH 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Viol music  sh 85143425 cancel:LCMPT 
Viol with instrumental ensemble  sh 85143428 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and accordion music sh2001002397 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and bandoneon music sh2006000708 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and continuo music  sh 85143432 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and double bass music  sh 85143433 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and double bass with orchestra  sh 85143434 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and guitar music  sh 85143435 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and guitar music, Arranged  sh 85143436 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and harp music  sh 85143437 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and harp with string orchestra  sh 85143438 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and harpsichord music sh 85143440 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and harpsichord with string orchestra  sh 85143441 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and mandolin music  sh 85143442 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and organ music  sh 85143443 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and organ music, Arranged  sh 85143444 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and organ with string orchestra  sh 85143445 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and piano music  sh 85143446 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and piano music, Arranged  sh 85143447 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and piano with band  sh 85143448 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and piano with orchestra  sh 85143449 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and piano with string orchestra  sh 85143451 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and viola d'amore music  sh 85143452 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and violoncello music  sh 85143453 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and violoncello with orchestra  sh 85143454 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and violoncello with string orchestra  sh 85143455 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola and violone music  sh 85143456 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and continuo music  sh 85143458 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and guitar music sh2008006770 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and harpsichord music  sh 85143459 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and lute music  sh 85143460 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and organ music  sh 85143461 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and piano music  sh 85143462 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and piano music, Arranged  sh 85143463 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba and theorbo music sh2004010452 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba music  sh 85143464 LCSH 
Viola da gamba with orchestra  sh 85143466 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola da gamba with string orchestra  sh 85143467 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and continuo music  sh 85143469 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and double bass music  sh 85143470 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and guitar music  sh 85143471 cancel:LCMPT 
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Viola d'amore and guitar with chamber orchestra  sh 87006298 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and guitar with string orchestra  sh 85143472 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and harp music sh2002003023 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and harpsichord music  sh 85143473 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and harpsichord with chamber 
orchestra  

sh 87006296 cancel:LCMPT 

Viola d'amore and lute music  sh 85143474 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and lute with string orchestra  sh 85143475 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and organ music  sh 85143476 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and piano music  sh 85143477 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and piano music, Arranged  sh 85143478 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and viola da gamba music  sh 85143479 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore and violoncello music sh2010001597 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore music sh 85143480 LCSH 
Viola d'amore with chamber orchestra  sh 85143481 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore with orchestra  sh 85143482 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore with string orchestra  sh 85143483 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'amore with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143484 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola d'arame music  sh 93004491 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola ensembles  sh 94009748 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola music  sh 85143486 LCSH 
Viola pomposa and harpsichord music  sh 85143490 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola pomposa music  sh 85143491 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola pomposa with string orchestra  sh 85143492 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with band  sh 85143493 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with chamber orchestra  sh 85143494 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with instrumental ensemble  sh 85143496 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with orchestra  sh 85143497 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143499 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with string ensemble  sh 85143501 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with string orchestra  sh 85143503 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143506 cancel:LCMPT 
Viola with wind ensemble  sh 85143507 cancel:LCMPT 
Violano-virtuoso music  sh 85143511 cancel:LCMPT 
Violas (2) with string orchestra  sh 85143512 cancel:LCMPT 
Violas (4) with orchestra  sh 85143513 cancel:LCMPT 
Violetta d'amore music  sh 90005377 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and accordion music  sh 85143559 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and banjo music sh2010012661  cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and celesta music  sh 85143560 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and cimbalom music  sh 85143561 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Violin and continuo music  sh 85143562 LCSH 
Violin and double bass music  sh 85143563 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and double bass with instrumental 
ensemble 

sh 85143564 cancel:LCMPT 

Violin and double bass with orchestra  sh 85143566 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and double bass with string orchestra  sh 85143567 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and guitar music  sh 85143568 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and guitar music, Arranged  sh 85143569 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and harp music  sh 85143570 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and harp with orchestra  sh 85143571 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and harpsichord music  sh 85143573 LCSH 
Violin and harpsichord with orchestra  sh 85143574 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and harpsichord with string orchestra  sh 85143575 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and keyboard instrument music  sh 87004630 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and lute music  sh 85143576 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and luthéal music  sh 00000667 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and mandolin music sh2002009723 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and organ music  sh 85143577 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and organ music, Arranged  sh 85143578 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and organ with string orchestra  sh 85143579 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and pi pa music  sh 96003150 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and piano music  sh 85143580 LCSH 
Violin and piano music, Arranged  sh 85143581 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and piano with chamber orchestra  sh 85143582 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and piano with instrumental ensemble  sh 85143583 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and piano with orchestra  sh 85143584 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and piano with string ensemble  sh 85143585 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and piano with string orchestra  sh 85143586 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and piano with wind ensemble  sh 87005295 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and reed organ music sh2006007913 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and viola da gamba music  sh 85143589 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and viola d'amore music  sh 85143590 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and viola music  sh 85143591 LCSH 
Violin and viola music, Arranged  sh 85143592 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and viola with chamber orchestra  sh 85143593 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and viola with instrumental ensemble  sh 85143594 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and viola with orchestra  sh 85143595 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and viola with string orchestra  sh 85143597 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and violoncello music  sh 85143598 LCSH 
Violin and violoncello music, Arranged  sh 85143599 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and violoncello with chamber orchestra  sh 85143600 cancel:LCMPT 
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Violin and violoncello with gamelan  sh 93004003 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and violoncello with instrumental 
ensemble 

sh 85143601 cancel:LCMPT 

Violin and violoncello with orchestra  sh 85143602 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and violoncello with string orchestra  sh 85143604 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin and violone music sh2008006907 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin choir music sh2002002648 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin ensembles  sh 85143605 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin music  sh 85143607 LCSH 
Violin music (4 hands) sh2009007942 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin music (Jazz)  sh 90003874 LCSH 
Violin, viola, violoncello, double bass with string 
orchestra  

sh 85143617 cancel:LCMPT 

Violin, violoncellos (2) with string orchestra  sh 85143618 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with band  sh 85143619 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with chamber orchestra  sh 85143621 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with chamber orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143623 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with gamelan  sh 93003999 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with instrumental ensemble  sh 85143624 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with orchestra sh 85143625 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143627 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with percussion ensemble  sh 85143628 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with string ensemble  sh 85143629 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with string orchestra  sh 85143630 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143632 cancel:LCMPT 
Violin with wind ensemble  sh 85143634 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2), viola with chamber orchestra  sh 85143636 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2), viola with orchestra  sh 85143637 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2), violas (2) with string orchestra  sh 85143639 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2), violas (2), violoncello with string 
orchestra  

sh 85143638 cancel:LCMPT 

Violins (2), violoncello with string orchestra  sh 85143640 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2), violoncellos (2) with string orchestra sh 85143641 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2) with orchestra  sh 85143642 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2) with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143644 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2) with string ensemble  sh 85143645 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2) with string orchestra  sh 85143646 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (2) with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143647 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (3), viola, violoncello with orchestra  sh 86001977 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (3), viola, violoncello with string 
orchestra  

sh 85143649 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Violins (3) with orchestra  sh 85143650 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (3) with string orchestra  sh 85143652 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (4) with string orchestra  sh 85143653 cancel:LCMPT 
Violins (5) with orchestra  sh 85143654 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and accordion music  sh 90000461 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and bandoneon music sh2008007149 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and bayan music sh2008000217 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and bayan music sh2008000217 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and continuo music  sh 85143661 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and double bass music  sh 85143662 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and double bass with orchestra  sh 85143663 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and double bass with string orchestra sh 91003893 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and guitar music  sh 85143665 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and harp music  sh 85143666 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and harp with orchestra  sh 85143667 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and harp with string orchestra  sh 85143668 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and harp with string orchestra, 
Arranged  

sh 85143670 cancel:LCMPT 

Violoncello and harpsichord music  sh 85143672 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and keyboard instrument music sh2002002624 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and lute music sh2008006908 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and organ music  sh 85143674 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and pi pa music sh2002002851 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and piano music  sh 85143675 LCSH 
Violoncello and piano music, Arranged  sh 85143676 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and piano with orchestra  sh 85143677 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and piano with string orchestra  sh 91001558 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and reed organ music sh2001009875 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello and theorbo music sh2010012777 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello ensembles  sh 85143678 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello music  sh 85143679 LCSH 
Violoncello music (Jazz) sh2010014952 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Violoncello piccolo music  sh 85143684 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello piccolo with string orchestra  sh 85143685 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with band  sh 85143686 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with brass band  sh 85143688 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with chamber orchestra  sh 85143690 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with chamber orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143692 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with instrumental ensemble  sh 85143694 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with jazz ensemble  sh 86005407 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 
Violoncello with orchestra  sh 85143695 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Violoncello with orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143697 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with string ensemble  sh 85143699 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with string orchestra  sh 85143700 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with string orchestra, Arranged  sh 85143702 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncello with wind ensemble  sh 85143703 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncellos (2) with chamber orchestra  sh 85143704 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncellos (2) with instrumental ensemble  sh 85143706 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncellos (2) with orchestra  sh 85143707 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncellos (2) with string orchestra  sh 85143709 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncellos (3) with orchestra  sh 85143710 cancel:LCMPT 
Violoncellos (4) with string orchestra  sh 93008423 cancel:LCMPT 
Violone and double bass music  sh 85143713 cancel:LCMPT 
Violone and harpsichord music  sh 85143714 cancel:LCMPT 
Violone music  sh 85143715 cancel:LCMPT 
Violotta music sh2005002198 cancel:LCMPT 
Virelais (Polyphonic chansons)  sh 91005726 LCGFT 
Visitation Festival music sh2003003181 LCGFT 
Vocal duets  sh 85144063 LCSH 
Vocal duets with chamber orchestra  sh 85144065 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with continuo  sh 85144067 LCSH 
Vocal duets with electronics  sh 85144068 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with guitar  sh 85144069 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with harp  sh 85144070 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144072 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with harpsichord sh 85144071 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with keyboard instrument  sh 85144073 LCSH 
Vocal duets with lute  sh 85144074 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with orchestra  sh 85144075 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with piano  sh 85144077 LCSH 
Vocal duets with pianos (2)  sh 85144078 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with string orchestra  sh 85144079 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal duets with vibraphone  sh 85144081 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal ensembles  sh 85144082 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal ensembles with band  sh 85144084 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal ensembles with continuo  sh 85144085 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal ensembles with electronics  sh 99000319 LCSH 
Vocal ensembles with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144086 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal ensembles with orchestra  sh 85144087 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal music sh 85144088 LCSH 
Vocal nonets  sh 85144096 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal octets  sh 85144097 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Vocal octets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144099 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal octets with orchestra  sh 85144100 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets  sh 85144101 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with chamber orchestra  sh 85144103 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with continuo  sh 85144105 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with dance orchestra  sh 85144106 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with electronics  sh 85144107 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with harpsichord  sh 85144108 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144109 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with orchestra  sh 85144110 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with percussion  sh 85144112 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with piano  sh 85144113 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quartets with piano, 4 hands  sh 85144114 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quintets  sh 85144115 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quintets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144117 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal quintets with organ  sh 85144118 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal scores with accordion  sh 99002046 carrier 
Vocal scores with continuo  sh 99002050 carrier 
Vocal scores with guitar  sh 99002051 carrier 
Vocal scores with harp sh2007000661 carrier 
Vocal scores with harpsichord  sh 99002052 carrier 
Vocal scores with keyboard instrument  sh 99002053 carrier 
Vocal scores with organ  sh 99002054 carrier 
Vocal scores with organ and piano  sh 99002057 carrier 
Vocal scores with piano  sh 99002055 carrier 
Vocal scores with piano (4 hands)  sh 99002056 carrier 
Vocal scores with pianos (2)  sh 99002058 carrier 
Vocal scores without accompaniment  sh 99002059 carrier 
Vocal septets  sh 85144121 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal septets with orchestra  sh 85144123 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal sextets  sh 85144125 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal sextets with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144127 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal sextets with orchestra  sh 85144128 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal sextets with piano  sh 85144130 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios  sh 85144131 LCSH 
Vocal trios with chamber orchestra  sh 85144133 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with continuo  sh 85144136 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with guitar  sh 85144137 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with harpsichord  sh 85144138 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144139 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with lute  sh 85144140 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Vocal trios with orchestra  sh 85144141 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with piano  sh 85144143 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with piano (4 hands)  sh 85144144 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocal trios with pianos (2)  sh 85144145 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocalises  sh 85144147 LCGFT 
Vocalises with instrumental ensemble  sh 85144170 cancel:LCMPT 
Vocalises with piano  sh 85144171 cancel:LCMPT 
Vodou music sh95008864 LCGFT 
Vọng cố sh 99000681 LCGFT 
Waltzes  sh 85144994 LCGFT 
War songs  sh 85145219 LCGFT 
Washboard band music  sh 00000870 cancel:LCMPT 
Washint music sh2005005370 cancel:LCMPT 
Washtub bass music sh2009000244 cancel:LCMPT 
Waterphone music sh2005001820 cancel:LCMPT 
Waulking songs  sh 98002119 LCGFT 
Wayang music sh2001002658 cancel:LCMPT 
Wedding music  sh 85145899 LCGFT 
Western swing (Music)  sh 86000090 LCGFT 
Whistling music  sh 99002876 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind controller music  sh 93006381 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind controller with string orchestra  sh 93006384 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind ensembles  sh 85146852 LCSH 
Wind instrument and percussion music  sh 91004409 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind instrument and piano music  sh 85146857 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind instrument and piano music, Arranged  sh 85146858 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind instrument music sh 85146860 LCSH 
Wind instrument with instrumental ensemble  sh 85146862 LCSH 
Wind machine music  sh 93001624 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind nonets  sh 85146871 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind octets  sh 85146872 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind quartets  sh 85146880 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind quintets  sh 85146886 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind septets  sh 85146891 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind sextets  sh 85146892 cancel:LCMPT 
Wind trios  sh 85146899 cancel:LCMPT 
Wizard rock music sh2009001416 LCGFT 
Women's music  sh 93005222 LCGFT 
Woodwind ensembles  sh 85147964 LCSH 
Woodwind instrument music  sh 85147965 LCSH 
Woodwind nonets  sh 85147969 cancel:LCMPT 
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Woodwind octets sh 85147972 cancel:LCMPT 
Woodwind quartets  sh 85147977 cancel:LCMPT 
Woodwind quintets  sh 85147996 LCSH 
Woodwind septets  sh 85148000 cancel:LCMPT 
Woodwind sextets  sh 85148004 cancel:LCMPT 
Woodwind trios  sh 85148008 LCSH 
Work songs  sh 85148159 LCGFT 
World beat (Music) sh2001002354 LCGFT 
World music  sh 93002569 LCGFT 
Xiao and qin musi  sh2007002869 cancel:LCMPT 
Xiao music  sh 85062705 cancel:LCMPT 
Xun music sh2012000885 cancel:LCMPT 
Xylophone and harpsichord music sh2002011329 cancel:LCMPT 
Xylophone and piano music  sh 85148861 cancel:LCMPT 
Xylophone and piano music, Arranged  sh 85148862 cancel:LCMPT 
Xylophone music  sh 85148864 LCSH 
Xylophone with orchestra  sh 85148865 cancel:LCMPT 
Xylorimba music sh2003002082 cancel:LCMPT 
Yang qin music  sh 85148985 cancel:LCMPT 
Yang qin with orchestra  sh 85148986 cancel:LCMPT 
Yanggŭm music  sh 93006742 cancel:LCMPT 
Yatga and piano music sh2009010389 cancel:LCMPT 
Yatga music sh2011001141 cancel:LCMPT 
Yodels  sh 85149171 LCGFT 
Yoiks  sh 93001388 LCGFT 
Yoochin (Dulcimer) music sh2009006994 cancel:LCMPT 
Yue qin music  sh 85149437 cancel:LCMPT 
Zamba (Music) sh2001002374 LCGFT 
Zarb and kamānche music  sh 98002637 cancel:LCMPT 
Zarb music  sh 85138585 cancel:LCMPT 
Zarzuelas  sh 85149682 LCGFT 
Zheng music  sh 85023054 LCSH 
Zhong hu and ge hu music  sh 97000188 cancel:LCMPT 
Zhong hu music  sh 97000189 cancel:LCMPT 
Zither and accordion music  sh 85149920 cancel:LCMPT 
Zither and viola music  sh 94008697 cancel:LCMPT 
Zither ensembles sh2005001300 cancel:LCMPT 
Zither music  sh 85149921 LCSH 
Zither music, Arranged  sh 85149922 cancel:LCMPT 
Zither with accordion ensemble  sh 85149924 cancel:LCMPT 
Zither with orchestra  sh 85149925 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Zitho-harp music sh2007002812 cancel:LCMPT 
Zoomoozophone music  sh 92003776 cancel:LCMPT 
Zortzikos (Music) sh 92006605 LCGFT 
Zouk (Music) sh 89004642 LCGFT 
Zūrnā and dholi music sh2009000120 cancel:LCMPT 
Zūrnā music sh 93004398 cancel:LCMPT 
Zydeco music  sh 86001764 LCGFT 

 
NEW HEADINGS ADDED IN THIS UPDATE 
 

CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Agnus Dei (Music) sh 85002234 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT  
Alleluia (Music) sh 85003646 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Alto flute and celesta music sh2012003703 cancel:LCMPT 
Amens (Music) sh 85004217 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ave Maria (Music) sh 85010507 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ave Maris Stella (Music) sh 85010508 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ave Regina Caelorum (Music) sh 85010509 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ave verum corpus (Music) sh2012002873 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Banjo and harpsichord music sh2012004829 cancel:LCMPT 
Bass clarinet and yang qin music sh2012003648 cancel:LCMPT 
Benedicamus Domino (Music) sh2007000239 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel (Music) sh 85013126  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Bodhrán music sh2012001109 cancel:LCMPT 
Bonang music sh2012001108 cancel:LCMPT 
Bounce (Music) sh2012000430 LCGFT 
Cajón and piano music sh2012002257    cancel:LCMPT 
Canzonets (Part songs), Latin sh2012003742 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Croatian sh2012004104 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Danish sh2012001362 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, English (Middle) sh2012001365 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Occitan sh2012001368 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Portuguese sh2012001366 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Provençal sh2012001367 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Tamil sh2012001369 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Carols, Welsh sh2012001370  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Chansons de geste sh 85022540 LCGFT  
Children’s songs, Swahili sh2012004235 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Computer and tam-tam music sh2012003104 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet and guitar music sh2011004131 cancel:LCMPT 
Cornet ensembles sh2012001798 cancel:LCMPT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Cowboy songs sh 85033641 LCGFT 
Cowpunk music sh2012003694 LCGFT 
Credo (Music) sh 85033879  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Decimas sh 85036194 LCGFT 
Dies irae (Music) sh 85037811  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Divine office (Music) sh 93006166  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Domra music sh2012000331 cancel:LCMPT 
Dubstep sh2011005688 LCGFT 
Electronic and marimba music sh 91004595 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronic and vibraphone music sh2005005655 cancel:LCMPT 
Electronica (Music) sh2010008467 LCGFT 
Entartete Musik sh2002010518 LCGFT 
Epicedia sh2012003892 LCGFT 
Flügelhorn and guitar music sh2011004130 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and jaltarang music  sh2011005518 cancel:LCMPT 
Flute and viol music sh2012002518 cancel:LCMPT 
Folk songs, Linda sh2011005466 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Gamelan angklung music sh2012000292 cancel:LCMPT 
Gats (Music) sh2012003979 LCGFT 
Gumbe (Music) sh2012003965rev LCGFT 
Hymns, Lisu sh2012002580 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Hymns, Oriya sh2012000205 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Introits (Music) sh 85067645  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ite missa est (Music) sh2007000237  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Jaltarang music sh2012002387 cancel:LCMPT 
Jeux-partis sh 85070188 LCGFT 
Jongos (Music) sh2012001356 LCGFT 
Kaddish (Music) sh2006009015  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Kol nidrei (Music) sh2006009039  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Kyrie eleison (Music) sh 85073586  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Lamentations of Jeremiah (Music) sh 85074195 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Limbe and piano music sh2011005798 cancel:LCMPT 
Limbe music sh2011005490 cancel:LCMPT 
Lullabies, Persian sh2012004768 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Ma'lūf sh2012002787 LCMPT 
Lord’s prayer (Music) sh 85078352  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Magnificat (Music) sh 85079800  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Marimba and timpani music sh2012003645 cancel:LCMPT 
Melodramas sh 85083436 LCGFT 
Monodramas sh 85086908 LCGFT 
Music hall new LCGFT 
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CANDIDATE TERM RELATED LCCN STATUS* 
Nunc dimittis (Music) sh 86004925  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Oboe and digital player piano music sh2012003455 cancel:LCMPT 
Organ music (Pedals)  sh 88007033 cancel:LCMPT+LCGFT 

Pastourelles sh 85098614 LCGFT 
Preludes new LCGFT 
Psalms (Music)  sh 85108115 LCGFT or 

cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Recorder and carillon music sh2012003465 cancel:LCMPT 
Regina Caeli laetare (Music) sh 85112356  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Salve Regina (Music) sh 85116963  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Sanctus (Music) sh 85117165  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Saxophone and zheng music sh2012003647 cancel:LCMPT 
Serenatas sh2011004792 LCGFT 
Shakuhachi and double bass music sh2012000763 cancel:LCMPT 
Shema (Music) sh2005001926 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Shudraga and piano music sh2011005796 cancel:LCMPT 
Shudraga music sh2011005748 cancel:LCMPT 
Sitar and surbahar music sh2011005519 cancel:LCMPT 
Song of Solomon (Music) sh 86008166  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, English (Middle) sh 85125096 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Songs, Fon sh2011004470 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Stabat Mater dolorosa (Music) sh 85127183 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Tantum ergo (Music) sh2008001210 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Te Deum laudamus (Music) sh 85132921 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Tientos new LCGFT 
Tientos (Flamenco) new LCGFT 
Veni Creator Spiritus (Music) sh 86002134  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Veni Sancte Spiritus (Music) sh 93007673 cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Victimae paschali laudes (Music) sh 92006060  cancel:OutOfScopeLCGFT 
Vihuela and percussion music sh2012001430 cancel:LCMPT 
Vodou music sh95008864 LCGFT 
Xun music sh2012000885 cancel:LCMPT 

 


